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Xnn!:r.>i>, LL. 1)., till the subject
which is in
..i ",\i■I'.i" ll.ty,"
the aim
f.i'.M ... collecting a luvi* of forestry
c
The subject of fores4 tin- young.
:
attracting more attention every
car. and at t 1.,- opening "! the hist ses1!. {
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designed lo J,i,,!i11.t.
a-i nilcivs' uilhc --laje.-t Mr. X >j-thro|i
!-. 4'.inis no!:" as having been so eifertive
Hi:
apj. .;i.uneiit oi Arbor Hay by
ernors
Man-.-, by Legislatures ami
.... Sic... .mty amt town
sujterintenms
Schools. He ay.- that ihe plan
Ai!. ir Hay is siiiinlt* and inexpensive,
n.v tin- moi
ami
leatiiiy miopted am!
liic vn:
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Day
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study
already erowd:.
the req
e t.
in .-ii oi-i- *py b*,t t-Mthree hours, lit
oi
lii* iu.tt'i
.ii! tit matter which
s;i--:i.
>1*1-1; *li- * i*ioJieil among ; lie school
,ii( ttisiiim.ti through the i-tlorts
Mipe’iiitemuait 1 ’>-a>t*■■ -. ol whose Moil,
to..' direction several accounts have
a published in these eoitituns.
Arlan
i1
bus already initiated a movement oi
in eigut St ates.
rtam
its ini-•

■

■

iii awakening a just appreciation
tH i-. tit.-! among pupils aud parents
ami tlcn among peopi. at large, is reuded oy .Mr. X" thro] as iieingof vast
tltnt•"! t;i■
m
another respect.
The
qiieney of idlest tires is tin* greatest
lrindrat.ee to practical forestry, but let
-.lie set,;ui.i-n; oi trees lie ituiy cultivated,
-■
am* *. .••a youth and then aiming
tin poop,*
lift tliey will be regarded as
i*iir
i .1*111..'.
i in* public need to learn
that tin* .ii i.-sts ol uli classes are i-onin*.t
in the conservation of forests,
lo ougli the teaching ot their schools
lhis iv-oilt was long since accomplished
■

•

t.i-t many
Swirzetiuml, Sweden and
'In*: Kuropean countries, The people
iwhen n adz** the need of protecting
tAn
iiiiglitem-1 j■uhii** sentiment
i.uplow-*! .; 1 ii-ttcr gaaru. in of their
forests than the nat ona! police. A per-<’ii wai
t'U'.ly sett mg lire to a forest would
iiii-ri Is* hn.keii upon as an outlaw, like
the mtsereant win should poison a public
ot i: > mg fountain.
[Boston Journal.
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Manuring

Old

Orchards.

the popular fallacies that still
districts, is that tnatn;e orchards do not need fertilizers,
*

pie oi

in the rural

lingers

farmers

planting,

may
and in

he

painstaking in the
cultivating the orchard

leu years, until it comes into hearing. out, as a rule, after that, it is negtor

a

lected, and not infrequently either pastured or mowed, and the soil is compelled
l
hear two crops annually, without
until it is exhausted. Then the
raised that “it does not pay to plant
cry
orchards, at best we only gel fruit in
a.mmiaiicc every other year.'’ The folly
■a tliis neglect is
demonstrated every
immure,

> ear. and the facts are published abundantly in the agricultural papers, hut
unfortunately these journals have quite a
limited circulation, even in the farming
to .vii.-~
They are numbered by tens and
: nmtie.-.
where they ought to he by
bund! cds.
iin the old homestead, where
the viilci ale apples horn file tree aim
the barrel, raw, cooked and preserved
the ycai louud in the age ol homespun,
there was an old tree famous for ns early
eppics, a seedling, and an inveterate
bi-aie: in alternate years.
It happened
in the enlargement of the garden, that
The ground underneath this tree was

plowed, manured, and planted with potatoes, and as a result, the bearing year
was changed, and we had two lull
crops
hi successive years.
The manure helped
tliis icsiilt, and the rotting of the sod that
had been accumulating for years helped
still more.
The fact did not impress the
owner much, hut it did impress the boy
who Swiped to eat the apples, and turned
the grindstone under the grateful shade,
li is

well known fact that pear and
trees that stand in gardens, espein village gardens which have

to build the
grsmd-land, and want a ti\c year-' Ica-e of it.
wild" ; he S' a: Fair n iisP-e- are not inclined to
'‘W e think a grand stand 00.x
•plow so mti'-ii.
J>5. sea! iiig abom (iOUO people, will he what Wc
wantsaid a Member of the board.
“Wt shall
it i- not arranged.” TTi*br.bd: Intt just how
-ent g> and staid i- :>25\.Jm. and sea.- w ith a
j
sq;l« e/e. 2700 people.
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ANIMALS.

Maine reports to the Hertm-nt of Agticuiture a- follow-: Then- has
'■<
ii dicii'g ih"
a-'
yiar an uisn-nally healthy
\
ni ii'cHii't ..ii eia-'cw of farm slock.
There
m.been no prexaMiig dis<a-e of any kind.
Tick ba- been in. epidemic or other marked
I he Si

Up

a!■

for

agent

di.-east aimnig iiot
.the pink-eye w ichpte> ailed mue.i a
having i. 'en almost unyat
known its" pa-t wi:' r. "bleep have been !'•
markably healthy. The losses hat have occurred from an eali-' s have not been above two
"lit. The < olid i it in ol hogs
I el
good— sotllld
a ml in alt in
No hog eliolera or other dep.etiog
'i:-« ase i- re p‘ rt e* i. a nd during the pas? yea I
-wine iiave o""ti
m a line. ie allhy condition.
Not above live per cent, ot bog- and pigs are
•-: by
di-' ise.
Beyond question the warm
dicker provided throughout tie Stall for duni'-stic animal-o‘ a.i kind-, and T1• good can
-ivi• n t iem by tiie farmer, explain why -o few
cases of di-ea-e exist. and
why there i-such a
low percentage of loss from that cause.

-.

lioaios. bones,

a

liberal fertilizing and cultivation every
year, bear regularly, and are seldom
without fruit, except when the frost or
hail destroy s it. .Men who make a specialty of growing licit for market, and
feed their trees abundantly, get well paid
for their labor, and send apples to the
city markets by the car or boat-load. The
secret of their uniform success is in the
fact that they feed their trees regularly,
and thin out all supertiuous wood, anti
give the orchard all needed attention.
They do not steal away the food of the
trees in grass or grain crops.
They are
content with the fruit.
There is no reason why the average
farmer, who has
suitable land for fruit trees, should not
have an abundant
supply of fruit for
home use, and for market. It is in the
line of his business to raise
crops for
market, and to make the manure that is
needed to produce them. It is in the line
of a true economy to purchase the ferti-

,c.

llleaii out the

ellar,

removing all the decayed ivnd decaying
vegetable matter, and sprinkle copperas,

chloride of tins*-, or common stone lino
over tin- lloor until the air
made sweet.
it the cellar drain is not dear, see to it:
and il the sink drain is foul, take onefourth ot a pound oi copperas and dissolve it in a gallon of water and pour in.
Had odors fr mi cellars, drains, sop-hoh’s.

W IS* A SSI-'. I S

generate

fever

few cents expense now may
doctor hills in future.
Tugging
This

too

large

Sheep.

commonly dreaded,

i-• 11

a

ilc'.aycd

save

late into tile

season,

ami
until

The flack
should be carefully tagged before they
have been 1 my turned out to glass, and
even better wdi it
the work beto ..
The ilillereneifore grass had started.
in wool saving, and convenience in washing the locks. when done early, will pay
all the expense of clipping. Handle all
of tic sheep carefully, ami especially ewes
that are going to have lambs.
It is par
leetly barbarous to double a shoe]) up on
the barn floor and hold her in that
position with your knee pressing upon
icr stomach.
Sheep should not be held
in any position that makes them grunt
or wheeze.
the wooi has

become tout.

1

p

a in

;auii'
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Few

People

Escape

The taint of scrofula in the blood. With many it is
hereditary; but it ma» al-o be acquired frein want
"t air or lack ot exercise; from improper t"i.d, or
any cause which brings about weakness of the body
and impurity of the blood. The disease is charm-,
lerized by running sores, abscesses, swellings, enlarged joints, sore eyes, etc. No medicine ha- been
-o .-aiecesstul in
curing scroiula, as Hood's Snr.-aparilla. Tie- most leirihle running sores gradually
oi-appear under the purifying and strengthening
intlm-nces of this great medicine. If you are a
sufferer from -*r -tu a and desire more evidence a>
t" the won lerlul success of Hood’- >arsa|>arii a,
I. ... a. t o
send to <
I.owell, Mass., for a book
containing many remcrkabie cures.
A stereotype plate of the ordinary novel will
weigh from a pound to a pound and a half. The
printed page is often ntich heavier, say s the Chris
liait Register.
Do you ever have sharp pains iu the region
of your heart or any other symptom* of Heart
Oiseus ? if so you can liud sure relief in l)]i.

tiUAYKS’ UFA 1I.T KECil LATOlt. #1.00 per
bottle. Free pamphlet of F. F. Ingalls, Cambridge, Mass.
An English traveler, in looking over some American town names came across the well known ones
of Pawtucket, Shetnoket and Nantucket.
Haw !
haw!” ho exclaimed. “Pin blessed it the whole
family didn’t take it!”

INU

|

iheiu-' l\es out lor tin like of us.”
“I- it Aldeimin loin Wal-h a\ the ould
Si ond I’m ii-tm n’ to this
night?" returned Mr.
Il iitigan. Nvith Imar-e euiphasi-. “Oh. Tom.
dear, don't irt the ri-t av the diligation hear
Ilia? -paeht now.
WJial sort of word would
they bring back to the hoy-?'’
1 In Alderman hung inodc-tly back Nvhen the
1 arty readied tin* front entrance, and Mr. Hartigan undertook to explain to the doorkeeper.
“We’ll go riiiht up widout seni.in’ names,”
said he. “Sure, (.rover’- expectin' u-. This
i- Alderman
Wal-h and a diligation from
'he Second district, so ’ti- all right, me boy.
Secin’we’re all friend-av the ould man’s, and
he wants to sei- u- bad."
It was explained that this was not the hour
when the President received, and that he was
then engaged and could not be disturbed.
“Whi-t now, av course, that’s the steer,”
-aid Jerry, with an elaborate wink ; “but 'lis
Alderman Wal.-li and tin* delegation from the
Second, and it’- nvc \er expectin’, me bye, and
here’s to y e.”
It was finally made el*ar that the White
House was a sealtd casket lor that evening.
Mr. Hartigan was dumbfounded. The Alderman mopped his brow thoughtfully, as though
airing and nursing a new idea. The rest of
the delegate- hung irresolute on the railing.

Finally Mr. Hartigan drew a long breath.
“Come on, Tom ; come along, lives. They've

no use for the Democratic party here.
The
Hour of the ould Second, too! Oh!'* cried Jerry
as he turned fora last look at the inhospitable
roof. “Oh, but I wouldn’t he in ycr shoes,
(Hover, when we make our report to the byes
—no, not for tlie softest snap in the customs.”

And the delegation from the second tiled
inously otf.
Bits

CAPTAIN C01KTNE1 !
While on the coast of Africa I had three
sick with malarial lever. 1 cured them with
Sulphur Bitters, it 1- the greatest blood purifier 1
ever saw.
i always keep them in my medicine
chest.—Ship A’autilaus, Baltimore.
2vv20

Says:
men

“Cooking Clubs for Men” is the title of an article
in an exchange. Why they an* cooking such things
for men is a mystery. We should think a cooked
chii> wouldn’t be any more digestible than a roasted club.

A

Wonderful Discovery.
Consumptives ami all, who suffer from any affection <>1 the Throat and Lungs, can find a certain
cure in l)r. King’s New
Discovery lor (Jonsnmp*
lion. Thousands of permanent cures verify the
truth of tide statement. No medicine can show
such a record of wonderful cures. Thousands of
once hopeless sufferers now gratefully proclaim
they owe their lives io this New Discovery. It
will cost you nothing to give it a trial. Free Trial
Butties at Richard 11. Moody's Drug .Store*. Large
size, 50c. and $1.00.
At some point in the career of every human soul
yawns a chasm that seems impassable. One of
these ditches confronts the young wife when she
opens her eyes to the fact that site can’t cook like
somebody’s mother.

Very Remarkable Recovery.
Mr. (ieo. V. Willing, of Manchester, Mich.,
writes: “My wife has been almost helpless for
five years, so helpless that she could not turn over
in bed alone, she used two Bottles ot Electric
Bitters, and is so much improved, that she is able
now to do her own work.”
Electric Bitters will do all that is claimed for
them. Hundreds of testimonials attest their great
curative powers. Only fifty cents a bottle at Richard H. Moody’s.
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goes bevond tier rights when she opens
oysters with her husband’s razor and drives nails
into a smooth wall with his ineerselmum jiipe.

J

Disappointed.

small party of g.-ntlemn visited the White
House lately, ami were l»*d by a stout man
in a n w >iik but, and on his right was a small* r
gentleman whose identity was at once established b) bis rare anil rolling brogue. (i re at
sellow blotch*
of ligh* bathed the arms of the
union on the pillars and made the grand from
portico as light as day. On the pi.sza beyond
r.-.ich hors- s champ' d their bits nnu the negro
drivers sang tIn* chorus «»t “Dixie.”
There
wen* tun threi runche-. ami only I lie lop lioor
• >f 1 he man-ion was
to
the eye oft he
alight, hut
smaller gimleman it was a scene of matchless
splendor ami iV-t i\ i'.y
••Sure. Tom,” he whispered, “they hoard ye
were .'limin’!
>1 ■ he ‘ti- < 'laveland himself on
1 wonder." he went on.
the -lliep- la-yant.
anxiously, “whether 'li- punch or ehainpagriv
he
nivin’
u-'r”
they'll
“He ai-y. Jerry dariin*.” rejoined the -tout
gentieman. compiarcntly.
“They‘II not | lit

.»>• ra< ii.

A woman

VISIT Til r.

Jerry

1 II KM.

pel* 1!..
"h in: —I

and

A
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•hen* ha- been a belter demand I or export < aide this we. k than there was one week «*ig"
W esl
ern * attie have been eosting higher at Chicago,
nut the demand for them tor butchers’trade wa.a"l active at an advance in prices over those paid
me week ago.
There has been a fair fall for beef
Cattle, those sold to butchers ranging in price
in ie2c per
IToiii
n. ii\
weight. Sin.-: <-i the
ni.li priced
aii,.' urn
iiden 1 d for iln export
trad**, and are <• uu- fully up to our highest, quotations landed at the yards.
"lump an t L oi,fr. in the We-I wen*
i,
ill
an owned 1*v but' iiers, a
few onlv being intend'd for ex | >i 1. Western -diet p are costing
buieher.- li'om I
J.ambs (e.j /jTc pe r lb.
y ,;.i'
live weight, landed it ttie vards.
"Wine—Western f it Hog- are lower in prie,
n..e
Inis week, eosiing inib’hers from 1
per in.
li>e weight. A 1 those brought in \\ ere owned by
I Hitchers.
In tiii- ntinlier wi ineiude all brougni
m over the several railroads tor the
past week, all
living owned by butchers.

I >s.

green banks* of
"lir clear
blue, beautiful hetlllebec. If its
beauties and all rad ions were advertised one
quarter ns much :i> the Wot and South an,
w>- should be crow*lcd with immigrants.
It
p ojde were compelled to live la-re as e •onomi all) a- »box do south or west, the laboring
lie'll Would all gel rich.

Cattle Market.
Ti ISIS, 1 May 5, ISS.V.
Viiu,nut of stork m murkrt
otic, l:H7; sheep
Hid lain!,-, Ii.slu; fat swine, lo.n.'ln; len.-es, lisp,
ii11,110.t tii Western
altlr, M-'.l : I iilnnhi iiLLle la.
briers 111 I,rid rattle Ip Ini' H. 'ivo wrlgtlt, i*\lll!
Oliliilv, Jo. 371, s7 <10; lir-t,
y a JS srr.nid,
f4 -Vay.'i
; Uard. •*;; 7.,yl .7
ijiioi f-i grades
"1 o i;u -r n\r 11, 1,1111 -. ell
£.1 IlOyM ■J *.j
Brighton Hides, lira vy. 7 tr ^ lb.
Brighton Tallow—> is il>.
( ,■!,utry Tallnw —a
per Id.
ulintry Hides—lino a. u7>- p.T id. tight ones,

of

om-

Literature.
Nathaniel Parker Willis. By Henry A.
Beers. This is the latest addition to the Amer-

The first six numbers of the series will be as
follows: 1. Majarie Daw, and Other Stories,
by Thomas Bailey Aldrich. 2. My Summer in

It may be premature, perhaps,but I desire to
suggest to any one who may be contemplating

Wisconsin’s tobacco acreage this year has increased one-third.

ican Men of Letters series; and despite the flippant wav in which some of the critics refer to
N. P. Willis we think he is well entitled to rank
among American men of letters, and that this
book will recall attention to his works and bring

Garden, by Charles Dudley Warner. 3. Fireside Travels, by James Russell Lowell. 4 The
Luck of Roaring Camp, and Other Stories, by
Bret Hart. ">. Venetian Life, by Willian Dean
Howells. 6. Wake Robin, by John Burroughs.

the erection of

a

Architecture.

WIIAT

summer

residence for me,

as

slight testimonial of liis high regard for my
sterling worth and symmetrical escutcheon—
a testimonial more suggestive of earnest admiration and warm personal friendship than of
great intrinsic value, etc., etc., etc., that I hope
he will not construct it on the modern plan of
a

mental hallucination and morbid delirium tremens peeuliar to recent architecture.
Of course, a man ought not to look a gift
house in the gable end, but if my friends don’t
know me any better than to build me a slimmer
cottage and throw in odd windows that nobody
else wanted,and then daub il ail up with colors
that they have bought at auction and applied to
the house after dark with a shotgun. I think it
is time \v< had a better understanding.
Such a structure does not come within either
of the three classes of renaissance. It is neither
Roman or Venetian. Any man can
Florentine,
1
originate such a style of architecture if he will
drink tin- right kind of whiskey long enough
and then drsnibe his feelings to an amenuensis.
1 imagine t he >e nsat ion t hut one of these modern,
;
! viwed-otr coltago would create a hundred
years from now. it il should survive 1 But that
i" impossible.
The only cheering feature of

j

lb' whole matter is that these creatures of a
disordered imagination must soon pass away
and the hr gilt sunlight ot hard horse sense
slum* in through the shattered dormers and
gabies and gm.wed-off urcliitectm<• of the averA friend of mine a few
age summer resort.
day* ago showed me Ins new house with much
pride. He asked me what 1 thought of if. I
told him that
liked it lirst rate. Then 1 went
home and vvej t all night. If was my first false-

hood.
The house taken as a whole, looked to me
like a skating rink that had starred out to make
money and ha i suddenly changed it- mind and
resolved to become a tannery
Then ten feet
higher it had lost all self-respect and blossomed
into a fuli-blovvn drunk and disorderly, surrounded by the smokestack of a foundry and
with the bright tuturc of .’»<> days ahead witii
the chain gang. That's the wav it looked to me.
I In* roofs were made of litlle odds and ends
of misfit rafters and distorted shingles that
somebody li e purchased at sheriff's sale, and

be room" ai d stairs were giddy in the extreme.
I went in and rambled around among
the cross-eyed .staircase:-, and other nigbt-m;«re>
till reason tottered on tier throne.
Then i
came out am
stood on the architectural wart
called tin* side porch to get fresh air. Thi"
porch was painted a dull red. and it had wooden rosettes at
the cornels that looked like a
bran new e.u bunch* on the nose of a social
wreck.
Farther up on tin* demoralized lumber pile 1 savv. now and then, places w here ihe
workman’s mind had wan k
d an-! he li:ni
n:died on his clapboard" wrong side up ami
then painted them w w.h the parts green that he
had intended <, use on something else. It wean oiid looking structure, inde- d.
1 f my friend
got all tin* material for nothing from
people
who had fragments of paint and lumber left
over after they
had failed, and then if the
workmen eonstructed it
nights for im-niat
relaxation
and intellectual repose, without
dial go.
course the scheme was a linancial
sin t-"", l*i-i a ciiiiccturally tin- house is ;i gros\
nation of 1 he statutes in such case- made ami
provided, ami against the peace and dignity of
the state.
Ida re i- a look of extreme poverty about the
structure wdiieh a man might struggle for year"
to acquire and then tail.
No one could loot;
upon it with ml feeling a heartache for the
man
who
built that house, and pro >a!>!\
struggled on year after year, building a little
of ii at a time as he could steal tin* lumber,

getting

workmen each year, building a
knob Ijeic and a protuberance there, putting in
;t
three-cornered window at one point and a
yellow tile or a wad of broken glass and other
debris at another, j alieiiliy tilling in around
Ihe ranch with any old rubbish that o her
p» oplc had got through with, ali i painting u
a- li-- W'-m along, taking what was P-U in ihe
bottom of the pots after hi- neighbors had painted their bobsleds or their tree boxes—hi: h*
favors thankfully receiv ed —and then surmounting the vvhoh pile with a potpourri of roof, a
gian-i fan-well ineulnis of humps and hollows
for ike rain to wander through and seek out
tin* different cells vvhere the lunatics live who
inhabit it.
! did t<*li my friend of one thing that i
thought would improve the look" of his 1m s<
He asked me eagerly w hat it could he.
I said
it would take a man of great courage to do il
for him.
He said he didn't care for that. H>
would do it hiinscif. If it only needed one thing
he would never rest fill he had il, whatever
a

n

w

“I do so like the General,” said a sweet voice
behind me at the opera: “lie’s a dear man, isn’t
he?” “Yes; you know Pm sort of related to
him.” “indeed; l never knew that. How?”
“lie came very near being my father.
He was
the first man my mother was engaged to.’* |San
Francisco Chronicle.

“Yes,” boasted

an Englishman in the West,
Tudor blood in my veins from my
mother’s side of the family, and Plantageuet
from my father’s.” “Is that so?” said a citizen,
“my blood is a little mixed, too. My grandfather was a Jersey tenderfoot, and my grandmother a Digger Indian squaw. We’re both
halfbreeds, stranger. Shake!” [New York
Times.

have

“For

my part,” remarked a handsomely,
sportively dressed young mau iu the
smoking ear. “I think this Grover Cleveland
is getting altogether too much attention. He
monopolizes the newspapers. One would think
Grover Cleveland was the only man in the
United States.
Hut I predict that in two

even

months he will take a back seat, as it were. He
will discover that there are some other big men
in this country besides himself. This ain't no
one-man
We mean to have our
country.
rights.” “And who are you?” “Oh, I’m a
professional base bail pitcher.”

Consul General Van Buren. of Japan has
on the ground of ill health.

re-

signed

Ex-President Arthur is confined to his
his home in New York with sciatica.

at

room

Charles P. Miller, of New York, has sued
Whltelaw Reid of flu* Tribune for libel.
A farmer near Sacramenta, Cal., nets £0,000
this year from twelve.acres of asparagus.
Floods in the country around Dallas, Texas,
causing great suffering and loss of life.

are

April 30th was the 20th anniversary of the
declaration of peace between England and Russia.
The seat of government of West Virginia
has been removed from Wheeling to Charleston.

The ( ommissioner of Patents has under consideration a plan for the entire reorganization
of t hat office.

Emperor Dom Pedro of Brazil has reigned
tift\-three years, or longer than any other liv-

ing sovereign.

The water in the river at

Montreal is subsid-

ing rapidiv. The estimated damage bv the flood
will !><• $100,000.
named Ward killed Naim Hlllan at
Lungton, Ala., the 30th ult. The men were not
A

inan

even

acquainted.

The Governor of New
Niagara Park bill, which
a million and a half.

York has signed the

appropriates nearly

There is in Berlin an apothecary shop which
dates its establishment from UNs. It was recently sold for £3,000.000.

Secretary

Whitney expresses the opinion
Congress will vote a sufficient, amount of
money to build good ships.

that

A Minnesota widow recovered
breach of promise from a railroad
wanted ten times as much.

£1.000 for
She

man.

who says he can identify Arthur
Orton, the famous Tichborne claimant, has
been discovered at San Francisco.
A person

The well known publishing firm of J. R. Osgood A Co., of Boston has made an assignment.
The liabilities of the Arm are about £100,000.
Five of the fastest transatlantic steamships
have been chart- red by the British government
lor cruisers, at £l»>,0od to £20,ooo a month each.
The wife of an habitual drunkard in Buffalo
1 eeovered £1.000 against liquor sellers, whom
-he had noiiti d not to furnish her husband

drink.
The total revenue of the British Government
the past year was £ ns .04.°*,000, and tin* expenditures were £'NO.002.(100,
iea\ing a deficit of £1,-

040,000,

Pres. Eliot, of Harvard University, the cook
in lie Parker House restaurant, and Mary L.
Booth, who edits Harper’s Bazar, each receive
£4.000 per year.
A prohibition paper published in Buffalo has
standing heading which reads, “White Wheat
hi-key \\ astes Wealth. Wrecks Womanhood.
Wahops \\ ive>.”

a

M

On tlic principle that evervhodv Humid be
t:»ii“hi a t rade the Archduchess Maria Theresa
"1
\ustiia is learning to make jewelry in a
1*> rolcse workshop.
Vesuvius is again in

state of eruption,
lava i< issuing from

and
copious stream of
the
crater
am!
principal
flowing toward Torre del
(i ivco and Pompeii.

a

a

EmriMi Military piper states that Great
i;;;iij i, i- now a well drilled army of 37J.OOO
Men, besides other thousands whom she can
cali upon in case of need.
An

I»*

i'le* increased tax in England of nine pence,
eighteen cents, per barrel of beer will inc re Use the tax of Bass and
Alsopp alone to the
exit ui of £s*)0,(m)0
yearly.
or

U is

scientifically

**f!imated that if all the
“champion” roller skaters in America would
stand up in a row, there wouldn’t be people
enough left to count them.
Mr. P.
the New

ocher did not accept the invitation to
V <>i k dinner of the Cornell alumni
because, according to report, he objected to his
“The
toa-i,
Mugwumps.”

luiuilil Its*.
I in*ii. 1 ion! hull it In* hud
;
The three trees that shaded the tent of Jeflfriend--om* be couid trust—who would steal j tm'U 1 >avis ai the spot where he was captured
in there some night while ;iie family vvep*
j in Irwin county, Georgia, have since been
away and scratch a match on the leg of his struck by lightning ami killed.
breeches, or on the breeches of any other
< l in net II. Freeman of Providence, won iu<gentleman who Impj.-ie d to ho present, am!
■

the alleged lions.
and then remain near there to see that Hie tin
meddle
with it, lie would
did
not
department
confer a great favor «*n one who would cheerBill Xyk.
fully retaliate in kind on fail.
ill i»on. Wi*.. April 'll.
hold

it

ignite

where it would

eueeio r

Irom

Bible

as

nn

Oracle.

A

a

WOMAN'S LICK IN ANSWKKIMi
01 LS I IONS.
A correspondent of the luter-Oetan fells of
('hicago woman who sits down in the pres(

Hit AtiO

ence

of her family and friends and gets definite

answers’

to

questions by simply opening

the

These questions may be asked by any
one who is present.
As soon as the question is
put, Mrs. Jv. V. opens the Bible wherever her
lingers seem impelled to stop, she herself reBible.

maining menially passive. She then looks at
tin* page, and usually sees at once the verse
which is an answer to the question. .Some-

times, however, sin* has to look o\;*r the whole
page to lind it. Very often twenty or thirty
qu« stioiis are asked in succession. The lady
gets answers equally well when sic asks the
question* hep-. It and when she is alone. {Several thousand qu» stions have been an-w. re I in
We have only marked
this way by Mis. K. V.
down a few of these, enough, though, to till
three columns of the Inter-Ocean in this type.
We often ask live or six questions on dill' rent
parts of the same subject. As a rule, the texts
which arc given for answers are the must exactly appropriate that emild be selected, even if
a person should read the whole Bil.de through
to lind each one.
And most commonly the
texts used are such as are not frequently quoted.
In the examples given below the read* r
will r»*inember that very often the peculiar p. iimt'ijir

me

m

answer

M»*penucu upon

me nr-

under which the question wa- a^k‘•d. < r upon the conversation wlm-h had just
occurred. For instance, a young man call; d at
the door one evening and said: “What do you
name this house?
1 come up lien; to get comlortcd whenever I get discouraged, and I think
\ou should call it Gilead.” The huh an>vvi red:
"1 call it the Lord's house, hut 1 will go and
open the Bible and see.” She opened to Ezekiel xi, 1, “Moreover, the spirit lifted me up
and brought me unto the east gale of the Lord’s
house.” The front door of her house is on tineast side.
She had thought of planting a number of mulberry trees in the \ard to feed silk
The
worms, and asked if she should do so.
answer was Deuu-ronoim xvi,21; “Thou shall
not plant thee a grove of any trees m ar unto
the altar of the Lord thy God. which thou shall
make thee.”
We were making an altar cloth to illustrate
tlie symbolism of the Bible and I asked what we
should put upon its corners.
We were given
Exodus xxvil, 2: “And thou shalt make ihe
horns of it upon the four corners thereof.” We
U'kcd, “Shall we make a model of the pavement or lloor work of the divine throne as described in the Bible?” It was opened to Exodus
xxiv, 10: “And they saw the God of Israel,
and there was under his feet, as it were, a paved work of a sapphire stone, aud. as it wire,
the body of heaven in clearness."
This text
was not in my mind at the time of asking, but
instead 1 thought of Ezekiel
and Revelations
iv.
1 put this question : “Some of our recent
scientists teach that red, yellow and blue are
not the primitive colors, hut. that green should
take the place of yellow. Now, am 1 right in
thinking that yellow i* the primitive color?”
Of course, the phrase “yellow is a primitive
color” cannot he found in the Bible, aud all
that could be given was an approximate answer.
This was the passage opened, Ezek. I,
4-7: “Audi looked aud behold a gi cal whirlwind came out, of the north, and a great cloud,
and a tire infolding itself, and a brightness
about it and out of the midst thereof as the color of amber.”
“And the living creatures had
straight feet, and they sparkled like the color
of burnished brass.” This answer contained
two objects of pronounced yellow color.
Who
could ask more?

eiinistunees

Unpleasantly
A

Suggestive.
that the train to

telegram announcing
Gettysburg, on which the President aud Vice

President of the United States were passengers,
detained for some time owing loan accident
to the engine, calls attention to the condition in
which the country would be placed if, by any
unfortunate calamity, the President and Vice
President should both die at the same time.
If Mr. Cleveland and Mr. Hendricks should
both die at the same time between now aud
next December there is no provision for Presidential succession and there is no person in
whom executive power is lodged. There is
Mr.
no President pro tempore of the Senate.
Hendricks did not vacate the chair prior ‘.o the
adjournment of the last session to permit the
Republicans to choose a President pro tempore.
Hendricks in doing this simply followed a
precedent which was set bv Mr. Arthur himself, when tlie latter was Vice President, and
when the Senate adjourned at a time of great
factional excitement within the party, there
is no Speaker of the House of Representatives,
as the House is not organized.
The wisest
men of the nation are not quite agreed as to
what would happen in such a contingency.
The proclamation of the Secretary of State
ordering a new election of President and Vice
President would he observed and republican
institutions would be preserved, although the
Government would be headless. Warnings
enough of this sort have been given to Congress since 1870, but they seem not to be
heeded.
was

cnampmnsmp

or

Aiut

i-ica

Parker<d Poston. ‘1 lie tinal
(». Parker (». draw 30.

and

score

$400

stand-

ing Freeman

l.x-dov. Me Lane of Maryland, the newly
appointed minister to France, left New York
Aprh 2!Mh with his wife ami daughter on the

steamer

The

Normandie for Havre.

About luuo families have settled in Florida
since November, mostly in Orange, Sumter,
Marion, \ olusui and Polk counties, and a large
proportion ol them came from northern stales.
Mr. Randall intends to devote the summer to
the restoration of his health. His physicians
have informed him that his recent illness was
undoubtedly caused by the bad ventilation of
the House.

Then are about 200.000 “drummers” in the
l mli d .Stales, and their average
salary is $1T>00
ami expenses. One-tenth of their number belong to associations for mutual protection, in-

surance, etc.

1 in
anconsuming the forests and fences
along the tier of mountain counties In Virginia,
including Rockbridge, Highland. Allegheny,
Augusta and Rockiugham. The loss will be the
bea\ iesl for

years.

The^ executive committee
L'ivil Service Reform

National
Association have voted to
hold the next annua!
meeting in Newport, R.
!;• m AiiL'ii't. George William Curtis will pre>ide and deliver an address.
I he SpringlieUl
have granted*H»3
,-hy. i hat i- one

habitants.
must be of

a

of

the

(Mass.) hoard of aldermen
to sell liquor in that
liquor shop to about 200 inTin- thirst of Springfield people
most raging description.
licenses

The number of railroad accidents in the
I'nitetl States during lss4 is given at 1,191. Of
ht >i“ 4h» were eoliisions and O.sl
derailments;
•
are reeorded as “various.*’
There were in
ail 3x) persons killed and
S,7<)0 injured.

.•V1.'*'

Beneman of Ames. Iowa, now
in Lafayette,
Indiamt, is 112 years old.
mind i*. strong and her health i- good, save
mat sle* is deaf.
She is n sister of the famous
oli\er Perry, and is a native of Delaware.

visiting
lb

a

Other volumes will be announced later. The
series will be plainly bound in smooth cloth,
and sold at the uniform price of one dollar a
volume. The publishers hope by giving choice
literature in comely form at a low price to meet
with substantial recognition from the lovers of
good books.

him many new admirers. The New York Herald reviewer says that “Willis belongs to a past
and his works are almost unknown to the pressent generation,”and the Boston Budget reviewer says that “his stories were light, pleasant
trifles that few will care to read now.”
Willis
may be almost unknown to the present gener-

ation, but there are many who hold his writings
in high esteem and the Messrs. Scribner are
evidently of the opinion that there are some
who will care to read his stories, as they announce for publication this month “Prose Waitings of N. P. Willis.” The Book Buyer says:
“Many of the best tales by "Willis have perished for no other reason than that they were in-

Letter

merits and demerits of the country, and especially of the Chehalis valley. Its principal
business is lumbering, having the finest timber
and of large growth, while the natural facilities for gettiug it afloat are unexcelled any
where. The Cliehaiis river rises in the Cascade mountains and runs about west into the
Pacific ocean. The country through which it
passes is very level, with numerous sloughs.
The timber grows close to the water and is cut
so as to fall along the banks, where it is sawed
into lengths to suit and then with jack screws

sketches.”

The fact is the hostile reviewers are
probably not familiar with the writings of Willis*. but belong to a later generation, and his

works having long been out of print they naturally enough conclude that he is wholly forgotten, which however is not the case. Then
they measure Willis by some of our modern
writers, whereas Willis had a peculiar talent
of his own. As a letter writer and paragrapher he had uo equals in his days.
His stories,

rolled overboard and floated to the mills at
little expense. A number of new saw mills
have been built and other buildings erected,
and if the lumber trade improves this must be-

bright and entertaining; and his “Letfrom Under a Bridge” are delightful reading now, and wo have often wondered that
some enterprising publisher has not brought out
anew edition for the satchels of vacationists.
Ili** **Penciling* by the Way” also afford an inare

ters

very prosperous place.
The soil is very rich and free from stone, and
within the past year more attention has been
paid to farming, but tin* country is new and
undeveloped. The land produces beyond my
expectation. I bought some cleared bottom
land last year, and cultivated it, and was surcome a

sight into European society of their date, with
sketches of many celebrities with whom Willis
came in contact during his
sojourn abroad.
These works, with his sacred poems and an
odd volume of The New Mirror, in the library

prised at the amount of vegetables a small
piece of ground would produce. 1 went to
work in down east style and had a system in
putting iu the seed, although the mossbacks
laughed at me for being so particular. People

the writer, have made him familiar with and
admirer of the writings of Willis, and Prof.

an

Beer's story of his life is therefore most welAs a Maine man, too. he is proud of
this recognition of one of her sons. Prof.
Beers says: “Willis was born Jan. 20, 1806,

who have lived here for many years

come.

r

The number of cigars manufactured in the
i nil. d Slates in lss4, was 3.457.309.017,
Icing
ihe largest numiier ever made in this
country,
requiring over N(»,0UU,U(H) pounds of leaf. Tile
number ol cigarettes made was 994.333,000.
The epidemic at Plymouth, Pa., i- said to he
of a much more serious nature than it has been
tor a week past. One hundred and
thirty new
eases have been
reported, making in all over
r,oo persons now prostrated with the disease.

chapter of calamities is reported to have
happened to a colored man in Abbeville county,
<
S.
one day last week, and the local
paper
"tales them in the following order:
"Two of
his dogs, his wife, and his horses all fell dead.”
A

Lariv Sunday morning May 3d lire broke out
in the live story tenement, house. No. 972 First
avenue New York
city. The tenants became
panic stricken and in escaping eight are known
to have perished, while at least fourteen were

seriously injured.
of the most remarkable facts brought out
by the oceanic, researches made by the British
ship Challenger is the probability that all
oceanic islands are of volcanic origin; in all the
researches made no indications were found of
submerged land over these areas.
One

•Situations in the Bank of Fugiand are much
coveted, but the average salary of the 1100 employes of that great institution is only §1305
including what is paid in pensions, ami tlie governor of the bank receives
only §5000. What
great hank in New Y ork could obtain honest
and competent employes on such meagre salaries?
The committee having in charge the construction of the base and pedestal for the reception
of Bartholdi's great statue have adopted a new
plan to raise funds for their completion. This
consists in the preparation of miniature statuettes, six and twelve inches high, bronzed, pedestal nickel-silvered--a perfect fac simile of the
model provided by the artist, to be furnished to
those desiring them by the committee at one
and live dollars, respectively.
Clippings.
Mr. K. C. Stevens, of Hallowed, post office
inspector, one of the best in the service, voted
for Blaine, consequently he has been removed
from office bv this pretended civil service reform administration. [Kennebec Journal.
The Bangor Commercial publishes a letter
from a l'ortland Democrat who says that the

Argus has become “addled with the idea that it
can make John W. Deeriug the next Governor
of Maine/’ and with that end in view is performing as a prohibitory organ much to the
disgust of the Portland Democracy who have
no sympathy with its present course.
There was an evident attempt in several
New York papers, in reporting the suit against
ex-Seuator Chaffee and D. 11. Moffat, growing
out of the transactions in Little Pittsburg mining stock, to magnify the fact that Mr. Blaine
bought Little Pittsburg shares. The same papers failed to allude to the fact that ex-Senator
William H. Baruum was president of the company, and Abram S. Hewitt a director. [N. Y.
Tribune.
Descendants of Rebecca Nourse, who was
as a wilch at Salem, July 19, 1092, have
erected a monument over her grave at the old
homestead in Danvers Centre. It will be dedicated next July.

hanged

square mansions, the homes of retired sea
captain-. The town had alrenly mad some
noise in literature, as tlx* residence of that
wild genius John Neal; and in February 27,

storm

wind

comes

with the May flowers,
at its coming.

Mass.,

and

a

intense and changeable.
As to the people here, many of them are
from Maine, some from the Provinces and
many from Kansas, but the best and most en-

credit to their

the versatile pen of 11. II.
story
Clark of the United States Navy is announced

terprising

as

well

Murfree’s story fur young people,
Ravine, which int& been running as
a serial in Wide Awake, will be published soon
Miss
in a volume by Houghton, Mifflin A Co.

ing any
capital

me

as

m

k,dii.
a

mo

rule

items

one

to

come

lien* uni'

ss

they

can

supplementary

to

our

tin* ending. The authorship has not yet
been divulged, though various guesses have
been made.
Miss Woolson's excellently-vvorked story of Florida life, “Fast Angels.” reaches
its sixth instalment, and the same number will
a clever story by Brainier Mathews,
••ailed “The Secret of the Sea,” a wonderful
tale of “a pirate crew.”

contain

correspondent's

question

to

$110 last

season.

The decrease in fin* price
difference in

of wages will more than make the
price of logs, and aliovv tin* logger

:i

small

mar-

gin of protit.
To the right party there i- an excellent opportunity in this cit> to establish a bank, and
do a general brokerage and exchange business.
We have the bniI liug erected for that purpose,
containing the necessary vaults, etc., and all

posium, by live eminent writers who have givthe subject much attention, viz., Charles
Dudley W arner, Elizabeth Stuart l’helps. Dr.
William A. Hammond, Mrs. E. M. King, and

en

need is the man with the coin. Several
thousand dollars could he loaned out to vor)
good advantage in the county.
we

Dr. Kate J. Jackson.

in*- nop industry oi im- vaticy is neginning
to attract considerable attention irotn those ud in u^i icultui <d pursuits., Nu bett'■!' climan* and soil can bo found in any country than
Chehalis county possesses, and we are of the
opinion, founded upon experience obtained in
section^ devoted to Imp culture, that abundant
success awaits the hop grower in this count}.
It is one of the n tuerotis industries that can he
prosecuted with success iu our much-favored

Messrs Funk & Wagnails, New York, have
press the following books: Historical Lights.
By Charles L. Little,author of “Biblical Lights
and Side Lights.’’ This work will contain six
in

gag<

thousand extracts from Standard Histories and
Biographies, illustrating twenty thousand top-

ics; especially arranged for ministers, lecturers,
public speakers, editors, lawyers and all who

region.

illustrations drawn from
The

Historical literature. It wiil be issued in large
form of nearly 800 pages. Price §5.00.
Apostolic Life. Yol. III. By Joseph Parker,

ing of the Lord. By John C. Rankin, I). I). A
brief, simp/* and positive form of the teaching
of Scripture on this subject. 12mo., price 75
ce-vElijah, the Reformer—-A Ballad Epic.
Lv George Lansing Taylor, D. D. A volume
of religious poems, 12mo, price §1.25.
The announcement that the rea! name of the
author of “The Prophet of the Great Smoky
Mountains,” is not Charles Egbert Craddock,
but Mary N. Murfree, will cause many readers
of the May Atlantic to turn first to that story
continue it in I he light of this discovery. The
chapters contained in this readable number
are among the best pieces of writing yet given
us by this author. Mrs. Oliphant’s serial is continued, as is “A Marsh Island.” Dr. liolmes
turns over some new leaves in his delightful
“New Portfolio, and the genial articles on
“Madame Mold and her Salon” are completed
all too soon. Important short papers of this
issue are John S. Dwight’s article on “Bach:
1085-1885,” Richard A. Proctor’s essay on “The
to

two

misused II of England,” “Children in Early
Christianity,” by Horace E. Scudder, and “A
Bird-Lover’s April,”—a pleasant talk on birdlife, by Bradford Torrey. A brilliant critique
of Cross’ “Lifeof George Eliot” is contributed
by Henry James, Jr. A review of Woodberry’s “Poe,” and of Phillips’ “Popular Manual
of English Literature,” complete the book reviews. There is some excellent poetry, and
the usual Contributors’ Club and Books of the
Month close the number.
Messrs. Houghton, Milflin & Co., have begun
the publication of a series of books, to be known
as The Riverside Aldime Series, and to include

“representative works by American authors,
who are at once of established reputation and
in close relation with the readers of to day.”
The aim of the publishers of the series Is to
“give the best which the printer’s art in America can produce; and since they believe in following a style which was adopted when printing was most closely connected with the flue
arts, and repeated by the most celebrated of
English publishers and printers, rather than
in attempting something which should affect
novelty, they have ventured to give to the series
which indicates that it is an American
variation of the well-known English style.”

Use

of

Oil

in

storms

at

Sea.

The Hydrographic Office of the Navy Department has for several mouths been engaged
in collecting data to determine under what circumstances the use of oil is most efficacious it.

octavo

|
I

diminishing the danger of breaking seas during
gales of wind. \\ In n sufficient data have be n
collected it is proposed to issue a pamphlet giv
ing such directions iu regard to tin- use of oil
as common experience <*f seamen may determine to be best. 'The following are among the
most striking of the accounts recently r*'ceiv« d :
In November. ISM, the steamship
Wnire,
from Savannah to Europe with cotton, while
niuuing before a heavy north west gale was
boarded by a tremendous sea. The captain d«-

termined to heave to, and men were stationed
to pour oil down the closet chutes forward and
to throw waste soak-d in oil to windward.
The vessel came round without shipping any
water.
As she kept falling oil' it \\;i> concluded to put her again before the sea. which was
done without trouble, and it was found that
she kept perfectly dry as long as the oil was
Used.
Again, in January, 18M, while erossing
the Atlantic to New York,utter running before
a northwest gale for some lime, she was laid to
without difficulty or danger by using oil in the
manner already stated.
Captain Jtiichie. of the English steamer Fern
Holme, while on his last voyage from Baltimore to Shields used oil.hags while running before a west-southwest gale. He hung one over
each side, just, forward of tin* bridge, and they
effectually prevented the ship from taking water on deck.
First Officer W. Maltjen, of the Herman
steamer Colon, in December, 1884. used oil
bags with remarkable effect. Two bags tilled
with boiled oil were bung over the bovv.
1’he
oil spreading over the surface prevented the
waves from breaking, and the ship rode quite
easily during the continuance of the g le.
Captain Jones, of the British steamer Chicago, while rescuing the crew of the brig Fedore
used oil with best results,
it was blowing a
heavy gale, with very high seas. The Chicago
rail to windward of the Fedore, and during a
lull, oil haviug been poured on the water, the
port lifeboat was successfully launched aud
started. A can of oil was taken in the boat,
and by using this the seas were kept down in
tli<* immediate vicinity, though they broke in
masses of foam a short distance away.
As the
boat approached the Fedore the crew of that
vessel poured oil on the water, which so calmed
the sea that the boat got alongside aud rescued
the shipwrecked crew without sustaining any
injury. About half a gallon of paint oil was
used by the boat during her trip.
The brig I*. M. Tenker, Captain Charles Barnard, New York to Cuba, in 1872, encountered
a northeast gale when four days out.
Several
heavy seas came on hoard, doing great damage.
A small bag, with holes pouched in the bottom,
was tilled with oil and hung over the stern.
The oil prevented the seas from combing, and
the vessel ran for several hours with dry decks.
The Mormon priesthood have drawn up a
declaration of their alleged grievances and are
haviug it read at meetings in their Territory.

a

of water some one hundred feet over
rocks and jaggy ledges. The channel below the
Falls is so narrow that in great freshets the water below comes up to the full level of that

above, making a smooth river. (Jueeu Victoria
suspension bridge, 125 feet above low water. i*>
a
wonderful specimen of civil engineering.
The river is very uarrcvv below the F.ills, and
in one place, at low water, a sione can he dropped from the east bank and strike on the ledge
The natural wells in the cal-

the west side.

on

ledges are a great curiosity. There are
a vast number, varying from the size of a cup
to forty feet deep, and ten feet across. These are
formed by the circular action of rocks in times

careous

Below the wells is what is called
the coffee mill; an eddy, into which everything
that floats is turned round in constant circles

of freshets.

until ground up. The old bridge went down
with a heavy team on :t—driver and team look
their last ride.

not

themselves.

Babbletown, and each and every
inhabitants I have given it, exist only
in my imagination.
No attempt, whatever,
has been made to draw any of them from real
life. Notwithstanding this, if be see* anything
in what l have said of “Old Svvitcbum” that
of the

one

tits

him he is welcome to wear it. though 1
wish him to distinctly understand that it was
not meant for him or anybody else.
I have
claimed

never

thought

or

articles

these

were

any thing very funny or smart, but so long as I
>aw tit to write them, and
you thought them
worth publishing, and he was not obliged to
read them. I don’t see that lie has any serious
grounds for complaint on that score.
If what he says of me in regard to last, fall’s
election and its result ha* any point I fail to
sec It.
I have no il feelings of any kind, close

iy

remotely connected with it, which I wish
gratify, as he would have you infer; nor
have I tried to “manage” anything connected
with it. Respecting my election bets l w ill say
the only election wager I ever made iu
my life
or

to

was

<>j /leoh'if-s, tu t on the result of last
e.t ciion.
Those I lost, and paid.

a

November’s

Everything in the 1 rovinces is lifty >r a hundred years behind the times, owing to the lack
of the “get up and get” and go-aheaditiveness

Your correspondent seeius to have ransacked
bis school reader pretty thoroughly for sago
advice to administer to me. What he has to

and pluck of

>ay

Yankee farmers.
anxious to know if we
should see our woihItI'u! quadruped. Well,
there he was in the s: me door yard, almost in
his old tracks, .hist as we reached the place
two wide-awake, jolly French girls came out of
our

returning

On

we wt re

their home and George asked. “Girls, whose
hog is that?” The girl replied with an arch
smile: “He belongs > a man that is a gentleman.” “And is the animal for sale?” “No,
nothing but his ears and tail.” George did not
the point of the joke, until told that the gir l
implied it he had been a gentleman he would
Hot have a-ked the question.
•'Wei!,** he says,
••that is sharp, isn't it.”
After leaving the Tort and while at Iloiilton.

set1

the teacher wrote iii- old friend and scholar,
and being in a sportixe mood ground out a
short parody on t « ir ride.
PARODY

ON

RIDI-:

A

TO (iRAND

tWi.I.S.

Would you the qit n’s dominion >•
This carriage ink- with George and me,
Wiih Billy Bonn, we'd onwaid hound
\\ here hoys, huckwheai and hogs abound.
Eo! here they come, one, two, three, four.
And tin r 's a group, a <k’Zni more.
And at the windows see the noses.
•Some blue, some red a> sumne r roses.
o! what is that upon our left.
Of stately ears ami tail bereft.
Is it a deer, or sheep, or hog?
O tell its, for w.• in the fog.

So left it minus

B' furning,

on

the

\

i.

..

...i

r.i

...

LOOKING

J. l*.

A

U<d

roll A SHIP BY
B V

sMOl'II-

I I N I N<

>

is eoini; t

doc n’t
full of Yviidness. and Lath, and -nil' I'iiiir, and
a
single trip may till a man’s mind with as
■

inueh

t»

rribie

■

xperienee

as

lie

miifht

”et

out

of *10 years ol seafaring of the ordinal) -or:.
One kind of wil iiie-s i- lindinir a ship by
a
litre was
li^ihtninir. I p-eutircl a ea-e
-ilowu. an-1 we -t li t. d in the dir- etion of it. 1
wnh a lla-it of iLInn'in:
was a furious niniit
At..a
let th*- litre
every now and a.r,tin.
i ii.iu mm.
di-ai'pearei!; w. tinu alP the y
a
iia-ii
-how.-.t
leu t.
Inn
held
on
down,
wind’ard of us. We hail them io rate!). Tin u
wo strokes of
wenLhluina' aflerwa .1, am',
by their help, we aim d a- best We collld fol
le-r.
She yvas plain enough in the tlasln-s
Some thought her a hriir. >otne a bark; but
then there was no m< re liirhtniujr and Y\e |..-t
her, though Yve lat.-e d and drove about the
neighborhood for Iona’ afterward. Had their
b- .-n nmre liirbtnii.u. we mi-dit ba\ e
iv.-d hi t
people; as it wa-. I allow she w. n! down, f..r
she look'd to he wig de. p in th< autre.** **A
few such sights a- you ».r -lumid last
man
“One I can m ver forget,”
a lifetime." I -aid.
he answer-d.
**lt Yvas niaht time, hlowin.hard; there yvm- a w vek yvc had fallen to i-•
Yvart! of in our eiforts t<> fetch her. and then
were three or four li tres luirniim ad at om-e .>11
h»T. They lighted he up a- if she wa- on tin-.
s a soltliei’>
The y\alt t uu I- r h *r yvhs as t
jacket. When a sea -hot over her 'twa- like
--*•

1*1

vimnie

nuiiHms*

oimou

i.-urng

You'd see ihe du-k\ ligure-of ih»- crew mulling about iV'-ding the ll lines wiih
urpentine. oil, ami so
»nh. with Ihe -ails in ragstreaming Iro n lie* yard-. At ia-t aim- a -»-;i
!
that completely smothered her.
beat all
the lights and ail :1a life out of her. and tin
blackness of the night was lie- blacker foi
the vanishing of (In* fearful n 'dm---.
Il’- ai
such time- a boat’s row feels ils iom soim-m.--.
At one moment then* i> tin v<-- i. a real
thing, wiih live people to h**lp, and our Icartare out with them, and our eyeball- an- straining: the in \i !here’s nothing but blaekues- ami
the noise of the sea al. amund.”
Fisii \m> Fisium;
The K<mn bee Journal
Trout are conirm neing to take the ll;. and
S * rtsuieii who have be*-n oil', of *:i'e have been
fairly successful. Soon every brook in liiisection will be scoured from source to mouth
after the “speckled bt an tie-.”.Fifty boats tlf

say.-:

Portland and (Homester mackerel ll

the

rived

in

last

Portland

week,

bringing

t arsome

million ti-li.\ large business is
done in Steuben tlii- season at lo’bslcr li-hing.

eight

or

ten

About 50 bands

it

in

mind myself, with the foud hope that
of my life may not disclose to those
who live after me the fact thaf 1 made a
laugh-

the record

ing-stock
be I or

of

I.

my>eif by claiming that I

Was

was

bit

struck at.

Veil

e

If your eorre potident is
sutiering from any
oili-T wound,* (?) of my infliction and will just
>how fli»*ir location and si/*- l shall take pleasure in *pit admg
piaster for them.
Yours vi ry ti uiy,
May 1, lv*,;..
Jeff Dodger.

«»!Ii. the famous

(

M.r

4 v< KSi
>aUu* lay

in

ealletl

the

la-t

to

making preparations to eni- to be carried
Pinkham bay-.
I lie lisb, after being eaugiii, ale kep! alive 111
are

gage m this employment, wliieli
on in Pigeon Hill. Dyer’s and

mitii tiiey an- -t ill to ihe canning faeioriein Miibi uLe and Prospect Harbor.Millions
of mack* i'l weie con lemu* d an
thrown into
the dock in New Y *rk on Tuesday wei k. Some
of the Maine schooner- knowing their cargo
would l»i* cotidi limed, dumped ihe ti-h overhoard vviilmul waiting for tin* in-peetor.
I he
result wa- that on Wednesday tin- lish jumpe I
from *25 cuts to $1 per hundred.Mr. F. «
11«*wey of Raiigley has received from Commissiom l* Stanley oti.UOO land-locked -alnion eggs
tor the Stanley Hatching lloll-c at Ihe inlet of

wamin

ir sioriu1

•-

war cor-

,n

the big snow storm of
great surprise
us arm ie-

a

»

o|

is

torim-r y«

tiling tliere

eoiisoling

older residents many
u May, a., i some even

our

the in.-nth

He

"it is better

jumps int a life-boat never
happen to him and he
think."-ay< aii Kngli.-h eox-Yvain. “It's
hat

yy

article of the

an

man
that lives after him.” I
careful consideration. I will bear

own

“>

1IIK SK Y.

when iie

man

beg his

-iup

Lifeboat.

a

KKKl>

knows

i.

..

I'nity, Mr.
In

“It is what

( tin:( ariMMi

We’re matched, ‘tis very plain.
Those izirls haw wit op.m the brain.
1 *iid.•, I). oil'. \\ 'll onwai'd hound
v

when he undertakes to write

length of hi* linger. But 1 >h> desire and claim
the privilege of holding such political views as
l choose, and of advocating them.
I will venture to give this person just one bit
of advice, which he will not find in his school
reader, namely don't bray every time y u hear
a jackass mentioned.
For his suggestion that

sjioinl'U!, sla.es that the plfbl le school ehili;eti of Uoston are falling victims to strong
drink. A pupil «*f the Hie.- -cliool was recently
-ecu intoxicated, and Mr. Collin was as.su nd
I
a teacher in a gii '-'school ! hat she had
among
her pupil- gins <*1 t wi I v »• and foilrteen who are
habitual beer drinkers.
M,. Coflin easts no
retleeiion Upon tin school aiittiorities iii this
matter, ImU ibo the taet> t" sh«*w how defiant I v
die license iaw
violate i I*, the I iquor dealers
iu selling to minors.
Ke n parents send their
'■iiildia n for beer, wi'h jugs and pails which are
tilu d vv ithout the
ast regard to the law.

*'

ii

sensitive, self-admiring country schoolmaster,
who i* obliged >•> get someone to assist him

r

Whose hog is ill it, iiic ..f u- orii .1.
1! is a «ront ie.il.Ill’s,*' lie 11 i 1*1 rejil
“And i- Ihe aniiua:
>.i11
"No! nothin-; lull hi- ear- and tail."

a.,

by chance, or

not

am

1

'The si ,t same animal w•• found,
And standing u*\ar with !l >w ing cur I-.
We saw two roguish looking girls.

Across

I

otherwise a “searcher for literary fame” neither do I crave the distinction of
being an over

by reading the following:

ground.

r\

entirely superfluous.

The advocates of license will be remind -d of
danger of hat >y stem in dealing w ith liquor

ami tail.

ears

iu regard to the folly of
my attempting to
follow in the footstep* of Billings or Twain is

t in

Ah now we see. by snout and mane
"Tvvas started for a hog 'tis plain.
But in ilie making up they fail,

now

t

u.iy really

I

..r-.

be about

to

-eem-

in June ”-It

nn

it

is that
,-ad, in-

wi-

for tin* | tivnis, tie- I db of liuh "Lewie,”
td' U-w. tio am! Mary Twitch !., agetl l;» years
tml '» month-. II. had men a little indi-poM-d
• or lluee or tour days, hut
W. due-nay night
.u

*»«■«•■
>"U

uk>-n violent I. i.I

was

dled

am

can

morning; ":,,y aliont nine hours
he

1

I

"n

alter

.uir-day

tin* attack.

«.| (his sudden dealli i-

sUpp"-.-.| to have
been perior ..in.,! of the liowv.s. I.. \\ is was ;tit uea id 11ig111
prized member "i «eo. L. Kraekett
rau-i

tive

la"!-o

L (.1. oft,

tained

by

!

which

J

de:Ph

,e

P e
tile great loss suspd- young member, ail.I,

,.j

witu the rest of the >■.•mmuuity, >y mpaihizes with
the p trents in their sad beiv.iv inent. The funeral
took

place 111. Friday i*. m trmn t ic house, and was
largely attend.-.1. In> on, -e by Lev II "inall. Th
'•oo.l I uphirs is-i-ifd
the service--Daniel
Ftili am in- bought of tie town tin p ace known
a- tti
It adj. ins the farm
Joseph William farm
where in- lives and win doubtless be a good
acquisition... .Chus. Kimball ha- bought the tiranville Moor.- farm in
district."

(

i-

loom

harlev has for

-"me

Uat

w

as the

a

"Kimbul

time past resided
in Lowell, Mass ...Mrs. .Mary K Libby lias bought
ttie siaa I
t the village nwm*ii hv ltev. F. I >.

Tasker.

F

breeding
"ti‘ duty
rlieuuial
of his
<

s«*n-

by

limis

arpenu

r

ol

Mr. It. is

-.

ha-

very troublesome
II. llicii is

a

light hand... II

bis

account

on
<

F ogg, lias bad

mi

a new

an atlae*

adding
e..

"vt-r one*

to

of iullamm a lory
file appearance

of white

a

L A.
paint
spring lamb.-.
...

hundred nice

L/.rt hi- employ- d (lire.* men to assist him in Ids
lorn, work the Coining
sU’omei.loseph Kiiiii.ail
has lea-t I the farm owned by tin* widow of the
ge

Jo-hua

Twitched, for

Maim; Mi

n

Mon

in

her write* front Oaa,
21st, as to 'ow.s
We are .having
lasted iltrci -.ay >,

a

tin

I

one v.-ar.

fan

\.

.i

a

-arnal suh-cri-

Montana, under date vpril

storm which has
l- very tend and
|t, |i
.in
it
p,
<
"'v
from men visit way down in Maine
a h-w
days since Tne-i umiUenien iiave one of
id. li. c-t ranches in tin- 1 idith Ha-in. and arc one
ot the largt-i wool growing lirnis initial section.
11. \\ U .-.sell i.- tun..ihig a
e
ir
Ini' J. Scv■ ran
.* X
O.
Mr. U r-c.*|l i- ,, rii >; cla.-s carpeni*’r .'«ii
.ins a
;lu work he can do
He is tnun
.p- Util
r. iiinmd

er

i.

heavy

iu the

'.itl’tl

K i"\. Me
A
Itstnee for Scar.-mont
will I'd ivii w Hit !dm.

now

weather
s

,m

Severance
fora short

left

a
few 'lays
Hi- family
have bought
1 line not -e oi 11 iii,l
He is a beauiitul
ley »t t lark
he appreciated. He
eu
ay ..mi has um. i«* he
l-a- the lic.-t reci.rd o! an
Inu-e in Montana tor
running m ii.;.«•. M;-- Fi -ra IJlack is visiting
I:,i
l
t
Tin n.id breed war up north
can.-.
the hoy s around in thi- valley
to look up
heir tire.inn-, tor it the Trow s should think
they
a anti
a
tiaiid in it tlicv w ould have to pasthrough tilts valle\ to get 111. re. Wei!, let Ukmii
c '.ue, u
want a little In
Mr. Thomas Husscv,
>r. lias invented a scnpei for
clearing dlteiies aiid
w ho Iiave Used li
it
works to p. rlecli.u
-ay
tho-y
( liU'-rd A ( la rey
wool gi ovvi-rs Ot tile Judith Has.
in, have wintered smeii ili aisaml sheep with only
a loss of one per cent.
Mr Glarey is erecting a
large In.ieksiniih shop and as he is a good workman will lia v e all lie e.m do.
>e\.

ram

,•

v:-it.
Go.

1

•.

ears

Railgeley Lake.S.-h. Nellie N. Rowe, of
Roothbay, Capt. Ih-en T. L* wi-, arrived at
New Yoik on Tuesday week with 250 bids, of
mackerel, stocking $204o. This i- her third
trip this season, stocking in three trips $1240.
Captain Lewis reports mackerel scarce, ami
thinks there will not be a large catch thi- season.On Fast Day Mr. L. J. Si rout of Limington shot a large hawk that had in its talons
a black bn-s weighing nearly three pound-,
which from appearances, had not been caught
more than ten minim-.ihe
Howd inhim
Advertiser says: Ama-i Williams caught and
brought into the market the first alewives of
the season ia-t Saturday.
He also brought in
the tirst of this season's shad and a 12-puund
bass.The catch of codfish "ft the Newfoundland hanks during 1884 was the largest on
record.
The French take annually 300.000
quintals of cod, worth $1,400,000. Americans
take a large quantity, but no returns are kept.
Tie whole amount taken during the year was
1.830.417 quintals, showing New foundland to he
tilt.* large.-t and most valuable cod fishery in the
world. Next to it come- that of N >r\va\, w ith
an

annual catch of

700,800 quintals.

The second and third husbands of

a

famous

Kentucky beauty whose fourth marriage took
place the other day, lie side by side in the Louisville cemetery, Cave Hill, and over their parallel
remains their widow has placed a splendid

inscribed: **To my Husbands.
is admirable economy. When number
four is laid away there will be no expense for a
monument
This

monument.

The United States Supreme Court has rendered

The Ohio Legislature has passed a law prohibiting the formation of combinations to regulate insurance rates.

even
thought of. Those “well-meauing
neighbors," whom he gratuitously champions,
need no such assurance from me in regard to

ears

ume

bring

Logging wages this season in im valley are
considerably lower lhau on an> previous season
for years. The wages paid to hands this year
will he from $•_!'> to $7’> per month, against $40

that one would hardly expect to •>•• discussed
in so grave an organ of opinion as the North
American Review, and yet in its June number
this interesting topic is to be treated iu a sym-

was, is it

Explain.

to

and
frozen off. The question
d» er, or sheep, or hog?

He

name.

Arrived at the Falls, we believed the word
Gram/ just the word. The St. John river is
very wide above the Fills, hut gradually narrows very much and pours an immense vol-

m\

letter:
The llouuiatn Mill Co., disburses $400 per
day. This is a big item in a count r\ like ours.
The establishment of a stave and barrel factory at some point on the Chehaiis rivet*, contiguous to the timber district, would be a t itling investment to 'In* proper \ arties.
The North Bend, which sailed Wednesday
for Sail FiancCeo. was loaded with 411.000 feet
of lumber on board.
lirsi
She also carries th
consignment of hops ever shipped out of Chenalis county amounting to !70 bales or about
Oouo pounds, representing some $17)00.

iu

1>. I)., of London.
A series of discourses on
“The Acts of the Ypostles” from chapter XX.
to XXYIIl. This volume completes this scries. Pi ice, §1.50. “Sunrise on the Soul.” By
Hugh Smith Carpenter, I). 1)., author of “Here
and Beyond.” 12mo, price. §1.25. The Com-

suggested

or

Rises

To the Editor of the Journal: The
article iu your issue of yesterday, headed “A
Protest from Babbletown,” and signed “Old
S wit chum, the school-master,” lias come to my
notice. I hasten to dispel the illusion under
which your correspondent labors, and to quell
the tempest in a teapot which he is doing his
best to raise.

was

animal of doubtful

tail had been cut

Dodger

Jeff

20.

Through some course of reasoning d fficult to
understand he seems to have arrived at, the
conclusion that some portions of those bi s of
nonsense which he styles “Chronicles of Babbletown” are meant for him. and other portions
for his neighbors. Now it gives me great
pleasure to assure this individual that in the
preparation of the articles in question he was

long, lean, slab-sided fellow and his

h* -o

Valley Vidette, a weekly paper published at
Montesano, from which we glean the following

That bright, chatty story of swiss town life,
“At the Red Glove,” is concluded in the June
Harper’s, and readers will not be disappointed

a name

aroumi

to go into business, as the eountn is
Hooded with foreigners, owing to the cheap
.7. \v. m.
fares on the railroads.
Mr. Maiden sends us a copy of the Chehaiis

sale.

use

a

bettor hero, mill as
people
much easier here than in Maine. 1 do not,
however, want to he understood as encourag-

Dawes, the accomplished
daughter of Senator Dawes, of Massachusetts,
has in the press of D. Lothrop A Co., under the
title of “How We are Governed," a popular
treatise on government in the Cnited States.
The advance orders are said to indicate a large

have occasion to

ride over the same road he counted one
hundred and eighty hogs running at large; but
was told that he had better take off one hundred. The teacher, out of sport, began counting, but found the numbers increasing so fast
that he had to give it up. About half way to
the Falls, in the yard of a tumble-down shanty,
on one

to

as

his schol-

of

ing teams) and the Aroostook river, George
his teacher, “Now the principal things
you’ll see from here to the Falls will be boys
and girls, buckwheat and hogs.” lie said that

expect
But had Mi*

we

Grand Falls.

one

said to

than the

lit tilth is

L.

a

more

dear friends

Murfree retains on the title-page her pseudonym,
“Charles Egbert Craddock.”

“IIow shall Women Dress?” is

Do

Fred and Frank and 1 do, for we are all atone
now.
l)o 1 ever think of my home in Maim ?
Oh yes, and I cun never have so many near and

as

Mb*

Anna

from Maine.

necessary number of
inhabitants. You can hardly realize how much
the Journal interests us. We almost tight to
see who shall have the first reading—that is,

Down tin*

Miss

have

we

Tin* Book Buyer, published monthly by Chits.
Scribner’s Sons, New York, at fifty cents a
year, tells all about the new books, American
very readable

are

become a State soon? (Mi, no.
Blaine been elected we should ne admitted,

by I). Lothrop & Co., under the captivating
title of “Boy Life in the United States Navy.”

a

to

it does in Maine. The ground has been open
all winter and the heat iu summer is not >o

from

and foreign, and is
useful publication.

fertilizer.

Fairfield to

teacher and

a

took a Saturday for recreation, and a ride
among the Bluenoses. After crossing the line,
(where we had to turn to the left when meet-

as

publisher.
A

serves as a

Fort

time

on a

ars

think vegetables mature more slowly here
than in Maine, owing to the cool nights. The
temperature of the air does not change here

rejoice

true to name,

from

Once

I

Good Cheer and Our Country Home, two papers published by H. 1). Watson, Greenfield,
are

land that

three acres a garden here, but mine
comes near-r the first.
1 have strawberries
quite large and also currants and gooseberries.

review of the literature of the

ones

that remaiued <>:; tinwhen the Chinook

came

an acre

NOTES.

the little

snow

week, but

a

I had my
land ploughed in February and iu March planted my garden, and have given it the first hoeing. They call any where from one quarter of
tom

period in which he lived. 1 vol.. 12 mo., $1.25.
Houghton, Milllin & Co., publishers, Boston.
Pansy for May

rather

from the Pacific it all went oil’ at
once, causing a heavy freshet, which did much
damage in consequence of the river overtlowiug its banks, but it left a sediment on the hot-

Portland in 1803, and edited The Youths Companion, which he began in 1827. for about
thirty years. But we commend the *'euder to
the book for details. It will be found not only
to give an excellent picture of the subject but

and

of sleet and

ground about

1807, a little more than a year after the date
with which this biography begins, it witnessed
the birth of its most illustrious citizen, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow.” The father of N.
P. Willis established the Fast ern Argus in

interesting

are

thriftless, owing to the easy way of getting a
living, but the genuine Yankee is giving them
points and they are catching on and holding
their land very high. This is one great hindrance to the development of the country.
The climate is delightful. I have seen no
snow since the lTili of January.
We had a

the little old seaport of Portland, Maine,
celebrated by the ‘Aristocrat’ for its great

an

Territory.

[Correspondence of the Journal.J
Montesano, W. T., April 20. Since L have
been here 1 have learned something of the

this volume, which contains acharacteristic collection of the. author’s fascinating stories and

of

Washington

Ride

we saw an

accessible. The renewed interest showu in the
author’s work has led Prof. Beers to compile

too,

from

A
LUMBERING IN THE CIIEHALIS VALLEY.
FERTILE SOIL.
THE CLIMATE AN1) THE
PEOPLE.

in

Ilia.

Fun.

Was Home founded by Romeo?” inquired a
pupil of the teacher. “No. my son,” replied
the wise mau; “it was Juliet who was found
dead by Romeo.” Tin* pupil said nothing, but
immediately wrote to Joliet, 111., for particulars. [Morning Journal.

“I

Generalities.

Mr. Paul J. Hayne is called “the Longfellow
of the South.”

KILL NYli TELLS

PLACK I.IKK. IIOMK.

NO

Brighton

skins—lily i 1

I JON

Mr. II. k. Morrell, of <.urdimT. w ho spent
lie w inter in 1 .orida, lias returned home well
•'•ii’en -d wiiii Maine.
11. say-: I liav* been
ill t!i■
>t
d lln Missj^jppj, and
:i,
stales
!
wi'st
of
and
do
si,ni
n.
not believe tlien is
a;iv oilier j.iacc so good as Kcnm bee* county
t o the laboring man to make a !i\ ing in—wnere
te can liw ><i -At-i
and enjoy so much, all that

Tom

I all

1>KI All. I i;i>

W i * ■: s“I bankru; < < i itself in lining to li*-lp
tic Ivn.ix and Lincoln railroad and lets det an lit I on »in- bonds issued for that purpose.
A hopeful way out ot the diliicuity let' been
pro\ itied by a >>ndicale of citizens, wim are
1 bonds ut 40 cents on a
bu\
d ciar. rei\iug on .1 future vote of lie* town to
This syndicate lias
repay them with iut>1.
bought in ail ihc l>. nd- but stib.UOO alread\.
and within a \* ar will probably get the whole.
V doub1 the creditors will r* a• 1 ii\ accept twoliftlis of La ir claim, and the town ought to
gladly embrace the opportunity of getting fti* a-'-d from its impossible load of debt.
[Portland Advertiser.
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sightly objects that h :vi- gathered ill the
door-yard during the winter : remove
of trees, pieces of wo si,
hioken 1-raii*-!•

courses
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is s. H an IVinon. and he was a brave
soldier during the war.
At the battle of the
W iimTie --. t musk* t ball struck him just back
his
of
lei; ear. passed around the hack of his
neck and came out <M his rigid shoulder. The
army -urgcon- toid him tiiat he must die, hut
he says I: had n • idea of doing so. He finally
Isis wound dre-'od. and by sheer pluck and
ill force got well.
The hones of his neck
••'■re so -l.a’iered that
tor months pi-res of
W'f; di-e'oai
Pi* ccd from tin wound.
11
di-i sar-' d through hi-left ear. destroy
ts
iee!iani-m. and rendering it useless.
I
ny yars after tin- wound, every fall hi*
neck would >Wri':. bnak out ami di-eharg"
pi'.-soi I'oic. Yet he is ali\; and w-li today.
aid a ti: i-di'.-ha']>, a.-tive man he is too.
lie
aUributi
hi- recovery partially to tin fact that
hi- blood had not been poismn d by alcoholic
drinks,
[<»: ford 1 fcmocral.

Watch how .natters
u
...
again, if necessary, aftei the
n.:-: ad her ...
[Am* iice.: Agi i-

Clean

N i liit iijr ..ts tin- objection that
•-.-i.tis on iore-:ry iu schools* would add
-t>i-t

Ranger, last week, we met a man
:<• a!! medical theory ought to
His
with **tla* silent majority.'”
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put
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lines: 114 me Govencc cacii spring lo
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l’hc Chief Magi:
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nl .n oi all the p< epic to its
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111. Ci4 l .til
tsiat
Teals past, and in
..hi"-: in4 line y .ns.
U cst Virginia,
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sired.
of course, it is necc-sary to li ve an
eye on the sow wiiile the blanket is kept
on.
An hour or so at a time, is all that
is needed.
When the pigs are warm and

i:: some Slates the
cii't-ctive.
w-'ik has i.een well (lone without any
i• 41si.*'
r.ic ii.-st .-"suits, however,
are

ut our
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favorite plan
is to cover sow ,act little pigs with a
The details oi the method will
blanket.
m
Tin
circumstances.
vary, aceo:oi;
principal diiiiiciii; is. to get the sow to
iie down v.n-n you are w ith her in the
pen, and to let you put the blanket on
her.
Rubbing her teats with the hand
or cut straw
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liri' f suggestions, fads,
,re j-oli.-iti-U from liousckccp: uers.
Atlhress Agrii!i;- r.-i.I'ii nul * .Hi.-.-, Kclfa-i M:iin«-.
.n"tl i"
iciic.-.

ehati',
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two-bushel hag of hot

or a

lie down, and
then you can put on the blank* t and keep
:! on until all the pig.- .:!•> born,and safely under the blanket, sticking the mother.
We believe that the value of till) lilt I*
pigs, that are now lost every spring in I
the I'nited States, imi svi;
nig!
saved by a little foresight, care, and the
use
fa horse blank* :
would more than
pay the entile subs: t ipt: -n lists ..| all our
'The writer of Ibis
iltural paper
*gS I A ! U I AIR M A I l'KRS.
has i good faim<
brary, numb* rim
T!i S'a.tc Fair Tru? tee- in session at Lewishundreds of voluie-s. hut his losses on
ton ia-t w ek cie. a d superintendents of departpigs, y-nre on- !, it is true, and sold fot menis a- l low -; Rufus
Prince, gem rai supbleeding,) bef re headopted tie1 -leaker,
intend-iit : <'ol.
.J<-mini.
ticket-; Alonzo
would buy such a library twice over. L
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Vilen,
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nj.
Non we rarely lose a pig.
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between 11n Hours,
l lse ear is 4 ,xt;
machinery
hi,Hike;, « ill .-min warm the litt le pigs, Ji. ! he
gales of the Suit' Fair g^ Hind- will be
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Recently*he

ment of the State.
took a trip to
Hartford. Conn., vi-iting Providence, R. I..
and Boston on his route, in which places lie
collected several hundred photographs of noted
pi kpoekf ts. cracksmen, etc., which he brought
home, lie ha- also just visited the State Prison
and seemed pictures of all criminals recently
ii-charged. and those about lobe liberated. All
these photographs he has placed in a hook designed f"t the purpose, each one being number'd md ha ing tin* name, description and hi dory
I iius when a “crook” is arrested
f the man.
■omm.lt lug an act against the law lie can in
at once be identified by an examinaoi">!
Heteetive True will
tion of the li-t of faces.
nd ih' coming sea-.Ml mostly at tiie watei-;
c.
where thie\eatid
resorts,
pl.e-.’s
piea-urc
He
ai d pickpockets an
wont to -ongregate.
:
es
t
w
from lie State, and
node J ravelling f.
has gi\-n bomls in 'he -um of Sitnoo with two
sureties, tortile faithful discharge ol his duty,

NUMBER

CALLED OUT HIS FIRST
FALSEHOOD.

Modern

Matters.

FROM Al.L OVER THE STATE.

(iO.SSIl*

The law passed by the legislature last winter,
providing for the appointment of private detectives by the governor, has called forth a surprisingly large number of applications for appointin' nts. Under the law hut twenty can he
liueen-' !, and the fee for each license is $50.
Hie first and only appointment is that of Ira
H. True of Hallowed, who for several years
past ha- been on-* of the most successful otiieers
in the Slate: and he has already taken steps
which will not he reli-hed by the lawless ele-

When j.i_dead pig is a dead loss.
come in cold weather, a few hours settles
If the sow
the question ot life or death

oo

!*

scarce

AM)

PRIVATE DiriKClIVK IRA H. TRUE.

a

IB Bklts remitting money
desiring
.....,.f papers .i rn.:- d, nunst state the
*Mj.-e ’<• win* !i the paper has hoen sent, as well
•ah* e to whieh it is to go.
m
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lose them. If we lose a calf, we can use
the milk of the cow. hut a dead lamb ei
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lizers that are lacking to grow maximum
crops. It does not pay to grow minimum
crops. Cultivate only so much land as
you can fertilize and improve by cultivation.
Riches increase with the depth
rather than breadth of the soil turned by
the plow.
The orchard wants regular
feeding, as much as any other crop, and
fruit growers have learned that there is
economy in it. It will not be very ditlieult for any thrifty farmer to increase Ins
home-made fertilizers, and to supply the
wants of his fruit trees.
[American Agriculturist for .May.
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an important decision, which, it is believed,
will result in liberating the notorious ballot-box
fraud of Chicago. Joseph P. Mackin, who was
sentenced to the penitentiary.

I*ltOIA>SKI» F
A

E V I .It

>

f All >N IN

Washington dc-publ

under

PKNORSi
date

t»T RAY.

April 30th

say -;
It is staled that the Secretary of the Navy has
been in i|nested hv 'hipping men and health officers
to prov Me some pl.ae*- to v\ :deh a etioh ra or
y ellovv
lever 11.feeft.-1 sliipeould Ih* sent, her crew cared
ter, til l the ve-.-ei disinftcted.
There is now no
place in the country where thiseouid lie .safely aeeoinpii.-hed. li is stall I licit the liglllhon-e hoard
U.is tendered Che Use ot \\ blow's islaie., in Penob
scot way
f..r tin- purpose, and >urg. Gen. Gunnell
has recommended its acceptance and the eon-truelion of a vvhuri and i».u racks at a cost ot $.’>,iRHk
Plans have already been prepared, and arrangements are so far progressed tli.it the station could
he erected, Iurnished with medicine,
stores, cots,
> t‘‘., at about a month’s notice.
The plan proposed
i-an inexpensive one. The station would he in
•liargeo;’ one watchman, who would retire upon
irn- anival of an infected ve>-el, and leave tile island in command of the medical officers of the
ship, il’thev were capable o| caring for the sick. If
not, medical oHiei rs ot the nav y trom Portsmouth
would take charge. The crew could he comfortably accommodated, under this arrangement, until
all the si.-k men had recovered and the ship
thoroughly disinfect d.
The Health Law. For the information of those
win* may not know the law which it is the duly of
the health committee to enforce and the interest of
all to observe, we give an important section. Ke
vised
lows

Statutes, chapter 14, section 16, reads

as

fol-

:

When any source of tiitli or other cause of sickness is found on private property the owner or occupant thereof shall, within 24 hours after notice
from said committee or officer, at his own expense,
remove or discontinue it; and if tie neglects or unreasonably delays to do so, he forfeits not exceed
iug one hundred dollars; and said committee or of.
licer shall cause said nuisance to be removed or discontinued; and all expenses thereof shall be repaid
to the town by such owner or occupaut or by the
person who caused or permitted it.”
“GENTLE SPRING’”
That giddy thing
Called “gentle spring”
Is getting somewhat bolder.
She snaps her e> es
And loudly cries
To winter, who doth hold her,
“See here, old chap,
Get off my lap!"
And gives him the cold shoulder.

—Exchange.

the comments of the press and the various accounts given of the recent assault case in which
he was the victim. Mr. Cox also takes occasion
to thank the press of Maine for the noble stand
taken in this matter, and says: “The weeklies

Matters.
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GOSSII* FROM AI.L OVER THE STATE.

AND

FAST MAINE CONFERENCE.

The East Maine Methodist conference opened
Wednesday evening. May titb. in Hancock hall,
Ellsworth, with the observance of the anniversary of the Freedman's Aid Society. An address was made by .J. C. Hartzell. I). I)., of
C incinnati. About i*20 clergymen and 40clergymen’s wives were present. Among the former
were Bishop Thomas Bowman, of St. Louis, E.
Horr. I>. 1).. of Chelsea, A. J. Kynett, I>. I).,
of Philadelphia, B. K. Pierce. I>. I)..and II. W.
Bolton, D. I).. of Boston, Presiding Elder* (J.
R. Palmer, C. E. Libby. C. A. Plummer. Rev*.
C. B. Besse, T. Gerrisb of Bangor. W. L.
Brown, of Waldoboro. J. li. Clifford, of Camden, F. J. Haley, of Calais. C. A. Southard, of
Rockland. L. L. Hanscom, of Bucksport.
Thursday morning's session opeued at 8 a. m..
at the Methodist church, with a prayer meeting
B. B. Byrne, leader. Next followed the formal
opening of the conference and the administration of the sacrament by Bishop Bowman, assisted by the Presiding Eiders.
The following officers wi re elected : W. II. Williams. Secretary :
J. F. Haley and .J. 11. Bemud*. Assistant .Secretaries: B. C Wentworth, 1. II W. Wharff
and C. 1. Mijls. .Statistical Secretaries. <i R.
Palmer, presiding elder of the Bangor district
read hi* report, after which the names of elders
on the district were called, their characters
passed and the relations continued with the exception of B. C. Blackwood, who was granted
a superannuated
relation at his own request.
R. P. Gardiner withdrew from the ministry of
the Methodist church. C. A. Plummer, presiding elder of the Rockland district, read his
report ami the characters of the elder* passed.
C. E. Libby, presiding elder of the Bucksport
district read hi* report, and the characters of
the elders passed, c. B. Dunn wa* granted a
superannuated relation at hi* own request.
I>is. Hartzell. Kidder. Bolton and Horr were
introduced to the conteivnee. I)r. Hartzell addressed the conference briefly in reference to
the Freedman'* Aid Society.
In the afternoon Bi*hop Bowman, president of
the Conference, ex-ofticio, presided. Rev. John
TinJing, of Danfort h. preached an excellent
missionary sermon. This *. rmon was followed
by an annual nu ting of the Conference Missionary Society, which elect.t| 1 he following ofticers:
Vie* President, W. T J well; S-cretury. W. L. Brown, l'reasurer. G. (». Winsloyv ;
Audiii/is. W. y\ Marsh. A. !. Lockhart. D. 11.
Sawyer: Managers, W. T. Jwell. W. W.
Marsh. J. A Morelan, M. G. Prescott. In tin
veuing there w a* a large meeting at Hancock
Hall. Sermon by I>r. I long of Chelsea. Ma**.
F riday'* session openetl with a prayer meet*sion
ing at f* o'clock, followed by business
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The Age, as usual, resorts to falsehoods in
retaliation for the expose of a Democratic rascal. There is not. nor has there been, any such
condition of affairs In Winterport as the Age
represents. The facts of the controversy over
the town finances were given in the Journal
some
weeks ago. and need not be repeated
now.
The petitioners for an injunction had
the hooks of the town for the whole of 1884,
from which they could have got all needed Information, through their chairman, Mr. Wardwell, and since March they have had the full
hoard of selectmen, agent, treasurer and collector. Yet with matters thus in their own
hands they dropped their injunction case at the
last term of court. There is still talk of an investigation, but no one claims that the town
owes one dollar not
reported by the officer criticized or that has not been ratified by the town.
No one opposes a full and fair Investigation,
which may be had by calling a meeting and reelecting auditors or commissioners; and if any
one has been guilty of
wrong doing there is no
disposition to shield him or them. What the
people of Winterport do want is to have the
honest debts of the town paid, as they undoubt-

edly will be. But meanwhile this talk of repudiation, with which the editor of the Ace is
naturally in sympathy through bis own dishonest political methods, is doing injury to the
town, and has caused a number to talk of petitioning to the next Legislature to be set off and

HATH.

annexed to another town.
The town lias the expense of the injunction
suit to pay and another suit on a town order is

pending at Bangor, having been put over at the
last term at the request of Messrs. Gould and
Williamson, attornies, and set for trial at the
October term. Two more notes are in the hands
oi attornies for collection and liable to be sued
any day, and two or three more must be
paid or suit** will follow. The people are naturally asking, why this needless expense.
when the town has ratified the notes and orders
and directed the treasurer to provide monev
and pay them? There is no proof that a dollar
has been misappropriated, and if there lias
at

j

any defalcation, as alleged, it has yet to he
There will be an opportunity to substuntiate these charges at the October term of
been

| shown.

j
j
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Miserable

The Boston Advertiser is in
•»vcr

net.
<>nce

pell us to tell them of Dr. I’ieree’s "Golden Medical
Discovery,’’ the sovereign remedy for consumption
and other diseases of the respiratory system as
well as dyspepsia and other digestive 'troubles.
Sold everywhere.

pension agent at New Haven confesses that
forged a pensioner’s signature to save the
pensioner's family from want.
A

he

j
j

Best hoods arc put in Smallest Parcels.
The old proverb is certainly true in the case of
Dr. Pierce’s "Pleasant Purgative Pellets,” which
are

little, sugar-wrapped parcels, scarcely larger

j than mustard seeds, containing as much cathartic
! power as is done up in the biggest, most repulsive
! looking pill. Unlike the big pills, however, they
are mild and pleasant in their
operation—do not
produce griping pains, nor render the bowels costive after using.

j

!

It is estimated that the federal revenue resources will be $35,000,000 less
this year than last.

ceipts from all

!
!

*

*

*

*

Delicate diseases of either

sex,

however

induced, radically cured. Address, World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. V.

| The elevators at Duluth now contain 0,329,343
capitol.
bushels of
25,405 bushels of oats and
S. 8. Brown, chairman of the democratic j 7045 bushels wheat,
of corn.
State committee, returned, Saturday, from his i
visit to Washington in the interest of applicants
Beware of
for office.
The Kennebec Journal says that flneeitics, and imitations, pretended cures and
spurious preparations. Take only
Brown took to Washington one hundred peti- i Hunt’s
[Kidney and Liver] Remedy.
tions of office-seekers, who are anxiously awaiting his report.
It is stated that Russia declines making any
Of the several candidates who have been
reference to Herat in the further progress of
mentioned as successors to Postmaster Merrill, !
the negotiations with England.
of Farmington, says the Boston Journal correspondent, Mr. Pratt is the only one who really
Hunt’s [Kidney and Liver) Remedy lias been
appears to care for the office, and he is in a state used over
thirty years, and saved thousands from
of wonderment why Mr. Merrill is not removed
disease and death.
lingering
that he may have an opportunity of serving his
country, not upon the battle-field, as did Mr.
Reports of new massacres in the Soudan inMerrill, but by passing postage stamps and mail crease the feeling against the
campaign, and
matter to bis fellow townsmen. When General
Lord Hartington has been compelled to promise
Swift of Boston spoke in Farmington during an
early statement of his policy.
the last campaign, Mr. Pratt interrupted the
meeting and created a scene that has not had
"Mellin’s Food,” which lias won the commendaits equal in that section since the exciting days tion of mothers for
years past, has achieved a new
of the rebellion. Under the impulse of General honor,
by securing the lirst prize, a gold medal, at
Swift’s scathing comparison of Mr. Pratt with the New Orleans Exposition, ior its
superiority as
Sergeant Plunkett, the cause of the interruption a food for infants and invalids.
speedily left the hall and lost himself in the
outer darkness.
Ten States bave passed laws to provide for
teaching iu public schools the effects of alcohol.
ADVERTISING BOOTHBAY.
the national

To

boarders, the Boston Daily
Transcript is the best advertising medium. It is
the leading family paper. Send for rates.
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goings on of Cleveland and his Cabih really begin* to look as
though our
esteemed contemporary has been the victhe

11

|

THIRSTY.

Miss Willard's Lecture in Boston.
Visitor.
Generalities.
News of Belfast and Vicinity.
Patents have been issued to A. B. Roberts, of
•Jackson and other locals on the lirst page.
iu
favored
localities
the
fields
Although
Correspondence of the Journal.
Thorndike, and C. H. Forbes, of Brooks, for trimAn ostrich’s egg is equal in weight to 28 hen’s
Street Commissioner Wilson is running the road
QUEKT.
are not yet flushed with green and the buds on
Boston, May 8. It was with great pleasure I
ming attachment for sewing machines, and to Henry machine.
What Is It man loves more than life,
eggs.
the trees have not unfolded their leafy banners, heard Miss Willard speak in Tremont
L. Murch, of Ellsworth, for a warping chock.
Fears more than death or mortal strife,
Temple,
The E. M. Conference appointed W. F. Jewett to
The wheat acreage in Dakota Is less than last
The miser spends the spendthrift saves
we begin to hear the notes of preparation at the
Last week we announced that I)r. Davis’ home at
Sunday May 3. The hall was full and over- year.
And all men carry to their graves?
take charge of the Northport Camp-meeting.
j. v.
summer resorts.
All up and down the rocky flowing. I transcribe a few notes for Miss WilChelsea
was broken into and an amount of money
One word answers each question.
Mrs. MoClintock has had the glass front removed
There are 207 divorce cases on the May term |
taken. The Doctor says it is an error. The house
coast of Maine and by the inland waters they
lard’s Belfast friends. Introduced by Mrs. A.
But little new building is going on in Belfast, but
docket in Boston.
broken into was a Mr. Davis, and not Dr. A. S. from the second story of her residence at the corare making ready for the auuual visits of the
J. Gordon, President of the Boston W. C. T.
ner of High ami Spring streets—a decided
Davis.
The wool clip of Oregon will this year reach 1 there is a good deal of repairing.
improvehealth and pleasure seekers, who this year, un- U., Miss W. spoke somewhat as follows:
Away
ment.
Five graduates of the Belfast High school arc
11,000,000 pounds.
less the season is untoward, are likely to be back in 1808 Dr. Clark, of
Mr. Ldgocomb, who hns taken the
N.
of
BelSaratoga,
Y.,
poor
A gentleman who drove into Belfast on
Ireland's population is now 5,100,000, 300,- now teaching In the central school district.
more numerous than ever before.
Tuesday
The unset- came into the study of the pastor of the town,
fast, has made a contract with Mr. Hayford to keep
“I came along the
00<> less than in 1841.
Two sporting papers have Belfast correspondthe Inmates of the almshouse until he can erect said
highway for twelve miles
tled condition of Europe has already checked saying: “We must bestir ourselves. The
peo| ents. One
saw
one
and
farmer
only
engaged in farm work,
gushes too much over the base ball nine. suitable quarters. He will Immediately build houses
the annual hygeria of Americans across the At- ple are going to ruin with drink, and no one
Elizabeth Granger, of Pittsfield, Mass., celej which is something remarkable
for the twelfth day
brated her 100 birthday, Friday.
Street Commissioner Wilson Is coating the streets on his farm.
lantic, and the presence of the cholera in the Old seems to know it but me. Can’t you and I do
of May.”
with gravel from the bank near the easterly end of
A telephone line is to be built to connect
A number of the petitioners for a
World, and the dread of its advent in our larger something!” “Certainly,” replied the
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of the Army of the Potomac was a grand sucsale of Vvi.imu
Pih»i»ehty. The bay. coal
tne rieli enkes ,.f all kinds, ean.lies, nits, lemonade,
I speak not of woman’s rights biitof woman’s cess. fully o.ooo men
The
I>tirwith
vvhieli
the
table was loaded, gratitled t"
This means, of course, that Ebeu F. is a
1
nrete.,
participating.
Ni.w Mji i.inkuv. There is far more truth
ami business slaml, including storehouses ami
solemn duty, the grand end of human ways. vea Zouaves, of New York, and i!. U. Lee
the full
very little h< art an I hand pn sent. Fvervcamp wnarf, of William Pitcher a
li.an poetry in the ndum that line feather- make
“self-made” man, and so relieves his supposed As I watched my brother Oliver, s.* earlv and of Confederate
son, iw-lfust, hnvn
w 1'i'fi', glowing .'tieeks and da net
eg .-ves at tested i"
Zouaves were loudly cheered.
most .-••mplete enioymetit of the merrv throng.
so good a politician, dressed in hi*
parents of a heavy load of responsibility.
best, for we The reunion closed Thursday night with a ban- been sold to Mr. Beuj. Hazeltine, of this city, who tii.e birds, and a pretty woman who dresses wed 11a
It
was
with
Hint
a
regret
terminus
of the evening's
in future will conduct tin* business, d he premises only ii< It is t<- her '•harms by so doing.
regarded election day as sort of sacred to a man quet at the Concordia Opera house.
Fite elmm-t
pleasure were annotin. e l and received at a
When the Democratic party went out of the who knew what it meant and how to do right,
lire among the best in the city
fin* hay business are that if there was only one woman left on earth
b
.!
Tin-litt!. hostess, Miss i;tt I, ma.ie all
The army of the Potomac held a lively session dates back to |s.‘17, when Daniel Merrill erected a she would lie skirmishing around after new fash- he g'o'sts I eel most thoroughly at iiome during the
Treasury in 18151 itdid not turn over all the cash going to cast his first vote for John (/. Frecalled for by the books within two cents, as has mont, as 1 watched him I thought, how I at Baltimore May (!, unanimously re-electing
• v ei.• ng,
and received their parting well wishes
ions. It 1- Inborn In woman t*> Kve lint appnivl
storehouse and advertised for twenty tons of hay.
would
like
to
them.
And
l
V till the grace and
to
said
the
Treasurer Wyman.
help
Gen. Grant Commander. A proposition to indignity of a little -pieon. WithWilliam Pitcher purchased the prem- and while ail can not eater to their aristocrats
little sister at my side, “When we are of age vite an ex-(,’onfederate
Subsequently
d entering into details we an state that thr
to
the
hall
as
enter
party
post
No, it left an empty Treasury and practically don’t you think we
ought to go and vote, too?” visitors was opposed by two or three veterans, ises and built up a large and lucrative business. tastes, they possess : ho faculty to admire the boau vva' a eompleie 'iio ess in ev.-ry p articular. Mr.
a bankrupt government.
and Mis. ( oomhs were kindly assisted in their <i
“Yes, Frances,” she answered, “hut you must and a
commotion was created. The The hay was shipped principally to the South. Mr. tiful in others. The head gear has much to d<. with toris
lively
a
whom much of me
by numlier of friends,
not say so, as we shall he called strong mindgray coats were invited, and gladly accepted.
O. W. Pitcher became a partner with his father,
setting off the enarms of a pretty face. Several of credit is also due.
One of the causes assigned for the acceptance ed.” But a new era has come. Our country is
and since the death of the latter h s continued the our city milliners have had their spring openings
of the resignation of Register Bruce Is that lie 1 united, not divided. There Is no curse hut, that
The secretaries of the Young Men’s Christian
Siioks.
A recent number of the Brockton,
of liquor upon it. Christ points the way to Associations of the United States and Canada business, having some time previously added a and others are making preparations to do so. Keelhas no practical knowledge of bookkeeping.
Mass
.a/ette, contains an interesting article on
And another cause is that he was asked to re- peace and righteousness. Those going first in met in Chattanooga. Term., Friday, in annual coal department. Oscar W., has kept up the repu- ing that our advertising patrons ns well as those
any work are strengthened, knowing that com- conference. About 150 delegates were present, tation of the firm and the community deeply re- who purchase mil linerv, demand some mention of the "Shoe Manufacture ns a Source of Wealth." and
sign to make room for a hungry Democrat.
shows that some linns in that city make $.'>(»,obo per
ing on behind them are others to carry on and | representing every State in the Union and leadhis retirement ami contemplated removal
the new -tyles, a .1 umial reporter on
Saturday,
finish the work. Let us not judge harshly of \ ing association* of the United Slates, and secre- gret
year. It says:
from town. Mr. Pitcher is a live, energetic business
the establishment, of d
A Nava! officer reports from Alaska that
very
lintidl>
approached
who
are
in
not
full
outsiders,
sympathy with ! taries from England and Germany were also
There ire from twenty t<> thirty shoe manufacW. Ferguson A Co. Mhs Ferguson was asked
man and has been identified with all our social,
there has been a great deal of hoochinoo among our work. May they be charitable toward the j present.
turers in this city to-day who are
by
business and political relations. He is interested wnat were the prevailing fashions in head wear this rapid steps, t" the possession -if approaehing
the Chillouts this winter. Hoochinoo is prob- W. C. T. U. not asking coldly, “Why do ye !
large fortune.-.
so!”
There are, according to the shrewdest estimates,
A
most remarkable tragedy was enacted In mining in Colorado and will soon go to Brocken- season. She replied: "They are abominable, and
ably the name for stufl’ that resembles Maine
Miss Willard closed with a strong appeal for
a half dozen who are worth ..ver $100,(Km,
Tuesday morning at Bonito, New Mexico. A j ridge in that Stale. Mr. HazeUine, the new pro. Lie «»<*» are responsible for them. You men have less than
but, if we take a fortune of $nu,ooo as the next
rot-gut, while the Chillouts are sons of the soil. total abstinence fur the individual and prohibi- man supposed to be insane arose at 3 in the j
is a son of Charles II. Hazeltine, and a mueh t" say concerning the whims ef woman’s round in the ladder to wealth, we find it very crowdprietor,
tion for the State.
Also urging all to do their
morning and. attempting to rob his host, was j
ed, with a comfortable number reaching their heads
Salt Whter is said to be a cure for lunacy. It utmost to forward the two lulls, (for scientific discovered. He then within four hours shot j young ami enterprising man. f or some time he fashions, but the blocks for hats are gotten up by above it and a swarm of them
not far below it.
men." Miss Ferguson said there were about 300 shoes shoes shoes 'These are the
ii certainly a cure for freshness, and that In temperance education in schools, and the po- and killed eight persons, including I)r. Win. II. has been engaged in the hay business, shipping al
stepping-stones
lice bill) now before the Legislature. Her lecsome men amounts almost to lunacy.
Flynn, who is said to have been a former most exclusively to Florida, lie supplies the firm different kinds of lints this season, and the reporter to their fortunes, as the great industry lias proved
1 Boston
ture must not he judged hy this brief and im- resident of Boston.
to he the stepping-stone to Brockton's prosperity
Post.
of Drew, Hazeltine & Livingston, of Jacksonville,
that the Indies might he easily suited
suggested
account of it.
I hear of glowing reas a city and it- growing Importance as a commerThe Post man ought to try the salt water perfect
with ice and hay, and the consolidation of his own
from such a number, "There you are
wrong,” said cial centre.
ports, both of the lecture and herself.
The Minneapolis Tribune is owned by J. A. with Mr. Pitcher’s business, w ill make him one of Miss Ferguson. "It* there were two or
cure.
E. F. M.
three leadMessrs. < ritchett, Sibley Ac Co. have proved that
Blethen, formerly of Maine, and Mr. Haskell, our largest shippers. We learn that Mr. Hazeltine ing" fashions there would be no difficulty, but the shoes can be manufactured in Belfast as well and
A young fellow in Milwaukee has swallowed
son of E. B. Haskell,
Esq., of the Boston Her- contemplated leaving Belfast, hut the purchase j multiplicity of styles Is bewildering.” To sum up as cheaply as elsewhere, and there is not a single
a trade dollar, and all the
Pretty Mouths
prominent physicians
will keep him here, a fortunate circumstance for she said
"Hats with high and square crowns are
factory of its capacity in Massachusetts or Maine,
Should have pretty teeth in them, but il is not un- j ald. They nave recently purchased and moved
in the city are working over him.
usual to see between rosy lips, teeth discolored and i into a
magnificent new building. The foreman the community. Mr. Hazeltine has occupied the very fashionable, ai d feathers give way to flowers. that is doing better or has more work. It is plain
They probably iutend to take the dollar out
Lewis wharf near the head of the harbor, and the Hats are trimmed very high this season. Gilt is
decaying through neglect. Tills disfiguring defect
that under the right management the manufacture
should be repaired without delay, by using fragrant I of the press-room, Mr. David Hunter, is a
In trade.
Pitcher place will be of great advan- seen upon
everything, flowers, ribbons, and even of shoes is a source of wealth, not only to the profSOZODONT, which removes every particle of tar- ! Franklin county boy, and the youngest brother change to the
tar from the teeth and rentiers them snowy white.
tage to him. It is handier to Mr. Pierce’s ice wharf, the material of tue hat or lion net itself. Plaids in prietors, but to the employees and the business men
A. B. Swineford of Michigan is soou to have This admirable
ahl to beauty is perfectly harmless of Mrs. O. M. Moore, of Waterville, also of where all the ice vessels
load, and vessels can haul ribbons are also very fashionable. The brims of of a community. Take away our shoe factory with
his nose in the Government trough as Govern- and exhales a most delightful aroma, and is in Mrs. Blethen. A Portland man, Mr. J. H. Barthe harbor with more ease. In the winter hats are
every respect preferable to the ordinary tooth tou, is assistant foreman. To these facts from across
caught up on the side in a very saucy man- Us monthly pay roll of $8,000, ami see how much it
or of Ah.ska.
the Waterville Sentinel we will add that the season he will have less ice in the harbor to contend ner, which
pastes anti powders. Try it and see for yourself.
gives the hat a very saucy appearuuce. would be missed. The manufacture of shoes in
senior Haskell is a Maine man, so that the Trib- with. As Mr. Hazeltine
Belfast is no longer an experiment, but an assured
expresses it: “1 have the Most any kind of a hat looks well on a pretty womThe presidential visitation to the historic field
une may well be called a Maine
newspaper en- best business place lu town.” Mr. N. K. Keene, an,” continued Miss Ferguson, “but what we want success. If we could
of Gettysburg was a rather depressing occasion,
convert some of our superMr. George Lotbrop, of Michigan, has been terprise. We will add. also, that the Tribune is
from all accounts. The President himself was appointed Minister to
Russia; Dr. John K. W. one of the be*t newspapers in the country, and who has been with Mr. Pitcher for some time, lias Is a hat that will be becoming on all.” Our Belfast fluous business places into shoe factories, and keep
very taciturn, and took little interest in the Thompson, of New York city, Minister to Hayti, we are glad to know that it is
been
retained
the
are
new
milliners
The
Journal
and
one
of
them
by
our
proprietor.
very tasteful,
business men from moving out of town, Belfast
a Valuaany
proceedings; the veterans were few in number, and Mr. Boyd Winchester,of Kentucky, Minis- ble piece of property under its proving
present proprie- congratulates Mr. Hazeltine on his excellent busi- j can get up a hat th it will dazzle the beholder and 1 would take on new life and soon become an Imporand the sight-seers did not gather in crowds.
ter to Switzerland.
tors.
ness prospects and wishes him success.
I demoralize a man’s bocket-book.
tant business centre.
Tne
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J

Centre. R. M. Wilkin-: Calais. J. F. Halev:
Cutler, supplied by E. A. Carter; Castine, Y.
I*. Ward well; Columbia halls, supplied by F.
G. Witham: Deer Isle. M. G. Prescott: East
Machias, I). Smith; Lamport. J. 1). Smil**v;
Edmunds, supplied by L. B. Wither; Ellsworth.
F. H. Usgood; Franklin. C. L. Banghart.
Gouldsboro, Ilarrie W. Norton: Harrington.
F. L. Brooks: Luhec, supplied hy ('. II. Leverton: Millbridge and Cherry field. H. E. Frohock:
Milltown.B. S. Arcs : Machias. T. II. Murphy;
Orlaud. supplied h\ II. L. McCann; Orrington,
A. J. Lockhart: Penobscot, I>. II. Sawyer;
Pembroke. A. \V. <_’. Anderson; Kobbins’ton.
supplie I by E. W. 8. Platt; Searsport, C. L.
Haskell; .South Orrington. <A. Maine; Surry.
R. L. Nanton : Sw an's Island, supplied by r.
II. Fuller; South West Harbor, W. Applebee;
Weslev, supplied by T. A. Hodgdon.

Under the above caption, and with anproprisub-headings, the editor of the Bootbbay
Kegister published in the last issue of his paper

the

freed from liabilities brought upon that town
a Republican one inau power, which plunged the town in debt for borrowed money without asking the consent of the voters, and going
out of power leaving the smoke of the town
books behind.
[Prog. Age.

by

**

Elder; Alexander and Cooper, -upplied by M.
Kearney; Bar Harbor, W. Baldwin: Belfast.
W. II. Williams; Brooksville. -upp!i d by W.
McGraw; Buck-port, J. W. Day: Buck-port

ate

gratulate

v

A. A. !.• wi-.
Rockland Di-trict\. Plummer, presidelder:
ing
Boothbay, W. F. Cha-. : Bri-lol, Ik
A. (Hidden: ( aindon. J. K. Clifford: China
and W iu-1 ow. 1..
(Lilian: Clinton. Burnham
and Benton. J. B. Baker: ( u-hing. J. H.
Bennett: Damari-entta ami Mtii-. J. 1*. .*simontou; Dre-d- n. J. i Crosby: Last and North
Yassaiborongb. J. >. Thompson: Fast Boothbay and Son'll Bri-tni. W. I.. Brown: Last
Knox and Morrill. W. B. Eldridge; La-t Button and Whitetidd, B. 15. Byrne: 1-in nd-hio.
C. Rogers: Georg*-town and Arrow-ie, (». B.
Chadwick: I. m-oinviiie and Northport. supplied by (L L Fil< -: Montvil e and Palermo
to be supplied by ,J. W. Berry; North and
West W aidoboro t<* be supplied by W. 15.
Jackson ; l't list or. and <. ,'belsea. M. F. Bridgham ;
Rockland. L. L. Han-eom; Bockporl. C. I.
Mill-: Bound Bond and Bremen, W. W. Ogier;
S. Gross: Sheep-cot Bridge. J.
Searsmont,
A. Morelan: Southport. J. D. Payson; South
Thomaston and Vinal Haven, S. M. Duuton:
South VVaidoboro, to be supplied: Tbomaston.
S L. Hanscotn: Lnion. T. B. Bentecrost ; I'nily
:md Troy, S. II. Beale: Yas-alboro and West
W inslow, supplied by G. A. New hall: W7aldohoro, < >. Tyler: W ashington, to be supplied:
Westport, supplied by (L Stillphen; Windsor
and Cross Hill, supplied by S. Biekmore: W i>easset, I. H. W. Whartf: Woolwich, J. Biram.
Bucksuort District -C. E. Libby Presiding

AND

lawsuits and pecuniary embarrassments brought
upon the tow n by the rascality of C. C. Roberts.
It will soon he in order for that paper to con-

*•

Kilgore; Winterport.

THE HINGKY

IN

Affairs.

Town

<

Stillwater. J. Tiiding : < mom*, p. J Robin-on :
Patten N. La Mar-1:: ptttslield. W H < rawford, I'd: Sherman firm" supplied by L. W.

Jobr. F. Lynch of Machias, B. F. Milliken of
East port, and Judge Redman of Ellsworth, are
in Washington looking after the distribution of
the spoils.
Aspirants for Postmasterships in Eastern
Maine seem to have considerable faith in the
influence of Hon. J. 1*. Bass of Bangor with the
present Administration.
The Boston Advertiser says that Gen. B. F.
Harris is a candidate for postmaster of Augusta.
It is authoritatively stated that he has a
strong letter favoring his candidacy from Gen.
W. 8. Hancock.
A despatch to a Boston paper says Democrats
in Augusta are mortified at the appointment of
Cameron. Men who endorse Pillsbury and Morton ought not to be mortified at
anything the administration may do.
The Kennebec Journal says that if Senator
Frye is guided by the wishes of his constituents in regard to the confirmation of
Pillsbury
when the appointment of the latter comes before the Senate he will respond with a verv
emphatic, NO.
Hen. Plaisted departed for Washington Satunlay afternoon to impress upon the President
the importance of giving the Augusta post oftiee to his partner, Morton. A Washington despatch says that Mr. E. C. Allen has arrived at

Winterport

■

At it- do—

n

TRAUKI *Y

Publishing Co.

The experiment station at the Maine State
tim of a confidence game on the
part of
College i* now at work on the < xamination of
fertilizers, as provided for by the law. The bunco -leering Democrats. But even so, the
alia! <e* being made are in charge of the act- Advertiser is
hardly an object of pity. It was
ing director, l’rof. Walter Balent iue. assist!.! "Id
enough to know better; and having made
b» tin- a**i*tant chemi*t. Prof. Bartlett.
Prof.
Bah-ntine Inis sampled tin fertilizer* on sale at ifs bed with ballot-box stutters, repeaters and
Bangor and vicinity, and X. A. Oidv-rt. the : bulldozers, it need not look for sympathy from
fortm-r inspector, m* lx n deputized to a*sist
n form'd1 friends and allies.
The Advertiser
him in hi* work in tin central and xve*i<-ni
The a suit will he published truly says that the Democratic party was kept
part of tin State.
a* fa*i as ’he work
complet' d, licit the farm- ; out of power so long because the people diser* max
have the hem lit of ii a* toon u* postrusted “the sincerity of its professions as a resible.
! form party." and it virtually accuses the DemoA MISSING BOV.
crafie leaders of having carried the last election
Frank ('base, fifteen year old. son of Alvin I
< h a e. of Pi.*honA
Ferry, di*app*-a red from hi* under false pretences. Somewhat in its old vein,
home May l. He i.« very diffident, small of hi* i when it was staunch and true to
Republican
tge. narro\v-elio*ted, xvith stooping should* r*.
! prim1 pies, are the
following words of warning
had black hair, worn long, dark haz I eye* that
had a [ 11*111iar drooping look before stranger*. i to the party with which it is now in affiliation :
II* xvore a cap. a gray coat and Canada gray
In leader* who think it is not still on trial;
lio>i*ers. Hi* fri* ml* tear That h* ha* perished
who imagine that the way to secure its tenure
in the storm *d‘ {tin 21.
Anynexvsof him will i- to bring into prominence again the men who
I**- gratefully received i»y his di*’ r* ***-d parents.
made the party a byword and a hissing in the
Addre** Fivin Chr.se, PinhoiTs Ferry. Me.
!"> mI Elates bv their truckling to the slave power, their sympathy with rebellion, their hostiliIN GENEKAL.
lu equal rights, their advocacy of repudiaMr. and Mrs. John W hile of ]5o\v<li>inham ty
lion, their steadfast antagonism to wise reforms
ci ii hrated their
golden wedding **n May L
and reasonable progress, ami especially those
A Maehia* man has been lined £20 for obwho imagine that the Democratic party will
taining iiquor at the town agency und* r false ; n oinmend
itself by now bringing forward,
pretence.
and in-isting upon, reactionary policies which
H i* reported that a large number or birds
i dared not so much as name when seeking
*ulh n-«| <ii ;.11) throughout the State during tie*
It ill |j|oi
Of
|JC
j>oV\'>r
by lioKuiniu^ ll»,
re-.-cut cold storm.
\. rv abuses in "overnment and in
• '•
if*
•
*•
i*
party man*.... i.
Mllg the agement >n account of which
chiefly the Replans for til*- ut-xv llaneoek county building* in
Ellsworth. The eo.*i of 1 be buildings will !*<■ publican party was forsaken by thousand- upon
thousand- of earnest men who were dissatisfied
about £:;<).ooo.
with it' slow abandonment of evil methods that
Panic* h-iVi* in-gut) op* ratioiis on a big hot«‘i
had coiiie down from former Democratic ad<’ 1 > tmai i*e <x.
Th* island ha* been pu:e!.a~(*d
ministrations.—these
are blind and stupid polifor S-J200, and it will heroine quite a summer
iicians who will lead their par y into tie* ditch.
resort.
And it concludes with these stinging words:
A Laxv and Order E»-aguc ha* been organize d
m H"ulton, with a
membership of over one “doling America will not long put up with a
hundred, comprising many of the prominent
-i nile,
bleared eyed political party which looks
and influential hu-im
men.
I lie workm* n in th.- Maine « utral car shops
backward, and not forward, and has not the
iv ai• tive 1 y engaged in
putting th* passenger wisdom or the strength to retire it* old fogies
‘•oaidji> of th<- company in condition for the
! from active service.”
Mimmer campaign.
It is reported tl at Waidron. Ihe ox-treasure-r
I lie Prog. Age denounces the
<»! the town of (vldtown, i* in the w *t.
IP
prohibitory
laws as sumptuary legislation, in which it is
*ax*. it i- reported. that he will pay hi* indebtI
edness a* ta*; -is jni*.*il»|e.
i wrong, as it usually is upon all questions. Gen.
l>r. A. c. Hamlin will begin work in his
1* Carey said to he “the oldest platform admile
at Pari* next mouth.
From ihe*r mines
he has h* retofore obtained some of th*- tinest
vocate of temperance now living," when asked
tourmaline* ever fotiml in thi* country.
: recently a- to his views of sumptuary laws
The sixth annual convention of the contributor* io th
Maim- Farmers* Almanac xxill be j generally, replied:
1 don’t recognize prohibition as a
held at Hotel North on Wednesday. June 10th,
sumptuary
It will pruhahiy b> one of t!i** nio*t in- law. It doesn't propose to prohibit a maids
teresting sessions they bavetwr held, a* some drinking, li simply prohibits the sale of liquthe leading contributors xvili be present and i <>»'• Prohibition of selling diseased meat and
rotten o\ -ters doesn’t prohibit a man from
take part.
eating
A butcher can take ’em home and eat
Hon. Samuel Libhey of Urono. J. (). Brad- them.
'em.
hut he cannot expose them foi sale.
bury. K-q., of llartland and A. M. Burton of
1 orinna are candidates fora
Trusteeship of the Sumptuary laws propose to regulate a man’s
Normal Schools of thi* Stale. Mr. Libhey lias I liabiis—what he shall eat, drink and wear.
previously filled the office. Mr. Bradburv is a Thi- prohibition does not do.
graduate of the Farmington Normal School.
A proposition iia* been made to organize a
Cx-Congressman Goode, of Virginia, just apcompany with a capital of ?7b.0oo to rebuild the
Solicitor General, Is said to be “only an
K at and in Iron Work*. Tiiiscapital will enable pointed
the company to erect xvorks w ith a capacity of i ordinary lawyer, while his political record is
bun to t>uu tons per me nth. instead of JOB a* forhail, he having been a member of the rebel
merly.
! congress and twice ‘counted in’ as congressman
Mrs. ( harles llamsdei! of Pembroke. *2 years
by having a Democratic county clerk refuse to
<>f age, has. according to the East port Sentinel,
in addition to an aimo*t incredible amount of
>ign the returns from the county.” The office
embroidering and line sewing, taken entire is an important one, as the Solicitor General
charge of her own domestic allairs, xvrilten SO
letters since October and canvassed the toxvn conducts all the cases of the government before
and raised money needed to repair the Baptist the Supreme Court. This is a Goode hut not a
< liurch, of which she is the oldest ladx memgood appointment.
ber.
At the annual encampment of the Maine Son*
Commenting upon the controversy of the
of Veterans, in Bangor May (i, John C. Blake
Democratic newspapers of Maine over the
«>f Auburn, was elected commander. Charles II.
Melvusick. of Portland, lieutenant commander, liquor question the Newburvport Herald says:
Edward W. Reyuolds. of Bangor, vice lieutenin principle, the Commercial is
wrong, hut
ant commander, and Edgar 11. Crushv, of Monneither paper in this matter is guided by prin-on, cnapiain.
hut by policy. The Argus would conciliciple
It is reported that a Mrs. Baeliclder, of ate
Prohibition
and the Commercial
Jonesboro, recently gave birth to five children would retain the voles,
liquor interest, and he conwhose weights were as follows: one weighed sistent with
the traditions of the Democratic
twelve pounds, one eight pounds, one four
party. The policy of the Bangor newspaper is
pounds, and two three pounds each. None of wiser than that
of its Portland contemporary.
them lived. The mother is a delicate woman
who only weighs ninety pounds. A woman in
President Cleveland uses the south door of
Columbia recenth gave birth to three boys,
I lie White House when
two of whom are living.
going out and on returning from his drives, though his predecessors have most
always departed and returned
Woman's Fare.
by the north or main portico. Leaving by the
outh
is
‘•What furniture can give such finish t«> a room,
far more private, anti no one
portico
as a tender woman’s face,” asks
George Elliott. hardly knows he has started out until he reachN<>1
any, we are happy to answer, provided the es the public streets. [Washington despatch.
glow of health tempers the tender expression. The
't his, we suppose, is to be set down as a
pale, anxious, bloodless face of the consumptive,
or the evident sufferings of the
dyspeptic, induce Democratic reform.
of
sorrow
and
on
our part and comfeelings
grief

1'nion street. ( B. B'*—*-: B;cwcr. W. W.
Marsh: Brownville. W Lermoml: < nim I and
Levant. S. T. Pag.-: D' X'i f. L. 11. !5oynton:
Dixmont. F. W. Towle: Dover, G.
Winslow ; Last Corinth and < orinth. P. K. Brown:
Exeter, supplied by W. 15. L.drnLe. Jr.:
Purest City and Yam-ebon*. W. I'. Prim** :
Fort Faiiiie.il. -uppii d by J. W. Priei : (.m
ford. E. Skinner, ll.impdeii. \V. T. J-well:
Houlton. B. < Went worth; Lincoln -upplied
by J. H. Irvine: Mapi-toi -upplied In >. M
Small; Nealey> Corner and Newhurg.-:
tldtuw
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Journal

Our neighbor, the Journal, congratulates the
town of Stockton upon having been freed from

THE EXPEKIMENT STATION.

gor,

: (

Republican

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.

INSANITY.
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Soutbai d

AM*

ways the most pleasant. This must he a profitable lesson to tilt* m m, but at a sad and terrible
cost.
.Janie* MoUjUen. wno shot In* mother Iasi
Thursday morning, and has been < »nlined in
the lockup, wen; in sleep Friday night for the
liisi iiin« sir.ee ihe shooting. He complains
I end. Hi* mother, the vi.-tim
'•ontiiiualh of !i
of the assault, i* sl.»\vi\ im roving, and Fridax
comfortable night. June s
night p i*sed quite
F. Hodgdeii \’. t> arraigned befon Judge Mil«•!
15a.h.
Ay.
Saturday noon, tor assault xvith a
deadly xveapoti xvitii ’utent to kill and murder
F*thcr Hudgdon. his mother, lie pleaded not
guilty and xvaived- hearing. (A urge L. Hughes
appeared for tlie prisoner, lie wa> ordered to
recognize in the sum of spi.uon for appearanc:
at the August teim of the Sagahahoc< ourt.

following appointmentiu-triet— (i. R.
Palmer. Pre-np.ng
i>iuigoi
Elder: Bangor, First church. A.
Ladd: Ban-

<7. A

14, 1885.
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severe,

James Hodgdou, of Bath, xvho had been on a
drunken spree- for several days, woke up Thursday morning, and found hi- breakfast not ready.
In an angry lit lit* went to the sleeping room of
his mother, up stairs, and found her in bed. lbdi-charged five shots from a revolver, txvo of
which took < licet in her head.
Hodgdou then
want to th<
attic and said In- xvould shoot the
first man who approached, hut wa- captured
and put in the lockup, lit1 i- a liibldh* aged
man.
The Bath Times say-: D the hud* l disharg’-d into the head of hi- mother by .lames
F. Hodgdou fail- :<• do i*- deadly work, probably no one will rejoice more than he xvho did
the crazy act, win u lie comes to a realizing
nWithout rum lie wa- a devoted son. and
the relations hetxvet n mother and son were al-

(i. B. Chadwick and Wm. 15. Jack-on were
ordained deacon-. At *J j*. m. Dr. Bier<preaehed a sermon on “Justification by Faith.”
followed by the ordination of A A. Lewis, C.
K. Mills and M. F. Bridgham a- Eiders. At
5J50 l*. M. a temperance meeting was held and
at seven memorial services, following which
....i. n
the conference cio-m nwith the

Newport.

though quite

A gloom was thrown over Winthrop. Max <*.
by the death of the kind and genial station
agent, in Daniel F. Haggerty, xvho has been in
the employ "f the Maine Central Railroad, as
agent there for 12 years, tilling the ofiice satisfactorily to the company, and by his honest and
pleasant way-, gaining the respect and friendship of all who became acquainted with him.
He was an exceptionally fine young man, and
leaves a father, mother, brother and sisters to
mourn his death. A few weeks ago lie made an
xiensive trip Through the xvest, Mr. Haggerty
died of typhoid fever, after a short illness, aged
2b years. The remains were taken I" I.ewi-ton
for interment by a special train, furnished by
(»< oeral Manager Tucker.
Tie Iv-uncln e Journa add-: The ease of the two brothers, Daniel
F. tnd Dennis Hrurgerty, is a peculiarly saddening one. B -th were in the employ of tlie Maine
C entral Railroad, the former as station agent
it Winthrop. and the latter a-ticket agent at
Ha loweII.
Daniel died on Wednesday and
Di unis is a lunatic of one week's duration. The
latter visited his brother's deathbed, but was so
demented that In* ueitber realized or remembered tin* occurrence. All knowing the case ran
hut sympathize with the bereaved relatives.

b\ Mi-- Clara M. Cushman. returned
missionary from China. S-venty dollars waraiscd for foreign mi —ion-.
At tin* annual
meeting of the Preacher*- Aid Society which
the
otlicers
were elected:
followed,
lollowiug
President. S. H. Beale: Vice president. 15. 15.
Byrne; >- retary. 1.. L. Han-com; Treasurer.
•J. \V. Day: Auditor. .1. A. Morelan.
The
treasurers report showed 870"" at interest. At
the evening session in Hancock Hall the anniversary meeting of the hurch extension vvaheld. Deputy Coll* ctor Hewitt of Tbomaston
presided and addresses were made by Bishop
Bowman. Dr. Ailen of Brunswick and Ii-. v. A.
8. Ladd of Bhldeford
Saturday forenoon tb** conference opened at
8 wub a {raver meeting. Tin* bu-iness uniting opem d at
Bishop Bowman, presiding.
Walter F. Prince. 1L W. Mar-ton. C. L. Bnmkaud J. D. Batson weit admitted to the conference
n
trial. Nelson Whitney and Warren
A pplehee ware re-admitted.
It was Voted to
bold the conferem e m xt year at Winterport.
W. B. Jackson was eieci'-d to t he local deacon's
order.
W. W. Marsh was elected to the
vacancy in the board of conference trustee-.
A sum of money was raised for a testimonial
to Father Dunn, who wa- placed on the -up«*r*
annuated list at his own request. Rev. Amini
Prince presented the money with nppropriati
remarks. Father Dunn was -o much ovncome lie could not respond, ami announced
I be afterthat he would speak in reply later.
no »n session opened at three, devotional exercises were conducted by W. T. Jew ell.
During tin* day tin* usual reports wen* presented
and adopted.
In the evening lie- educational
meeting at I Uncock Hall. R-v. F. J. II ley in
the chair, was addressed by Dr. B. K. Pierce
and others.
The Love Feast Sunday was led by V
T.
Jewell, at Hancock Hall, at *> a. m.. followed
bv

He says further:

abate our hostility to
the liquor traffic, but rather intensified it. Havfor
7 years been subject to ibis persecution
ing
and for the last two most unmercilessly traduced and every effort made to drive 'us from
town, we were not in the least surprised at this
act of atrocity which lias so arou.-ed the indignation of ail the order-loving citizens of
Boothbay, as well as the whole State of Maine.
We knew, wlmt others would not believe, that
i all the lie*, told and indignities offered to the
editor of the. to them, contemptible littie Register was the direct outcome of our efforts to
have the law enforced.
Frequently have we been told, “It looked
bad for the town.” to publish an account of a
drunken tight. Our answer was, “Why have
them then?”
The Bath Times says of an attempt to extenuate this outrage:
N. II. llu.-sey. writes to the Argus to give,
as he saxs, a “few facts in the case.”
The
“fact” he gives appears to be that fifteen or
twenty persons stood by witnessing the assault
ami did not interfere, and he would have it
understood that the lookers on are among the
most respectable people in Boothbay.
The
writer appears wholly unconscious of what a
bad character he gives to the town.

the supernumerary preacher*l he mum ot
B. E. Stinson. L. I>. Wa dw» ii. N.
Axtei.
B. M. Mitchell were vaiied. their character*
and
relation*
A.
Clifford
continued.
J.
passed
lias been transferred to the Si. Loui* conference
and stationed at K tn*a* City.
Fin* relation of
E. M. Fowler. R. Hay. W. H. Pillsbury.
< hurch, I
Bryant, W. 11. ( litVor ‘. J. N. Marsh.
1>. P. Thoi. soli. R. S. Dixon a* superannuated
continu' d.
11. Murphy and N.
preachers.
<
Norris were
ort d decease.1.
I. Mills.
M. E. Bridgliam. A. A. I.wi* w.-re elected to
elders' order*.
F: ink I>. Handy was located
at iii* own r-qm-t.
I'll- committee on claim*
and claimants rep..
d
hat li. Bryant, B. C.
Blackwood, widoyv ot G. Pratt.< obi.ru and children of O. R. Wii* :i were voted full claim.
G. B. Chadwick. C. L. Baugh art. R. L. Nanton, probationer*, were admitted Into full connection.
The afiern on session opened with the meeting of tht Woman'* Foreign M;**iouary. A. A.
Lewi* in tin hair. Mr*. A. F. IIcimerslmu*en.
secretary
dress was
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single exception stronglv condemned

the outrage at the start.
Our personal injuries,
did not for one moment

*•

at b.

one

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

The President will have to make one more
with Mr. Kelly of Richmond, Ya., and
that is, appoint him to stay at home.
Italy
would not have him and he was transferred to
move

Austria, and now Austria objects because Mrs.
Kelley is a Jewess. Ministers Phelps and Pendleton are about the only diplomatic appointees
thus far to go oil smoothly.
Congressman Morrison boasts that he induced
the President to remove the highly
competent
postmaster at Chicago and to appoint in his
place a wire-pulling Democrat who is expected
to help elect Morrison to the United States
Senate. This is a practical illustration of the
Democratic idea of civil service reform, hut it
is rough on the mugwumps.
It is telegraphed from Washington that
President Cleveland has received “a new set
of harness for his seal-skin geldings;” that it is
much admired and is somewhat “more stylish
than the harness belonging to President Arthur.” Is this the “Jeffersonian
of
which

simplicity”

we

beard

so

much before Cleveland’s

inauguration?
It is said that in cousequeuee of the President

having been imposed upon in the matter of the
appointment of “Tabulator Chase” he has determined to go slow in making changes in the
Federal offices in Maine. This is not
encouraging to some of the aspirants, who were as deep
in the mud of the State steal as Chase was in
the mire.
—

»

--■

The New York Herald thinks that the administration has not been so very “slow.” In two
months time it has made 1,643 appointments—
than twenty-seven for every day, including Sundays.
more

Certain Democratic politicians and newspap-

already proclaiming Secretary Bayard a
failure, and there appears to be something like
an organized effort to drive him out of the

ers are

Cabinet.
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The weather has been a Itttle more springlike the
past few days, though still unseasonably cold.
The roads generally are in pretty good condition.
Those who would like to take
don’t

horn—no,

a

that—who would like to take

mean

Monroe. Not much farming has been done as
yeti) this town ...The cheese factory will begin
operations about the last Monday in May. Mr. Taylor, of Freedom, makes the cheese this season.
The building of the bridge at the village was sold
at auction last Saturday to Charles Mayo for $700.
A good job is expected of him— 14 M. of lumber
has been sawed In a day at C. A. McKenney’s mill
this spring—The Billings Post, G. A. It., is making preparations for a grand time here Memorial

we

look at

a

horn, or rather pairs, handsomely polished and
mounted, should call at Haney’s under the Journal
a

office.
Mr. Clarence
in this

>tore

Poor has

().

city,

exhibition

on

lizard which

a

his

at

found under

was

Crawford, principal of the l pper Cramschool, in this city, is collecting a school library for tlie benefit of tin* pupils, and to take the
place of the light literature that falls into their
hand-. Anv one w ho has good books to donate, or
who wish t*> forward the very laudable enterprise
arc lv-ptcr-tcd t
communicate with Mr. Crawford.
\ 11c■.;11.i i> called to the card of W. T. Howard,
ncum.
worker in i manufacturer of cemetery
Mr. Howard is one of the best
u,,rk in il l- citv
> workers ever in Belfast, as the handsome
will testify. The marble
1 his -m-p
miens
pt
hi.m: reccnf'\ erected in ».rove cemetery in

Freedom.
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See

Tewkesbury, Mass.,

advertisement-Al-

lark, manufacturer -<f flannel shirts, blouses,
opposite Court House. He is having a tine
rm
...Mrs E. (
MacEarthy, Belfast, is closing
out iier stock, an-i is offering astonishing bargains,
lb
hci advertisement.... E. L Bean, Searsmont,
di-solvc i partnership with bis company and
! S' formed a new one, as will be seen l*y adver-

coolness between them.
will pop out.
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became

House is

Bridle

Tightened

into town

ran

breaking Ids

sheep,
Elredge’a horse

John

was

are

'tani.iig rear tin p*-.-t where Mr. Ware usually
keep his hor.-e idtehed in front of his *tore, and as
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t
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iorse

■

-true

ugg;.
M
Ware
.*•

mat

horse of

s

ti.iils and in

u^gy

breaking
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of

by Mr. Hall’s store and
after his long run. Mr.
not hurt, although the car-

struck him pn-tty hard.... Mr. W
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(J. •'-kinner
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...Mr. Geo.

Morgan of this place,
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Rockland and that Rev. J. \V.

place

party of about

here.\

the home of Mr. and Mrs. It. B. stover

Tuesday evening to help them celebrate their crystal wedding, and report a very pleasant time.
W

Daisy Treat, daughter of
-i ua and Annie Treat, died on Thursday morning, uf membranous croup. Little Daisy was a
general favorite in the village, and her parents have
the heartfelt sympathy of the entire community in
iJu ir great alllictiou.
Her loss will lie deeply felt
not only in tie- home circle, but among her little
mates and in the schools, particularly in tlie Sab.
in t

<

>t:

Miss

he.ih -eliool, of which she was a member. She was
bright, attentive -cbular, a sweet singer, and her

pleasant face

sweet voice will be

sadly missed
hi the >ai,baiii School Concert* in which she always
took >o .active a part. The. funeral services were
held in the Methodist Church on Sunday afternoon,
"i.ducted by Rev. Mr. Alexander of Hampden, as
Rev. Mr. Lewis, her pastor, was at Conference.
Tlie eiuin-h was beautifully decorated, the floral
decorations being unusually line.
The school attended in a body and forming a long procession
attended the mourners to the cemetery.Mrs.
Meplten Littlefield, an aged lady, died at the house
of her son-in-law, Mr. Daniel Perkins, at Filingwood Corner on Monday.The injuries of Miss
Alice Hurd, whose accident was mentioned last
week, proved to lie very serious. She was ironing
vests in J. C. Atwood’s vest shop, and by some
means unknow n t<> her, her clothes took fire, and
her dress being of cotton, blazed very rapidly and
before the llamcs could be put out she was shockingly burned. For some days it was thought she
could not recover. She is still a great sufferer but
it is hoped is now out-of danger. Great credit is
due to tlie girls who were in the shop with her for
their prompt efforts in her behalf, especially Miss
Cloie Downs, who showed great courage and presand

<

ence

<’f mind and who burned her

own

bands

se-

verely in smothering the fire_Mr. W. .S. Shaw is
»juite sick, threatened with pneumonia.Miss
iiortense Rankin is sick with

throat-Miss

sore

Cushman, missionary to Pekin, China, gave a very
interesting lecture to a large audience in the M. K.
Church on Tuesday evening, May 5th. At tlie close
of the lecture$50.00 were subscribed for the school
which she represented-Rev. C. I. Mills of Rockport was in town on Tuesday, May 5th, and stopped
over night on his wav to conference....Rev. W. F.
Chase and wife of

Boothbay

were

in

town on

Tues-

day, May 12th, on their way home from conference.
-Mr. H. F. Sanborn and family returned home on
Monday, having spent the winter in Bangor.
Mr. E. Boyington and family have moved to New
burg....It is rumored that some of our prominent
citizens at West Wlnterport, not liking the idea of
the town repudiating her notes, will petition to be
annexed

to

Monroe-Mr. Fred

Atwood talked

through Ids private telephone with the H&llowell
Granite Co. at Hailowell the other day.

y illness for several
is somewhat douhtfu!....

house

L. liraekett LoUge, I O.

(,

i

ib

Thnrs'lay evening oy L. D., M.
W. (
1«» A
uase; W. V. T L
W.
Charie- Morton ; W. A. S.,

\V. F.

“v:

Norm

W.

in

<

uok

;

W. i\, Kate

W. M., .!. If. M
Chap., < O iW. H. M., Mabel Fletcher; W. I. (.., F.

r*’

K

--

i-'
u.
; \S
i., i I .it<*h ; IP 11. s., Sm-ie Brown
IH.-. M ;r;. Chase.. ..Mr. and Mr-. F. I). Tasker
will celebrate the twentieth anniversary of their
w d lr
iiethi- {Thursday ••veiling with a variety

wedding.
i’uosi’i-a
this week
Nonh
last

r.

M.

\<>

lake

arm*

Iierrima.u will leave

town

charge of the cheese factory in
lit1 worked in the Stetson factory

i

summer

1).

md learned th**

art

of making cheese.

.....Mr. and Mrs. -Joshua Littlefield of

Wahlo, were
daughter, Mrs.
attended the Grauge meeting

Saturday visiting their

".•trail

Partridge, an 1
e\eniug ...Mrs. A. .J. i’ettin.^ellof Portland,
war in town last week visiting at Mr. Albert Her
'im.m's, her brother.J. F. Libby has had another i"t of Bradley’"uperp hospliate come to Sandy
point, and it is going fa.-t. Mr. Libby will sell a
hi! e amount of fertilizers this spring notw ithstanding me hard times. Farmers must be doing
something t • buy so liberally... .Prospect is quite
a famous town for pig raising.
A large number
have been disposed of lids spring so far. (Juite a
lot have gone C:\-tine way for a market, and the
villages along tin* bay and river take a large nuinbiT. Tm* price so far i- three dollars-Our Kepi bdean friend II. B. Hcagan refuses to pay Republican prices for 1 >emoeratic pork this year and is
v offering nine shillings for n
pig. The market
is a little depress.-d nowand lie will probably got
i.i
..f. II. Kiliman has sold his big
for that price.
oV'n to go on Mt. Waldo for $lsh.... Mott Gould
iia- tin- banner vear’ing steers of the County. Tiiey
-let
ft now am! are a very thrifty pair....Pota!
are
u
tin rise,
sixty cents is offered now
an
ihe old lop will he used up clean at higher
prices yet.
in the

1
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Correct
i

I'm: Fid

In your last
i in* you said a Belfast jeweler gets hi- time by a
si.r mark, shown by a line of tacks in the floor,ami
that In- thinks it as correct as Cambridge time. If
>

roil of tin*.

.Jones

vi..

—

the

(

u‘

have such

aim*

I

true

!

to

him,

so

a

as

Kip Van Winkle
not

and ridiculous

In years gone
distant cities

by
w

to

statement.

w

hen the

as

among us

involve all of

a

by

us

in

pray

so un-

V. I*.

Ward well

quickest conveyance
stage coaches and

I" the

will remain here

looks to the crack in the floor

j
j

his most

perfect

year-The Rev. J. A. Savage of Belfast, j guide?
preached at the l nilari9n church on Sunday last.
At Hip l nit.cd States Observatory in Cambridge
.Dur dentist, Dr. M. P. Harvey, went to his
j thousands of dollars have been expended in transit
home in Carmel «»u Monday. Jle will shortly re; instruments, and wonderful elot-ks, by which means
cirn with hi> lainily, and
occupy the house of Geo.
j they obtain the perfect time.
II. Webb on Perkins St.
Give 11s a r.ill s' lim morning, Mr. Reporter, an 1 I
will be pleased to show you how by delicate InstruMovjvii.u..
Caro, eidesi daughter of N. P.
a.-

I have been for years connected with the ohrvatory, and bow I get the true time, to a fraction
a second, ami by which I steady my regulators
and rate ships’ chronometers, and accommodate our
ments

Bennett of this town, died Wednesday night, the
6th List., after a prolonged illness. In her last
hours she seemed to realize that death was draw-

made
arrangements in regard to
>he chose for her pall bearers George

ing

near, and

tier

burial.

some

1

neighbors when they wish

>

note

the variations.
C. IlF.KVKY.

Cooper, Winlield Mehuren, Fred Mvrick, and Gard
Berry, and they officiated at the funeral. The scrrnor» was preached by Mr. Brad lord of Thorndike,
She leaves a large circle of friends to mourn her
loss. Mr. and Mrs. Berry have the sympathy of all
...Poland & Bailey have gone into the meat business again this spring-The ground is so cold

Fisii

say,
best

Fishing. Tin Kennebec Journal
savs:
“Talking about tin puny brook trout
now brought iti from the brooks by our local
and

free to

you may be

sure

Masonic

A It A

WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor,

NEW
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SHIP NEWS.

f

a

Men’s

White Goods.

Me.

Mia, Victoria aai Persian Laws

large line of

Clothing,

MEN
PORT Of

BELFAST.

Mav

8.

May I"
May 11.
May Id

/.. I'. MacC A Ill'll 1'.
Boston

Baltimore, May
N-.rloik, v\ lu

denied bark Moonbeam, Dun.-lie arrived thrSth. May Slh.
Arrived s 'i. J. F. Merrow, ( base, Kennebee.*
Boston, Mav 5. Arrived seh. Mark Pendleton,
P>'• :dletoii. New York. May IL Arrived seh. Stella
M Ken m, Pendleton, \N i u Isor, N ".
Arrived seh. Win. Frederiek,
lianestoi,. Ma}
Paltei -*»n. Belfast.
Arrived seh. Austin I>.
F.-niaudina, Ma.v
K night Porrv. New York.
New York. Ma> 0. Arrived seh. T. II Llving.-hm,
Ch ared ship s P. Hilehenek,
Swet;., .Jaek-eiiviile
Niekels, San Franei-,>. Mav 7. Arrived sell Dora
M. French, i.iles, Norfolk; Charles E. Moodv,
Hodgkins, Frank Bud.
Sailed seh. HattieMeG. Buck,
Bueksville, Ma}
Putnnm, Areeibe, P. R.
San Francisco, May 8.
Arrived ship Alameda,
il.

>

MARRIED.

CiiYDbuGSimE,

MASONIC

TEMPLE.

and endeavor to

Infants' Cloaks!
IX WHITE AXI) COLORED.

Church Street,

Belfast,

Arrived April lt», ship lee King,
Bartlett, Iloilo, for Boston.
Nanaimo, April 2!'. Sailed, ship Win. II. Connor, Nichols, >an Fruneisro.
Lundy Isle. Passed l.»y May 7, ship Levi
Burgess, Johnson, for ( ardifT, where she arrived
May 11th.
Newcastle, X s W. Sailed March 23, barques
Willard Mudgett, Staples, Hong Kong. March 2s1.
>ailed ship ice King, Treat, and bark Janies G.
Pendleton, Coleord, Hong Kong.
Havana, May 1. sailed barque Miguon, Coleord,
Cardenas.
Caibarien. Sailed, April 28, barque Formosa,
Small, New York.
TenerUTe. Sailed, April
18, barque Olustce,
Niekerson, Trinidad.
4.
Cleared,
ship Euey A. Nickels,
Hiogo, May
Rogers, New York.
Matan/.as, May 2. Sailed, barque Havana, Rice,
New York.
Arrived bark Augustine,
si. Thomas, May 1.
hniihc ( o-iigan, Buenos Ayres.
Havre, May 2. "ailed ship Nancy Pendleton,
Pendleton, Cn’rditV, where she arrived May a.
Yokohama, April 25. Arrived ship Clarissa Dow,
New York.
'impair. Arrived previous to April 2D, brig Ned
White, Dow, Valencia.
Rio Janeiro, April '•*. Arrived sell. Helen G.
Mo.-elev. II »lt. Brunswick.
Bermuda, May 7. Arrived sell. Jas. G. Stover,
Ar y, Boston.
Liverpool. Arrived May 0, ship Elizabeth, Butman, San Francisco.
Helena.

7b

SeMGi & S11R OHS OHS

MANSFIELD’S

in all the

full

.1

TRECOTS & BROCADE VELVETS
for outside Garments.

of goods usually kept
in a Ji rst-elass Drily Store.
.1 thorough Druggist of large experience in Compounding Prescriptions.

Silk

MANSFIELD’S,
Temple.

years.
state of Maine, Coi ntv of Wai do, s.n.
In I'rospeef, May lutli, Mary, wife of Cap!. Thad- 1
1, A. II. BKADBl’RY, Cashier «>f the above-named
den- Ilarrunan, aged bl years.
M A RITIM E MI SC E LL A N V.
In Thomaston, May Oth, Edrie, >on of the late Asa bank, do solemnly .-wear that the above statement
The fishing schooner Charles Haskell, of North
is true to the best of mv knowledge and belief.
Southworth, of Belfast, aged in years,months.
Haven, recently ashore at Sandy Hook, was damagA. H. BRA DIU'RY, Cashier.
In 1 s les boro, April 21, Jabe/. 11. Philbrook, aged
ed to tin* amount of $800; insured. Repairs wa re
Subscribed and sworn t<> before me this 12th day
85 years, (J months, 1 day.
made at New York.
In Rockland, Mav 7, Maude Bell Hamilton, aged ; of Muv, l>s5. c. II. Field, .Justice of the Peace.
'The schooner D. B. Everett, owned in Rockland,
.*> months, b days.
b
Correct—Attest:
lw20
Me., is probably lost. Her captain F. O. McLain, ; years,
.JOHN (L BROOKS,
In Wi-cassel, May b, Maud A., daugliter of JosJ. Cochrane, the mate, and Frank Willis, the rook,
A. A. HOW Es,
s. and Maggie Brown, of Rockland, aged 'a
Directors.
epli
w ere from Rockland.
WM. B. SWAN.
months.
)
Messrs. Colil), Wight & Co., of Rockland, begin
In We.-t
May b, Isaac II. Williams, aged
immediately tin-construction in their yard a three, 4" ears, 4 Camden,
20 da\ s.
months,
masted seh. of 050 ions, to lie comm ndod by Capt.
In Rockland, May b, Eddie, son of Benjamin and
r. c. Arey, of Ow l’s Head, now In the sell. Nahum
Mary F. Lermoud, aged G years, 7 months.
Chapin.
in Vinalhaveii, May b, Web.-ter Hurley, formerly
The North Atlantic Pilot ( hart for May has been
ol (ieorgetown, aged about in years.
issued from the Hydrographic Olliee, being comIn Camden, May 4, William Conway, aged 85
the
as
usual.
in
all
its
details
April
During
plete
A violent year
weather has been generally moderate.
In Rockland, May 3, Mrs. Catherine (icorge, aged
gale, part of which blew with hurricane force from 4s
years.
the westward, was experienced by a number of
In
Rockland, May:;, Mrs. Angeiine Clinton, aged
vessels 1 elween 45 and 52 degrees north and 10 to
4b years, 1 months. I days.
Everything selling below cost in order to close
vdoJo degrees west longitude, several short but
In Rockland, May 3, Lena J., daughter of Fredout our entire stock of
lent gales have been reported between Beruoma
eric and Sarah F. Davis, aged 3 weeks.
j
of
the
18th
and Cape Halteras, that
being preceded
,P
Tin
in
Ware,
Island,
Dyer’s
May 3, Hiram
by brilliant electric phenomena. A cyclonic dis- |1 Thayer, aged about GOVinalhaveii,
years.
turbance, with an unusually low barometer, passed
&c.
CAMP
CR4IRS,
In
Rockland.
Mav
Sarah
of
Charles
2,
J., daughter
<>if the Nt w England coast on the2'Jtli, being followW. and Edna Livingston, aged 7 months.
SEW ami DESIKAKLE GOODS arriving from N.
ed by high northwesterly winds. For May gener- |
In Waldoboro, A1 ril 30, Henry Mank, aged SG
V.
and Boston nearly every day.
ally fair weather will prevail. North of latitude 40, ! years.
and between (Jape II attorns and Newfoundland
m
April m, Kutn li., widow ot \\ 11* |
Boys' Carts, Oil Paintings, &c.
occasional
gale- may be expected. Ice- limn uocKiami,
Peek, aged 72 year-. 3 months, 10 days.
Bargains In LADIES A RENT’S HAND SATCHELS.
bergs may lie foil ml as far south as 40 and between j
Julia II
daughter of James
4u and 58West longitude.
| K.In Hope, April 30,
Any quantity of STK Y W HATS for Ladies,
Gardner, aged Is years, (! months, 15 days.
Spoken. No date, hit. 23 22, Ion. G‘.» 21, sell. SalGents and Boys. All nice goods at extremely
In Providence, li. I., Anri I *20, Fred if. Wight,
lie Pon
of Searsport, Me), from Maynguoz, for !
l«*w prices. (Jail and you will surely buy.
son-in law of Charles Drake, of Camden, aged 3o !
Boston.
years.
/,. /;. MaeCAltTHY,
Bet
in Rockland, May I, Win. II. Alley of Ellsworth,
aged :;o years, 0 months and 7 days.'
BELFAST FRICJE CURRENT.
In C.i>tme, April 23, Mrs. Gertrude L., wife of
Edward C. Bowden, aged 27 years.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
In ( astine, \pril 25, Mabel, daughter of Capt.
Bennett Dunbar, aged 14 years.
-MANUFACTURER OFBy C. II. SARGENT, No. 8, Main Street.
In Pastiiic April 2(5, Mr. Thomas II. Hatch, aged
Prices Paid Producers.
Produce Market.
(is v ears.
.‘{5360 Hay#'ton,
I2.003i6.u0
In Ellsworth, May 1, Mrs. Sarah IE Stover, aged
Apples V bush,
dried#’lb,
4$5 Hides It. tt»,
53(5 55 y ears and In months.
o<*o
Beans,pea,#'bu, 1.7031.So Lamb tMh,
75 31.25
medium,
1.5031.05 Lamb Skins,
536
yellow-eyes,I.OO31.75 Mutton # tb,
Biilter# lb,
4234.1
18320 Oats # bush,
Bccf#tb.
738^ Potatoes,
45350
(55375 Round Hog #’ it.,
037
Barley # bush,
wholesale and retail. Special attention to making
loa 12 Straw # ton,
Cheese # tb,
O.OO37.OO
Shirts and Blouses to order. 1 have a good stock
14 31*5 Turkey # tl»,
1^3‘-o
Chicken#!!),
Calf Skins # tb,
.'38
12312Veal # lb,
on hand at prices that cannot be matched in this
Duck # It.,
I43IO Wool, washed#lb. 223.’t
3m20
city.
12 Wool, unwashed lb 15317
Eggs # doz.,
Fowl # lb,
12nl4 Wool, hard,
4.003.5 00
Geese # lb,
14316 Wool, soft,
.'{.003:5.50
opp. Court House,
Retail Market.

[

Crockery

Camps,

northerly

Undmvear
—

Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear.

AT-

A. CLARK,

Flannel Shirts, Blouses,

OVERALLS & JUMPERS,

ll'ujh Street,

BELFAST.

MARBLE WORKS:

9

WHITE SKIRTS!

5 Main St.

ble

IOWA LOAN k TRUST CO.

1

BLOOD k LIVER MEDICINE.

Only 50c. per bottle.

By

W. O. POOR &

Half the price of any

SON,
GEO. F. SMITH,

o

Y_1 yr34

Wonletiiil Help fur tie Ejes!

Jersey Stockfor Sale.

full-blooded, three year old heifer, (registered,) has been in milk one year, and will c live
in .June. One grade four year old farrow. One
One yearling heifer.
two year old, calves in May.
The above stock will be sold cheap.
1*. G. HUNT.
Belfast, May 11, 1885.—I\v20*

ONE

Crystal Lenses,

Clear ami brilliant, will make your Eyes
almost young again. Set in Gold, Tempered
and Celluloid frames. Call and try them at

seem

Steel,

1

to

the public that I am prepared
instruction in all of the LATEST

announce to

give

STYLES of

Dancing

(Newport Waltz, Croquet Polka•
l'ivestep Schottische, Nr.)
Hoi-vcy’s J.-w.-Ii-y Store.

Miss Fannie C.

Berry,

in private lessons or in classes.
be made a specialty.
Belfast, May 7,1865.—4w 19

WALTZING will
F. 1. BUMPUS.

mmmmmBwammmmmmm mmmmamtmmmmma

L-A-C-E-S
ALW AYS A

—at a———

FOURTH

YEAR.

SPECIALTY AT

Opening Saie of

Mansfield’s.

Fine

CARRIAGES!
I have returned from
the i;i> l stock

UNDERWEAR

I'a.-t.

Believing

SOL

I Iiav.

Toil & Op Buggies,

Ladies & Children’s

Extension

JERSEYS
At

purchased then

-AT—-

Tops,

In short

in

stock

-upnh ym

I.F

small deal-

>

les in

n\

thing

ou want

in the

.MI1H A(. 1>.

(

1

when

times

VillsigtN

are

arc

I\<. KKASKD

pei-pie have found that
•’••mage it
always

as

a

.ek

CHEAP work t, r
have it, and \s 11 sell it

ot

..ound

i- the time

\..\V

ioo.

at the door, and

\ancing in pi*i
make

-;

a

cep

CHEAP

unit

gr«-

u

the

at

<

mi-lake if
lb

mem

to

carriage-

v«m

a

ire

d

-dai

you

-av» d

it and call and

stock.

-ee

is

a

my

tf Pd

E.

F.
finny

3Iaim‘.

ly-a

Friends

purchase with.mt visit
!,,r ”a

r

belter

buy

arc

factories.

ing the “BEAVERS."
dollar earned.”

the ronntri/.

A 2?ew Line of

trade has

oar.

WARRANT

lltose who

l>fi experiment leorhinen. I
run
eompete in /triers with <in if
Jirst-rlnss Cfirriaye innnnf'nrtorij
in

caci-

good one and will stand hard usage .m-t call and
see them
Mi 1 Fetors and Livcr\ men’s hands.'1
I

Wagons,
arrimjes

M

usual.

a-

LALILKM

JAMES BARKER,

Hanson,
Sf.. fief fast, }f<.

r

May 7, lss.*>. —I'.uf

j

NEW FIRM !

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF ME

Curtain Lace: & Scrims!

Searspori National Bank,
At

liOKS.

Loans ami discounts.
1'. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
I Ot lu*r stocks, bonds and mortgages.
j Due from approvci re-erve agents.
! Current expenses and tn\e.» paid
I Checks and other cash items.
i Bills of other Banks.
:
Fractional paper currency, nickels and

.•w
rte.oou.oo
*». >11 00

J

LIABILITIES.

j
i

1

Undivided protits.

Total.

MANSFIELD’S.

A

UK TAIL DEALERS IN

Dry,

Smoked

And Pickled Fish.
AM. VAKIE I IK* OF

Fancy

4a,two

on
:{08.no

_

7S,3o9 49

»1«,1»3.T3

State of Maine. Cot m y of Waldo ss.
I, ( HAS. F. KOKIMN, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best o my knowledge and belief.
Cti.vs. F. Loudon Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1!th day
C’tns. L. Adams, Notary Public.
of Mav, 188a.
lw-2<)
Correct—Attest:
.lAMKs
PENDLETON,;
Directors.
C. Nit vKLS,
A. B. FERGUSON,
)

BUSTLES

j

no
Capital stock pnl'liu..i 5f),tHwi on
2,;»oo
Surplus fund.
G.o7n-24

National Bank Nolen Outstanding.
j Dividends unpaiil.
; Individual deposits subject to check.

-AND-

Fresh,

14

Harter.

&

WHOLE*YLK

‘2,2'K).oo

Total.$182,193.73

-AT--

Fselo

■>.'»,r.»v7o
-dt.39
97 27
-Vi.d.UU

pennies.
Specie.
Redemption fundwit.hr s. l’reasiiivr, ;•"»
percent, of eirci lation)..

■

NEW COOES I

Searsport, In the stale of Maine, at the close of
business «aj ♦», |sj»5.
KKSOl

AT

can

line of Lh.ll T

inmte

Mansleld’S.

HOOP SKIRTS

-t\

\

sell at

ter, Mile

.-hall also

Portland

.(// rillST-C l.A SS <

MANSFIELD’S.

I’I’IP >ACI1A I’.LK

1 have the latest

can

Brown, Webster. Harper. IMmpkin. BrewsSpring* anti Lane ( ros* spring*.

Oil

PH/ETONS,
Grocery, or Dole Seat Wagons,

HOSIERY!

Organdies

\

that I

so

TOP aim OPEN CARRIAGES,

-AND-

k Lawns

otVered in Bel

DOUBLE SEAT SURREYS,

Mansfield’s,

MANSFIELD'S.

Amesl.nr> with

“W l-ild. BOl’t.IlT IS II

taut

ers.

Mansfield’s.

and
ever

n

carriages

!

price- .-iinpl.v ( N

3Z> -A-UNTOUNTC^!
would

—

MANSFIELD’S.

-the-

French

■■

-AT-

the very lowest

Absolutely Pure.

]

Fish in their Season.

Site,lines, I’iik/is mill ('mined
Bonds constantly on hand.
Order- from the country promptly attended to.
Goods delivered free to all parts' ot the eit\

I 511 i 1< 1

Old

iny,

HIGH SThEET, BLLFAsT, MAINE
W. P. CARTER.
F. I.. FIELD.
3mID

NOW IS YOUR TIME

-TEACHER IN-

l3 ill no,

Or^jsin

&

For

Harmon^'.

Sale.

Miss BERKY will be in this city Wednesday and QIX WILLOW WINDOW SHADES, SIX CANE
seat chairs and a wood stove; also a reversible
Thursday, May 20th and 21st. Those wishing to kj
®r let.
The above articles
receive instruction in any of the above branches, reclining chair for sale
be obtained at a bargain. Wanted.—A bed sofa
can
will please call at the Brooks House.
or lounge, a watch and a small extension table, but
Belfast, May 14,1885.—lw20
little used. Address L., care P. O. Box 5(52, Bel2wl9*
fast, Me.

Dissolution of

Partnership.

firm of E. L. BEAN & CO., consisting of E.
L. BEAN, S.S. BEAN, A EDEN ROBBINS and
GEO. F. CAMPBELL, was dissolved May 9th, 1885.

THE

Copartnership.
1885, E.

L. BEAN

FRANK L.

May 9th,
WHITTEN entered into copartnership under
ON
of E. L. BEAN & CO., and will continue
the
and

the business at the old stand.
Searsmont, Mav 13, 1885—3w20

Rooms to Let.
The subscriber will rent the en‘
and convenient

rooms.

For fur-

ther information call at the store,
II. A. STARRETT.
5, Main street.
Belfast, May 13,1885-tf20

No.

Goods!

Being constantly received by

A.

P. MANSFIELD.

have one of the best line of these Goods to be
found in the State. Don’t he troubled with a
poor article. Call and get something that it will be
a pleasure to use, at

DO NOT FORGET

HE 11 n3 Y’S JE WELR Y S TORE.

A.P. MANSFIELD

Notice.

Is Agent for the celebrated

I

special meeting of the PENOBSCOT BAY
A STEAMBOAT CO. will be held at the store
of 11. II. JOHNSON tk CO., Thursday, May 21,
1885, at 7.30 o’clock, P. M. All stockholders are
requested to be present and see what action they
will take in regard to selling steamer May Queen.
WM. B. SWAN, President.
C. E. JOHNSON, Treasurer.
Iw20
A

tire lower portion of his dwelling
house,on High street—seven large

New

Razors, Scissors & Shears!

name

tber.

BELFAST.
SEARSPORT.

prices, in
JLargworthy Building, Church street.
Beltast. May 13, 1885—3inos20
at

Co.,

Opposite National Bank.

<MBMnMMBananwrT.-awiiimi

-AT-

Monuments, Tablets,iirare
Marks <(’• Marble Shelves
of the best Foreign and American Mar

*4.oo,

H. A. Starrett %,

Look at the

W. T. HOWARD
MANUFACTURER OF

Front HOr to

\\ aist^

ei'sov

MANSFIELD’S.

fast,

W.

*

T

61 Main St., N.Y. Cheap Store, At
LADIES’ HATS KM:

j

LADIES & MISSES

LADIE3S

Cotton

from $1 to $10,

Parasols

line

Waldo, May 12, Emily M., wife of O. J’. Clark, Capital stock paid in.$I5o.000.00
4*1 years am l 1 nio>.
Surplus fund. 33,000 00
0,205.51
In Moiltville, May G, Caro I daughter of Laura redivided prolits.
E. and N. 1*. Bennett, aged I!* years, 2 months and National Bank notes outstanding. 130,5oO.oo
Dividends unpaid.
830.00
10 days.
In New London, Conn., May II, John Edwards,: Demand certificates of deposit
150,332.05
of Belfast, aged bs years.
In Liberty, May 12, Jonathan Berry, aged 8b
Total.$470,033.50

X.

leading shades.

A NEW & FINE ASSORTMENT

Masonic

years.

This powder never varies. A marve of purity,
More economical
strength and Yvholesoineness.
ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in com
petition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
Koval Baking Powdkk Co., Iog Wall St.,

NEXT,

A Full Line of

Infants' Made 115 Goods

A. P.

In

than the

MONDAY

on

-AT-

aged

POWDER

We shall open

Me,

Winlcrport, May <11-. by !> M. Belches, Esq.,
Lane to Laura K. Bartlett, all of Win
liy fair dealing, best .,f goods, and reasonable
terport.
we hope to merit a share of patronage from
In Morrill, al the residence of the bride’s mother, prices,
20
Mrs. Kate Neal, by .1. O. J -h :.-on, E-q., Mr. A. .L the people of Belfast and vicinity.
Skidmore, of Liberty, to Miss Cora L Neal, of
KILGORE .V
WILSON.
Morrill.
In
linden. May b. Mr. Ernes', E. Drink water and
Mi-.- Myra M. Sln-rman, both of Lineolnville.
HE POUT OK THE CONDITION OF THE
In lio' kport, Mav 2, .John A Barrows and Miss
Ca--ie Meisaac, both of Hoekport.
BELFAST NATIONAL BANK,
in Kx kland, May 2, Aldcn 1.. Page, of Rockland,
and Mrs. Addi* E. Conway, of Lowell, .Mass.
At Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the close of
In Rockland, May 2. .l imes M. Curtis, and Magbusiness May 0. ivs5.
gie D. Robbins, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, April 28, Frank R. Dyer, and FanKESOl'KCES.
nie I>ay, both of R ickland.
Loans and discounts.$218,400 43
t S. Bonds to secure circulation. I50,ooo.u0
ot her stocks, bonds and mortgages.
38.000 00
Dl fc_U
Due fr<on approved reserve agents.
21.282.00
Real estate, turniture and fixtures.
7,500.00
In this city, May 11, William Woods, aged IS Current expenses and taxes paid
850 54
Premiums paid.
years and 1 month.
]S,t>71 05
In this city, May Jo, Mr. Simeon Larrabee, aged Checks and other cash items.
1,712.04
b'.t years ami b months.
Bills of other banks.
3,011 oo
In this city, May 7, Harry S. Davis, aged 10 years •Specie.
12,210 o0
and 7 mos.
000.00
Legal tender notes.
In Brooks, May 1st, Alfred E. Pay son, aged IS Redemption fund will 1’. S. Treasurer (5
years, 1 month and b days.
per cent, of circulation.
0,750 00
In Unity, Horace Ilaselton, of Belfast, aged 52
years.
Total.$470,033.50
in Lineolnville, May 21, Hannah R. Fields, aged
LIA HI CITIES.

PORTS.

please.

Hay ford Block,

M.

W

Our motto will be

A. P. MANSFIELD’S,

V. O.

la

Niekels, Liverpool.
Georgetown, I). C., May h. Cleareiiseh. Daylight.
Ilodgdon, New Bedford.
Passed Hell Gate. May !>. Sells. Fannie \. Gorham. Welch, Hoboken for Boston; A. Hayford,
•Jones, Elizabetliporl for Bangor.
st.

near

Market.

Boston, May 0.

re

FOREIGN

Cor, Elm and Main Sts.,

Billkk- It looks like :i lirnii r market for really
line lots of creamery, but po.uish lots are slow,
•lob lots of fresh ereameric- Jbuboe; fresh western
crenun rie.' in round lot*. 22<j2bc; fancy 2.V; northevn 20fj24e. fall creameries
ib.jlGe, new northern
dairies I I a 1 s '■; -*e|tr: ion- IN ip-’Or.
( iikksi;—Business is s i.aii, and so are the stocks
of old cheese which is good to prime; sage and
fancy lb".Me; ]..b lots I2<jl-V-; good northern,
round lots pi', ,jlie; western Sa'.tc,
Eons—There is a fair demand, and tin* market
closed better sold up than was expected; extra
c istern 14
y 11: >■ ; western Ida 13‘2e; southern, nominal 13c.
Potatoes—Potatoes quiet with light demand
and prices si cad : rose Go.a7e--, Beauty Hebron boa
Tin-; peerless bbnGOe; pr dilic- G2a70e; Burbank 00.3
Gbe ; (jin eiis b tc
white bl.Us 00abSr.
A I’i’LKs—i bioiec apples are plenty and fancy lots
arc bringing extreme quotations
s,,im. line j0ts of
Maine naldwin-* liave sold at £3 2b.
Hay ani* >t'ti.wv— 11 h y u.miianged and linn at
$IOn2u. according to grad*-: -traw stead} at $lOji23.

bargains.

patrons real gen-

our

AT

OF ALL KINDS AT

prices LOWER Ilian ever befnre ..old. All nicely made and warranted fast colors. Bargains in
CROCKERY WARE, LAMPS & GLASS WARE. TABLE LINEN, NAPKINS, HOSIERY,
GENT’S LINEN HOKES.—GINGHAM & COTTON —sill selling at extremely low prices to
suit the times.
nil and you will surely buy. No trouble to show goods.

N>-\\ port News.

! ur,

uine

Armnres, Caslraieres, Nnn’s Veilints,

ill

SAILED.

I

and shall continue to give

MILLINERY,

Handsome Xecktie Flannel Shirts <('• Itlouses

Sen. Fannie tt Edith, Warren, Boston.
Sell. .James Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
Sell. st. Johns, Gilmore. Boston.
so||. PalntKn. < haples, Nevv Haven.

Novelties.

STORE! Infants’ Muslin & Lace Bonnets

A. BOYS’ STIIAW, FELT & VELVET HATS.

ARRIVED.

Checks

-''"''"‘"'

ETC., ETC.,

STYLES IN

LATEST

DRY & FANCY GOODS!

GRADES.—WHITE GOODS IN

ALL

ALL WOOL CRAZY CLOTHS,

"

BRANCH
SUMMER

&

ALSO

■

!

Also

We wish to announce to the people of Belfast
and vicinity that we have purchased from T. W.
PITCHER his entire stock of

Temple.

that

Belfast, Maine.

SEARSPORT

AT

6 Per Cent. Bonds

Mr. C. A Smith, of the Booth Mediciue Co.,
Portland, was in town yesterday and made
arrangements with Mr. R. H. Moody, druggist,
for the sale of their medicines.

serious,

PlKBiiix lioxv,

—

of the Co. Commissioners of the fact that
one thousand dollars was borrowed to defray the
expenses of the last term of court but as the fines
collected amounted to that sum they were able to
cancel the loaD.

am

I ml 7

The bait was a small chub. The line was fast- II. G. Seed # bu, 1.9032 00 S. Potatoes # tb,
(lid)
Lowell, Mass., has been stopping in town for a ened to a lisli pole 1(5 or is feet long, and was Lard # ft).
9310 Wheat Meal # lb, 3% 34
few days. Horace looks well and as if city life set at night at the end of a plank walk some
The line was set at
L. P. Walker, of Vinalhaven, j twenty feet in length.
agrees with him
SPECIAL NOTICES.
has obtained control of the Gen. Ayer farm, so- I night and early the next morning the monster
trout was found by a hoy thirteen years old.
|
called, and w ill raise fancy stock. He has procur- The fish had been on the hook
long enough to
ed some blooded animals from the celebrated herds become
j
partially drowned, and was easily pulIof Bodwell and Burleigh, of Hallowed. Mr. Walk
ed out of the water by the gills by a gentleman
j
ker is an enterprising man and we are pleased to !i who was passing by.".The Maine Central
has issued a neat little pamphlet giving a desnote his attempt to improve the stock of Waldo
cription of the Raugely Lake route, which will
county.
to fishermen.Last week two
-OF THE| he of interest
men captured 20 trout, east
of the
Swanville.
The Swanvillc Union Sabbath i Augusta
southern mackerel fleet numbers
city.The
|
school organized May 10th by choice of the follow105 sail: 00 from Gloucester, 25 f om Portland,
ing officers: Edwin Greeley, Superintendent; IL , 11 from Boston, 0 from Boothbay and 00 from
M. Chase, Secretary; Treasurer, H. E. Greeley; eighteen other fishing ports. Some of the numMrs. H. M. Chase, Librarian. Report of Treasurer ber have done nothing at all and only three or
In denominations of $1,000, $500, $300,ami $200, sefour at the most have paid their way although
for 1884 shows $11.70 in treasury ...Efforts will
cured by REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES and the
the catch has been unusually large.
Outside
of
be made to secure the servic.es of Rev. T. B.
paid up capital of the Company of HALF A MIL
! one or two vessels arriving early upon the hare
Gregory to preach at the church every Sunday market, the outlay this season must greatly ex- LION DOLLARS. For sale at PAR and accrued
afternoon... .Mr. C. K. Small left on the boat last ceed the stocks.Mr. J. B. Marble, proprietor nterest. Full particulars given on ap plication.
j
week for Lowell, Mass., where he has secured work of the Forest House, Farmington, and the
Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley, will, in a few II. M. PAYSOX A OO.,
as house painter withS. F. Hadley who employed
1
have his house at the lake ready for fishhim two years ago....Miss Hattie S. Nickerson days,
BANKERS,
ermen.Spring shad are to he bad at Bath at
arrived from Boston by boat May 2 and began I 20 cents each.
MAINE. 3mi:t
They are caught now in small
P0KTLAND,
school at Head of Tide, Belfast, May 4th. It is her ; quantities in drift nets in this river ail the way
from Phipsburg to Richmoud. Five inch mesh
fourth term in this district-Miss Josephine
rnVi ^
nets are used.
A salmon or two has been
Nickerson is teaching in the Sargent district, SearsI caught.
ami
Miss
F.
Annette
Nickerson
in
the
Porter
port,
District, Miss Mary Stevens in the Matthews DisHigh License works no better in Boston than
trict, Miss Lulu Nickerson iu the Jen ness District,
Monroe ...Mr. J. B. Weed sends us the following prohibition in Maine. Failure to enforce the
Read the testimonials published In the JOURNAL
figures He has seventy hens which laid in March laws regulating the liquor traffic gives occasion
every week.
115 dozen eggs for which he received $22. Coat of for the attempt to transfer the control of the
from the city to the State. The local [From the Register of Deeds for Piscataquis Counpolice
j
Net
In
keeping $6.20,
profit $15.80.
April he had
ty, Dover.]
authorities, it is claimed, are influenced by the
A. M.
sixty-four laying hens which laid 118 dozen eggs ! dealerstosuch an extent that there is
Jr.—Having used Bell’s Sarsapraciieal- parilla inRobinson,
my family, I take pleasure in recommendwhich sold for $10.40. Coat of keeping $5.50; Net I lv no interference from the
police and no ing it for general use, and especially in cases where
profit $10.90. He has a pair of steer calves that difficulty in evading the law. The bill has the system is disordered by biliousness. We gave
it to our children when getting over the measles,
have gained sixteen inches since coining to the passed the House by a small majority, but it Is
and it proved excellent in cleansing the system and
barn ...The people of Waldo County should con- not yet out of danger. The argument against
giving an appetite. A friend stopping at my house
the measure, that it deprives the city of local
She
was troubled continually with a headache.
gratulate themselves upon having a faithful, fearself-government is weighty; hut the abuses commenced taking
the Sarsaparilla and was at once,
less* and efficient County Attorney who promptly
which it aims to correct outweigh any objection.
relieved. She continued to tnke it in small doses
e xecutes the liquor law, thereby replenishing the
[Portland Advertiser.
and has had no trouble since.
A. M. Warren, It. D. P. Co.
Yours truly,
County Treasury. Your correspondent was told
one

I

Clotliing: Store,
MARK ANDREWS, PROPRIETOR.

of

by

Sarsaparilla.

spend a dollar for Clothing until you have examined my goods and
Please call and be convinced that this is the place to buy your goods.

fishermen, reminds one of the mammoth fish
some 35 years ago in what was then
captured
that not many of the farmers have done any work
L0.5ul.10
7§9 Lime# hbl,
Bishop’s Bond in Ml. V ernon, on a pole set Beef, corned,# # H>,
as vet on their farms....Some of the houses in
20 Oat Meal # 11),
5 3'.)
Butter Salt,
box,
and hook bailed by Mr. J. II. Morse of this Corn # bush,
<56 Onions # tb,
4«s
what is known as “Slab City” have been vacated
66 Oil,Kerosene # gal 12al5
Cracked
Corn
3
bush,
The
tisli
was
37
inches
in
of
the
tiiis spring.... Allen Bailey has bought a farm in | city.
length,
60 Pollock # It),
Corn Meal # bush,
:5S, a4
brook trout species; gir th, just hack of the gill, Cheese # lb.
an adjoining town and moved there... Frank (Jlem9« 10
12315 Pork # tl»,
L50 Plaster # hhl,
1.00
''ill is to farm a place in the town of Knox_A
24 inches: v.eight. 24, pounds. The line was Cotton Seed # cwt,
::
M* :il # tb,
# ft..
Codfish,
4s<»
Bye
dry,
Mr. Anderson has moved on to the Joseph Brazier
a
1 15
good hemp one; ilie hook, a common hook Cranberries, # qt, 15318 Sin rts # cwt,
12a is sugar # It.
637'*
place-We understand that J. C- Foss has recently
such as was used to fish with in those days. Clover Seed # lb,
40
3.50«7.25 Sail, 1- I., # bush,
Flour # hbl,
taken unto himself a better half-II W. Clement

1

bought

that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
thing for purifying the blood known.”

Boys, Youths &

|

slow

nnother

>nturday evening.We learn that Rev. L. L.
hay will

t!:•

*•

Higgm«.

W

W. 11. -argent la-t season,
<>od has also purchased, and it will he

tiiat the Rev.

j

Ilai.>'

lol'end herself and

to

penmanship.

\\

j

nothing in the house in the

was

—

a

ml Miss Carrie Leavitt of Somerville, Mass., were
the residence of Mr. Isaac Morgan last
married

Ke-

lumbering coasters, and editors obtained their news
same way, ami a man sweating at a crank
turned oil' the printer’s sheets, watchmakers and
worth jail....(juite a number of our teachers have
jewelers did resort to many rude means by which
taken up their summer’s work in different
places in we could approximate to the true time, and the sun
the state
A cow belonging to Mr. h Devereux, has j
mark was one way by w hich, with a little figuring,
given birth to twin calves, which arc lively and do ! wi; could
get within a minute. But what will our
lug well....The Methodist society ami tiie citizens brother jewelers
through the state, and intelligent
'■f Castino generally, are much pleased to learn
sea captains think of the Belfast jeweler who still

;

.in ; Addie Whitmore sang a duet which completed
the program an«l the meeting adjourned-Tin
Luch r Musical Comedy Co. are t" play in Emery
il.tii M:tj 2u and 2| and at the low prices will cad

to

-Ir.

be

day last week and was subsequently arrested
a. Kockland, and
Deputy .Sheriff Davis went to that
place on Monday to take him to the custody of Ells-

ittiral

.in

of the windows.

at last

a

wel*

New Boston

house

a

a

A. P. MANSFIELD’S

tried many remedies, and

A,' Don’t

prices.

11

lady

iib-d hist

■

n

one

Wednesday for a short
History society held an interC'iii g meeting at he .Seminary Chapel Thursday
evening. '1 be meeting was called to order by the
President, 1 ioj \\
McDonald, ami the following pi
gram was presented: Piano solo by Fred
*> <>gins. vocal solo by Miss Kingsbury; declumalrm
Ma li
.Joseph Chase. Then followed
(-hurt papers -m tin* ilifferei t dome'tic animals by
N

I

to

and

in every family.

come

retiring.

to one

her recowrv

er-

"•

a

are to

a

>■

tlm

weeks and

ft

Bevan last week for ussault upon Merrill Clark,
was lined $lo, and
placeil under bonds to keep
Hie peace for one year.
lie left town suddenly

wife left for Provincelown
i'd

houses

widow

who
alone in the house was vis.

about

was

Lintr in

been eontined

-wu

public this summer, free of charge_
(jeorge Macouiher who wa- hrougiit before Justice

Mr. <i< ■>. Ware and

good health

in

which Mr.

Bangor, who is about to start for California,
w
!-• •' i. me day a*t week saying good *\ e t*.
Ju-many friends lure....Mr. ( E. Ware lectured
spiritualism to quite an audience Wednesday
ev ening at Emery Hail.... Dr. .J. .1. Page is home
again, havii _r spent the vvinier in < aiitornia and
“southern i«-xas. JI i many friends will he glad to
a

new

1

Mr. (build reports that
are nearly all sawed.
largest head of water at tile mill Inis season
was or. Saturday last.... Mis-s Fugenie Grant has

observatory, built by

open

*»i

i-iui in

Several

..

going very fast,

are

about several

tue

Castink. The additional purchase of land at
Die,
Head made by F. I*. ..prise.-a lot
"f al-"Ut lu acres. On tiie highest
portion stands

went over

ipp- 1, somcvvi; *t t.I. 11 edge’s horse was
cue

one

had

Nation-

home

Have
Brown’s

S5- FLANNEL SUITS. SHIRTS

Welcome Soap ?” They

be

> *id

summer—The Mountain View
being enlarged--ome of our sidewalks
in a dangerous condition ...Prof. A. 1L Dunleft home last Monday for searsport to teach a

ourse

post, Hie wheels of the
Mr. EMrcd^i ’s horse. Tbia cleared
tor

tree

with

|

Kelron.-.

t'.i*-y report good dinner and nice time. Mr. <
* Ware's v-rwhich was hitched down there,
and

The

given away

lady ooliy donned her hat and 1
May 7. >ch. Mary Farrow, Condon, Bang »r.
l:.iw 1, and passed out the front door, locking it,
Mav *. Seh. E. L. Warren, C"lson, Bo-ton.
u
iii to a neighbor's about fiftv rods away for as- !
Mav il.
Sen.-. Webster Barnard, Marshall, st.
John.- -I I* mdor, Jr., Bulloek, St. .Johns.
inner and on returning w itli help found the hurI
seh.
James Holme-, Ryan, Searsport.
May
v
.:
n.nd dcv.mpcd. We would advise gentry of
Mu,, id. s,'hs. Welaka, Ferguson, Bangor.
1 nis class who intend
visiting houses in this vicin
May 14. S<-h. C. T. Sibley, Bartlett, flock port.
itr '.o avoid this one ns the lady in question has j
AMERICAN PORTS.
,•••• nri d a good revolver and knows how, and will
Philadelphia, May 4. Cleared lnig J. II Lane,
not la* afraid, to use it.
Gilkey, Matnnzas. Cleared seh. Charley Bueki,
French, New Haven. Mav 0. Arrived seh. Abram
Rea.unison, Pnttershnll, iteila-t
U< i\S i\.
i in* logs in Tasker ,v 'mid
Portland, May (J. Arrived seh. Yale, Ilodgdon,
inill-

r

there i-

help it:

-cen

Friday night

11 iv arms with whl'-h

i-i

to,»•'

sth

....

a

9*»me

now

1 can't

entirely

levina there

im m

this
v«

1

man

naggage .ua-t-T -m tne i.iiy of
kichmomi, is at innne on a \acatlon
Mi s Fannie
Dreer of Eiueoinville Centre, ha* been
vi-uling

Tuesday of last week and
It was a line day ami

dinner.

at

.See!

mi

1

the Soap is always wel-

Leaving the
tin nursery she went back to the sitting t
*-ce ibat the tire was all right. and disco v
|

at-

]■•

t.raimc

in

been

Last

i'i>tly.

r*

'F;if

a- .0

in.,-

thrifty
growth. It was recently cut down, and the slump
measures at its greatest diameter :>_*
inches, and at
its smallest 4b inches.... k. W Frederick
Conway,
"i w hom mention has been made o\ various
periodicals as a veteran Mason, wa.- buried on Wi
ne.-<lay last, undercharge of the Masonic fraternity,
composed of mete I-ers from Amity, St. Paul, King
David and other Lodge-, an fr-mi Lev.-omc
Chap
ter.
i lie procession mad -a very line
appearance
and wa.- witness.- by a laiy numberot
p.-opu-_

sc

shcldon

•.

aug

E.

non.

A Sabbath
i

where he

He may be found at the "id stand.
Mu.i'.

friend*

as .*i:r

days ago he bought

1.1. man i a.

-AT-

Pickering

had,” said Mr Johnson,

or

general debility.

had

by all Druggists for $’..00; 6 bottles for $5.00.

than at the j
can not

few

come

“I have

FurnisliitiE Goofls, Boots, Shoes, Trunks k Yalises.

interest.

t" g-» on

ipied

Campus. When Mr. -Joseph 11. Eaton was a boy
he assisted in setting out a young Balm of ciiead
tree on the premises curncr of High and > a
-t.-.,

1

t;'Cinent.

visiting

village ..Winter and spring iiuv*
unfriendly terms this year. Even

the advertisement of W. A.

to

is

funds

l

>tore near his '.welling and v. ill tear it down.
11
'd.
'J'ii- preparation* m»w being made invo v.
; i* juittiim a new root on Id* house and raising t:
expen liture of only jjtlOcO, and are bn»ed upon
vval.' ton; f.David Woodman ha- mov-di:
the idea that the crew oi the infected vessel must
to the Bowler house and A din Crocket t in:
tiie
->ipply the beds an bedding, and to a great extent
Hcincnw
nmi-c, recenth '--atied by \\.iinun.
t.iio car-- «•! their own >;ck.
-W :tn:n the pa.-t lift;, roars the
telegraph ano
v ir. Il'iw
y, ol this city, makes a specialty in
telephone have clone much towards annihilating
and
now
has
French
eyi- glasses,
crystal lenses spa- c. but a few day ago a respectable u'cnlleinan
that will almost make el*I eyes
young, lie also has of this village undertook to -till further improve
.11. a. Starrett, on that science by
attempting to shoot the smoke
lb-.fast, ha- rooms t<» let in his 1 welling house.
from a funnel across a chamber into a
dinucy
oi
i.otiowithout the aid of a stove pipe. Jt is but
spc.-ial meeting of the Penobscot Bay
proper
^tcaiuboTi Company—P. G. Hunt, Belfast, has
to add that he was the only
person astonished. We
•I1 r-ey “lock f-T sale-Those, who
contemplate learn that he has turned bis attention to tne invci
ring tu
rnia, should consult E. E. .Swanton, lion of a smoke condenser.... Benin. Bean., of

Mi'

money,

rglnrs have lu*en

i'

u,m

■t

B

nud e

■.!

*
>

‘■’•it

M

arcit■. i.i
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town

of Irade

stagnation

sea a

Childrens,

of the

titty thousand lo its credit in Boston,
I\ing idi1', and the Savings Bank will m*i

,-

Wilton

bought Cue oi l

one

m-

hi- house and !<•[ wilt;

A. A.

nailer in

never

Tin-

of lie

ciin

cedar

l.-ct that Urn propo-c construction
at a m.-t of J.'hioO could not he af-

that arc

j

\u.-

time

c.-uit

Square, Bangor.

1,000 Doz. STRAW HATS! Stripes,

beautiful Panel Pictures

meeting of the corporators of the
>eur-qmrt savings Bank held at their hanking room
Saturday, the following were chosen Trustees for
ensuing car' K"’m it porter, James G. Pend'eton, |
•J A. ( lenient, Loomis Lames C.
Adams.

■

'ipone action

Have you got

Sundays at

two

a wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on

The largest stock carried east of Portland, Maine.

fine residence.

summer a

been serw-d the last

nave

annual

A; Inc

-1

I a sold

are

.Dr.

Bark Carri*1 "'.man.

tin-

same

anything he

should

DRESS GOODS

Sarsaparilla

Dollar.

has

.|s

than

and said he

—--FORMERLY-

of Brown’s Sarsa-

humor about me for a longtime,
which showed itself in my stomach and mouth
and I had a feeling which I can host describe as

more

ever

use

Brown's Sarsaparilla

Many regrets are heard on
departure from .Searsport, but such
f Methodist preachers.
V

Brown’s
is

the

Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of his
He is in better health than for years. He says

If you have any disease arising from
impure blood, no matter how
Brown’s Sarsaparilla will cure you. If not,
money will be refunded.

to tin*

\irsport 11

>

boo

an

She expects in hav-a
Instrumental mush .■ t the Mfitl'o,

assigned

been

has

name.

man.

his

11.

A.

tni>’,<

-f far.-

o-good

parilla.

began

IN

iTin- Sunday dinners at our j
special feature, and travelling men |
w ben in ini- vicinity
will lie well pleased if they I
make ibis their headquarters on that day.

the

inclosing
hedge.J. \V. Thompson 1- buii-lii -r .t
handsome cottage at Fort Point lor IWi
ai.-i well liked. Mr. Bird «v. s
;-«••• n g.
B-q. of Bangor-W. I>. I.ev is E*u|. of ip.-nm
he regarded him n-an own .->*m.
Tlie l.»ody came
has been in town several day-... L
f. staple*
rdtu-sday ev ei dig
trotter Archie has recovered from the sprain he
lill III VUAVT1M “*TA1!,'N IN Pi-:S« »HS< < I B.A A
received last February, and it is hnp»o it wi.i c
I'oe x-cretary
the Navy has. -lecided liinl no
iriven more carefully on rough roa is in the
mist he lo*t in making some arrangements at
future... .('apt. C- >. kcnnal! attended the grand
u
s'
v\
I-inu 1, in Penobscot Bay, for the accoml<»dge of F A. A. M. in Portland last week and iv"! plague-stricken seamen or
.,'ipassengers turncit on
Saturday....Miss -Jennie Lambert rean infected ship. He bas autlmrized Surgeon
turned from Boston last Saturday with a full line
111
1 («iinii"i 1 to proceed with the erection >f a
of millinery and is prepared to supply all who may
•>
'-arrack* building on tin island, an-1 to stock
favor her with a end....Mr. Benson staple- ha :i
Bic ne<«--:.r\ medicines f«u tie sick.
Sec.
-light shock of paralysi.- last week but i.w
.!
t
Whitney tleeide-i that it won: I not do t>. rapidly recovering.
j
years ago and made his home with
aii'i Mr*, .loin p.ird. lie was a steady, inbu*-

j-

Ellsworth.

at

Salmon

ki« Is’*

\.

.. ei'-veu

M:

the

on

kendall arrived in
w York May fith, LJn day*
from Pi-ngua-Herbert staples Is tin- happy
father this week, for unto him a son is given....->.

Portugal, but left the country

small bn-.

a-

.<

St<'<;kton.

Mr. E 1-

more.

wa- nver

When he went to

Iyrl5

recently bought of Capt.
dame- Met •livery, the corner 1 »t at the junction of
liic sh -n- ate!
icg roads to Belfast, and will erect

daughter of Bo-ton is visiting friends
Dyer <>f Bnrnhn”) preached here -n
Sunday last...A \V. Bradford is receiving order*
dayly fr-un tin- w < -t for hi- patei b-,g ties.
II.

More..

very ill, hut
reach home. He said

had

his friends

m *ee

w;i1111"

he

and alter it

at

apt.

t-

Tuesday.

n

iu-iri'ci

the passage from
was rook
.Just before
wrote Mr. .John Bird with

->n

lived, that

1m-

1 >\vi.

Edwards

Ib’ii.lout, ho

u-r
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Monday, aged

n, < "ini., on

"‘•ivii'.
<'

.li.hr. Edwards, *.f thiof sob. <>eo. Ii. Ferguson, at

'iili itoAKl
on

public

II

the fate

spread and a picnic supper enjoyed by all
present.\. A. Hurd and wife have retimie

din
v

Marge
side

duly

One

Doses

helped him

large supply

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; si\ for $5. Made
I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

IOO

ceeded when he

Brown’s Sarsaparilla
nnd it

SELECTION OF

stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only suc-

“a canker

only by C.

A. K.

iu.\, which is

F.

were

in

1')

were

G.

Mr. Frank Curtis, the well-known boot and
shoe dealer in Banger, had trouble with Canker in
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour

whose vocation was that of a sailor. From eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor
bair came out, face and body covered with
blotches. He took one bottle

the other towns.

*s

Say ward, W. \. T.; Miss Alice Ornforth, W. s
Hattie Whitney, W.T.; Bertha Pbilbrick, W. A. >.
Fred V»se, W. F. >
Mr-. McManus, W. t
F i.
Rich, W. x!.. Hattie Cornforlh, W. R.
ML
(.' rriforth, W. L. s.; A. Lander, W. G
J'h

splendidly.

Cambridge changapt. utis Ingraham, I’i-

'.

following officers

Post

r\

Gerrish Is

Mr. G. A. Parcher, of Ellsworth, is agent for
the American Express Co., and owns a drug store
There was iu that town an acquaintance of his

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

$:5,b42..>, is larger than
any t*> 11 in tin- county except Belfast, and excepting Belfast and Winterport is as large as any three

Their ( lace is -lx miles from
turned

The

Francisco.

Manufacturing Company of New York

»nr ■'talc

installed la.-t Saturday evening by >ay ward Lodge
I. O. G. T
LI ward Lander, W. (.'. T.: Miss Alhv

and

Wir.t.-rp-.v;
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!■

worked

t..-rv
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Thorndike.
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join his ship the St. Mark, which is

>nn

Mot..ilvi

man
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that
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Pi-
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tc.

*.

11. Nichols left lor New York

A.

making about loriy -ults for members of Free-

are

Knight ha- lately

neighbor... Prof. L. ('. Bateman has
home, after an abseuee of nine months.

(ami-ridge iarriving
yesterday morning
udor tin* conimai I of
apt. Ifnix, on imr first trip
i.
!*•
>ii" ia> tin boat was taken out of
-be.
a ;ual trip io Cap!
Ingraham audit
Sc.

i. \m;.k

apt.

summer.

The Smith

family started for their home in

Montana last week.

r

loading for

>eef cattle last week ...Mr. Fred

some

any
\\

<

oz.

captains have the California
and contemplate moving there with their

where he will

possession_Mr. Robie
Quanteb.-vook Lodge -f
F. A A. M at Portland la.-t week, at the grand
ledge session... Mr. Kdward Packard h might

will probably be a lawn
\ugu-t wit Mr- Burkett at

i:i

lev*

weigh in the ag-

heo.

Church,

ways to get relief, at last bought Brown’s Sarsa"
parilla and was cured. Rev. Mr. Gerrish will en”
dorse the above.

Purify the Blood

exhibition in their

on

Pastor of the Pine St.
and author of “The Blue and the
Gray.” A member of hi* family had a severe case
of Canker in Mouth and Stomach, tried in various
kev.

M. E.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st. the combination of
remedial agents ; 2d, the proportion; 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
Hood's Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purities my blood, sharpens mv appetite, and
seems to make me over.”
J. Y. Thompson,
Legister of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
"Hood's Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth its weight in gold." T. Harrington,
130 Hank Street, New York City.
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Pendleton.

Albert Robbins has >nught the. farm
Wing estate
of Leonard Luce
Mr. Glia-. Morse has bargain
e<: his hot« ! to the proprietor of the hotel at Wash-

city, has held its

nii
■

i■

Uib of this

(

10.30

Basset, crayon artist, lias on exhibition at
tin Post ollice a very liue picture of Capt. Piiineas

Poor and James Moore have sold their mill property to Leonard Luce and Frank Fuller. Leonard
Luce has also bought tin- place know n as the Hiram

The

son.

pleasantly spent in social intercourse,
wiln -ongs and instrumental music.

the Porter school

at

with him.

Mr. Judson G.

i.

of

H. C.

purchased the property of Oliver Stoddard and
will not build as formerly reported.. Mr. L. c.

■
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excitement

some

Skarsmon
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Mr. ami Mrs Woodcock and the

his

a course

l*. M.

one

day-R. Taylor has bought the Jos. Knonlton
place In the town of Knox and will move there_
Boxing school is done for this spring.

cave a

newly born son. The
very elegant one, was gotten
Mi (diaries O'Connell, and was served in
Mr W.leock'-* studio. Toasts were given in houa

The students

Grange Hall

lecture

the 24th at

Sunday

on

opened

at the school house in Union District.

Morse will

Mrs.
house

academy closed

Sam,
brother,.wont
Grange Hall has received a new coat of
which
adds
much to its appearpaint
spring,
ance-C. K. Knowlton has bought the Taylor
place—There was preaching at the church last
Sunday.Miss C. Williams lias returned home
from Georgia where she has been engaged in teaching the past few years-The shooting of a ferocious bulldog owned by J. A. Bailey, ol M uitvlllc,

supper
the members of the \I I.

to

evening

A. K. Dunton of Camden has

penmanship

A VERY FI ILA-Starrettin

Means health and happiness; bad blood means Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt Rheum, Cancer,
Pimples, Boil.', L iters, Tumors, Black Heads and various other difneultiea
which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.

Last Spring my two children were vaccinated. Soon after, they broke all out with running sores, so dreadful I thought I should lose
them. Hood’s Sarsaparilla cured them completely; and they have been healthy ever
since. I do feel that Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Mrs. C. L.
saved my children to me.”
Thompson, West Warren, Mass.
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James L. Pendleton will leave tins week for Liv-

this

occasioned
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Capt.

erpool where he will join the ship Elizabeth.
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on

Augustus Mosnian is making improvements
J. II. Lane’s cottage at Swan Lake.

night at the close of the term_Geo. Go wen Is
moving into the parsonage-K F. Banton lias re-

made bv Mr.

was

of tbe best in the

one

the
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successful term.

a

entertainment

an

gave
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ll'CAS' i.

The school

is to i>c master workman

A. H. Nichols house.

—

Mr. Will

Children feel the debility of the changing
seasons, even more than adults, and they become cross, peevish, and uncontrollable.
The blood should be cleansed and the system
invigorated by the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

J. A. Clement and wife returned from Florida

L. S.

PURE BLOOD

Care for the Children

Tues-

Saturday.

ly ...Samuel Stevens has moved on the Sumner
Allen Larrabee has bought the
Stevens place
Will Ripley place.

mar

Liverpool

day.

day. The Monroe brass band will furnish the music for the occasion.Ira White has bought a
place at White’s Corner and will move there short-

tin- sidewalk. The reptile is about nine inches in
length, two-thirds of which is tail. The back is
dark colored with two rows of bright yellow spots,
on either side.
It is a handsome specimen.

Locals.

Searsport

Mrs. A. U. Nickels arrived from

Levando's FrencliDye Honse.
The most reliable

one

in the country.

TO BVY YOLK TICKET

NICHOLS’

I

j

Will You (into America's Sunniest Clime!
The Land of sunshine, fruits ami flowers.
For the fullest Information in relation

to the

golden climate, large productions and best way to
reach and examine this wonder land inquire in
in person or by letter of
E. E. fWAXTON or A. L. MALE.
13 Hammond Street, Bangor, Me.
Gw*20

CARRIAGES.
I

FOR

have now in stock a line line of CARRIAGES
13w9ins
and shall name U w prices.
FRED ATWOOD. Wintcrport, Me.

AND

BALL!

TO HELD AT

IENSL0V HALI, STOCKTON,
MAY 19, 1885.
May 7,1885.-2w ID

The Boston 5c. & 10c. Store

Cull and Examine Tlie

IS THE PLACE TO GET YOUR

NEW STOCK

Housekeeping Goods.
Belfast, May 7, 18!;5.—3wl9

At the Boston Ac. <t lOc. Store,
Belfast, Me.
High St,.

No. 20

Dunham’s Boat.

Alec.
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And Every Species of Itching and Burning Diseases
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V

Tin-new linn will endeavor lo am,tain tile
Excellent Reputation uf lilt* old.
Belfast, Ma\ i, IbiSA—iiwlit
E. L ElKl.il.
FIELD & CARTER.
W. P. CAHTEB.
ne»n.

ABK NOW BEING SOU) AT

LOW PRICES

Hervoy’s .Jewelry

i

Store.

Horses for Sale or EitMie.
From 25 to 35 Horses for sale or exchange, weighing from 900 to 1,300 lbs.
Suitable for drivers or workers. Letters
■* promptly answered.

f ^\
*
3ml5

.|o

brass band in your

Don't

W. bRINNKLL, Searxport, Me

HORSES FOR SALE.
■fTTE have a pair of Prince Edward Island horses
to dispose of. Age respectively 5# and 0
ff
rder over 1200 lbs.
years. WTeigh when in good
each.
WM. PITCHER & SON.
Belfast, April 30, 1885.—tf 18
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Intemperance, Nervous Diseases,
General Debility, Excesses and
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Female

Weakness.

USE ITAT ONCE.
It restores the KIDNEYS, LIVER and BOWELS, to a healthy notion and CURES when all
■Jthcr medicines fail. Hundreds have been saved
who h .ve been given up to die
by friends and
physicians.
Price#!.2ft. Send for Illustrated Pamphlet to
HUNT’S REMEDY CO., Providence, R. L
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For full information address Plaque A Panel Art
Works, 7 Kxehange Place, Boston, Bass. P. 0.
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Tin and Glass Ware,

BOSTON 5c.

It cures Biliousness, Headache, Jaundice, Sour
Stomach, Dyspepsia, Constipation and Piles.
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has sold out his drv goods busicity to II. A. STAKItETT &<_'(>.,
hut, may be found at tin* store for some lime to settle his old accounts. All those indebted t.o the old
firm of T. W. PITCHER A CO are
reque.-ted to
<•all.it the store and make immediate payment. He
takes Lid? occasion to tlmnk the people of Belfast
and vicinity for their liberal patronage, and asks a
continuance of their favors for the new firm.
T. VV. PITCH ER.
Belfast, May 4, Ihso—in
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Contains ail

A-'ivliiri e.lt,> Belfast, an*I opened an odic, in
the Belfast opera House B. it I I i
Kutr iu«v
Beaver street, where lie will allend t > m h
sional calls, ottieo hours from :• \. m to
p. \i.
Belfast. March 10. iss.v—flmosj 1
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If the unlawful mutilation of public records
a crime, then Garcelon, bis council, and
Pillsbury their instigator and chief adviser, are
criminals.
If the fraudulent alteration of election re- j
turns and the corrupt reversal of the results
shown by the true returns is a crime, then
j
Garcelon, his council, and Pillsbury, their instigator and adviser, are criminals.
If forgery is a crime, then Garcelon, his j
council, and Pillsbury are criminals, just as j
other forgers who have served long terms behind prison bars were criminals.
If the Hmiioeratie party chooses to hold up
those particular individuals as its representaj
tive men, surely it is not for Republicans to
question its choice, its taste or its judgment.
[Bath Times.
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which will pay yon In examine before purI \ hi
chasing elsewhere.
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Dr. B. Merrill

Man's FINE FONG It ESS HOOT.

Assyrian relics will form a feature of the
coming exhibition of the Metropolitan Museum,

Point.
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Kidney complaint in America;
a quick, complete cure.
$1.
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Slipper!

French
Narrow Widths.

man

The institution
has recently purchased from Mr. Bernard Malmon a collection of Chaldean and Assyrian cylinders. One of them is a terra cotta of Nebuchadnezzar, some nine inches long, live in diameter and measuring about two inches at the
ends. It has been copied and translated by
Father J. F. X. O'Conor, of Woodstock. The
translator considers it of value not so much
from any new historical fact revealed, but liecause it is the first unpublished original which
has found its way from the ancient empire of
Babylon to New York city.
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stinging, irritation, all Kidney and Primary complaint.-cured l»y “Buchu-pailm.” $1.
Nitfi't sweats, fever, ehills, malaria, dyspepsia
cured by “Wells’ Health Renewer.”

Prevalence of
‘Ruehu-pniha" is

j

F^'h

Try it. 15c.
Debility

Nervou- Weaktic.-s, Dy-pepsia, Sexual
cured by “Wells* Health Uenewer.” $1.

na-

we would
new pro-

First—It Is equal In softness to the best Freneh
Kid.
Second it will not crack or turn
purple.
Third It lias all the clepnnce of Freneh KJd
with none of Its defects, and ean he sold at a much
less price.
-It Is made with HAWKINS IMPROVE I)
FLEXIBLE INXEIi SOLE, making the Boot as flexible as hand sewed poods.

“Rough on t ough.-,” troches, 15c., liquid, 25c.
for children, slow in development,
puny and
delicate, use “Wells’ Health Uenewer.”
Dentist”Tooth Powder.

I
Id presenting lliis boot to the
public
<'ali attention to tin* slock, made bv a
cess of tanning:

“Buchu-paiha,” great kidney and urinary cure.
b lie-, roaches, ant-, bed-bugs, rat.-, mice, cleared
out by “Rough on Rats.”
15c.
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Ladies wlm would retain freshness and vivaiitv
don't tail to try Well’s Health Uenewer.”
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lease of store to any person desiring
enter the Dry t.oods business.
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man who went to a skating rink a few
days
tel! and u as picked Up “senseless,”
r*a_\ s ail e\e11 a1 ige.
Well, what of it? You didn’t expect the
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for all who will give him a trial, t all and >ee
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sleep

The ltev. Canon Hawlinson, an admitted
authority on all questions relating to Biblical
antiquities, has contributed an article to the In- |
terpreter on “Biblical Topography,” in which
he discusses the various theories advanced regarding “the site of Paradise.” Canon Raw*
linson believes, with the German Kaliseb. that
a distinct locality was before the mind of the
writer of tin* book of Genesis, and he gives it
a* hi* judgment that the locality was in Assyria.
The theory i* not new, but it has for some time
been in less favor than of old.
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The Methodist

\

M. R.

ASSYRIAN RELICS.

copartnership has tliie i|..v I.. formed uinler
Ule linn in,mi ni HELD A CAM Elt nl the ulil
slaud uf Sic. per & Held in liic Innseinenl nl llie n|,|
Telegraph Building on High street, for Hit- purpose
of carrying on llie Wliolesul.
n.i Retail Fish liusi-

WONDERFULLY

-A\l>-

to
the soundest the night !
are hanged.
Those troubled with innow an efficacious though
heroic 1

it is said, have over 1000 scholars. There are
twenty or more mis-ionaries of different denominations in the city of Lucknow. Mr. Badley says there should he a missionary union,
with monthly meeting-, hut the workers may
all he too busy to find lime for the meetings.

Belfast,

Brilliants, Rhine Stones, Pearl and (Jarnets. NEW and BK 11 patterns just received at
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Kale’s Honey
_*b
ur.vjic./.oc.&Sl
fl-lenn's
L
unifies, 25a
<*rriuatif on. Rerun**. el...:
rns A Bunions
H I s Hair and Whisker D.
and Brown, 50c.
Kike’sTootitaelie Ur; y
in l Minute,25c
Dean s Rheumatic Kill-* arc a sure cure, 50a

Sunday Schools recently the attendance was j
upward of 1700, of w hich number less than 300
were Christians. The Weslex an Sunday Schools, !

Owl 7

EAR

"Mi

ijui
ii
;u
i.ucmiow
jih\ s us pastors ..j
rupee* per month, ami gels nothing from America. Several baptism* have occurred duiiug
the pa*t monlh. The Methodist English Church
is so pleased with its earnest and successful
pastor that it is talking of a new' parsonage,
something greatly needed. Iti the Methodist
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missionary circle* in India.

AgncH IfflplBDUtS,
K.

gula

'lien- are 47d missionaries at tin* front, and
lOoo native preachers and teachers, and an
earnest call lias been issu’ d for increased support to prevent serious crippling of the work.
There i> much activity and encouragement in

iVr’,Dr$3, by all druggists.

Coliseum. 47 Main St.,
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delirious!
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men to hold
times!
"The Doctors trieii in vain

H«a. torn
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American Uaptist Missionary I'nion
closes it- linaiieial year with an increased debt,
liie opening of ili»* year found it with an indebtedness of £22,:>fi‘u;7. which, with tin* aproprixtions for the year, nmiie a total sum *>f
£412,042 20 to be rai>* d. Tin* receipt* for the
\ear * ink'd April 1. lssd. were only £:>02,020.:»0. so that the deli.-it is m>Nv so0.01d.70.
The Finance < omiiiutcc <»t the Presbyterian
Hoard'll Fop'ign Mission* report that, unless
the gifts of the latter part of April shall exceed
those of the corresponding period of last year,
a debt of
£100,000 must be reported. Tbi* will
be a serious matter, a* the work is already
£lou,noo in excess of i't support received, and

—

W.
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Hurklfu* Arnica Salve.
l’.c-t s*.'.!ve in the world for ( uts, Bruises,
Fleer-, -alt Rheum, Fever Sores. Tetter.
h
ippy ! Hand-, ( hiii'l tins, Corn-, and ail -kin
i.rupti ".s, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
r< *inir> i.
It i- guaranteed t give perfect satisfathm, oj- unme. refunded, Price 25 cents per l.oxFor sale by Richard II. Moody.
I
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of Pore

Avoid a drunken man; lie may get
piarrei. Avoid the same mm. when
In* may gel vo.i drunk.

MISSIONARY mans.

has wr,n golden opinions.
No traveler should consider his outht ooinjtl.
jr includes a bottle of
this medicine.
It’ y.,u arc exposed to
frequent
of
f<
changes climate, •<•<] ami water. Favorite Remedy
should always be w.ihi:; > ,>ur read*. It
exp. Is malarial J>i,i-.,||> ami
ln.-t pn ventative of chills
and malarial f,
m in- u
;i. |.
]r j- especial Iv of.
fere.l a-
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I tel lad, April 1.;,
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Marble Monuments, Tablets,

Funny
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Plows,

Hin

tui
siimaie. 1 du churches have grown out of
tie- f*7d s,-hoo|s h»- ha- found"'! in years past;
and similar reports arc received from other
quarters. Tin- grand total ol the American
>umla\ School I'nioit's work lor llie three score
years of its activity, represents over TO.ooO
Sumlay Schools foumh'd. into which o.102,170
s< holars have been
gathered.
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lion-and-of case-, has felt, it his dntv to make
In 11
souilxin distiie; the progres- has been
it Known t„ his suffering fellows. Actuated
by this
>i111:*.tr!y rapid. !•’ mr years ago tlnre were t motive and a desire
to relieve human suffering, I
sixteen mountain •• is111iof Kentucky that
"
free f elmrge, to all who desire it. this
•anitained hut a single school: now there are
ip a lu Herman, French or English, with full
in those six..-,.ii counties :;g:l Sunday School*, directions tor preparing and using. Sent
by mail
"ing with stamp, naming thiwith several
sultan! churches, wry largely' b\ ad
paper, W'.
die to tin- union's work.
The K* \. 1-aae A. Not ..s, | t*i fhnrer’s /Hock, Rochester, X.
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High St., Near Phoenix House,
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i t AR!).— 1 o all who are suffering from erroryear cjo*ing March 1 (the sixty- .m imiisereiion-,.f \outh, nervous weakness, ear*v
1“-the
American
1 will send a recipe
s.-hool
uianiioo'l, ,v.
year
Sunday
th.it w..i cure
FREE OF C1IARHE. This great
l iiion'- existence
tie- missionaries of that ! r" 'vv;is you,
discovered by a missionary in South
Tici. Send self-addressed
organization in the northwest ''Strict establish- IVi.’-ru
envelope to Rkv.
n T. Inman, Station I), Xeir York.
1 r2!»
'1 171 new Sun.lav School- ami brought 17'-")
A tin cup containing .a number of
coins
Spanish
!< aeI].-i’s and l.VlOo scholars into tlnm.
They w:i* recently dug up by a farmer in Baldwin c>un,v• H e
I ids is the kind of cep that "cheers,” if It
also aid**d old -ehools ;n H>7> ca-es, where
doesn't inebriate.
th* re wire 7411 teacher- and is.447 scholars.
(OYSIMPTIOV CURED.
Tiny tlisii iluit* d 4!».‘o Hi1 *'« and Testaments,
ie
1 2102 m "tings, aibored sl21 days, traveled
Ayi »M ph v.-i'i:ui, retired from practice, having ;
hi- hands by an East India mission!'
j
1 Id 2d:i miles and vi-ite.i b>.'.»7o families.
Alir\ the b'rmuia ot a
simple vegetable remedy tor
t', ady
12»0 are s;lj,[
ji:t\accepted Christ thf-peedy and permanent cure of Consumption,
win rc tlicse
lien
lamu'd. and ninety-two I»r*uicI;jti-, Catarrh, Asthma an 1 all throat and
churches are reported a< d< velopcd from these
l.'mg A il'cetious, also a positive and radical cure
I
si• liooi-.
Nrr\oiis Dcbiiity in 1 all Nrrvou- < omplaiiil
Hut these an- ’lie liiiure.s for only a
alter ii i\ing tested its wonderful curative
powers
single di-triet of the union's wide-spread work.
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stroilier.
C.. says in a recent letter: “Your
'"'di' ine lm- done me so much good that l don’t
• I>
I
m
so.p taking it iinti 1 am entirely well.
1 owe all my goo.', feelings to you. The doctor
get an; credit for curing me, ii is vour modi<*ii"’ that Li- done me more good than
anything I
have
er taken”
A Dressmaker in Findlay, <».,
*‘l hay. d rived
great a ben-dit from tiie
a-e “I > “nr
eg. table
ompound that I recommend
it in the strongest terms, with the utmost confidence
an
am -are it will cure the mo-t stunhorn cases. I
•! -idey j; rent much better than
any other preparation made for all Female Complaints.”
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and < il with stable at fuelled. and two i: trim so sil un!
ed that sloek ean he turned Irom Imtii
ar t Info
The tanni-ar t-’>oi-.
pa'iure without driviim
sistiniT of a Walter A. W.i*s
"w ii _■
|,..r-e
toaehine, nearly new, ne i
mas bay rake, one
vau'ou,
and other
artiele**. A!-o I w
mu
r~ ok;
.one .ike two
-lei r*. on, two veil's
I eolt. -h
i;
llien-. I'mabove named >!oeU an i M rill ill.' I" d- wi I be -old
it larm i- sold.
Mr Kdniti
hnpoe ,uid his
I .; >■'< us I!
hoii.-ht tile "an in tie ’iaimer id |-s ;
an
111 M'oh^lilv re I mired till* house mi st.-ib-e. Mr.
I•
us It. on d 1
: i.
Mr K-jwin ( hapen and
wife heia;r old and out of health are desirous
f
bin-'. The above property is -ituaied in a .rood
towi and peaceable ueie bl iorli
Land satis I a >r\
term- will be made.
Lev turilia* partieulaim inKl'WIN
II alia
t la farm.
duin' "t
h A
I \ l< Ivl K-'A,
,\ ;t.,
11Ml m
Swamil.e, April 1 :.
I*:

A. E. CLARK &CO.,

NEbRALGIA,

TONS.

SOLUBLE
PACIFIC OUANO

KNOWLTON,

A Vatali Fan for Sale.

Common Headstones & Marble Shelves.
AGENTS MONTMFATAL B1SONZK CO. lG-slims an I
sample-can he s< cn at our simp hy all wh call. It
not convenient to call drop us a’ line an i we wib

ot

i by intellect, then to value it for
We at-" a ways in these days
'ake.
trying to separate tin two: we want one man
» b
a!vv ys w eking. md we call otn a gman and the other an op.ra'iv : whereas the
workman ought often to be thinking and the
thinker often to be working, and both should
be gentlemen in Ihe best sense.
As it is. we
make both ungenti'
the one envying, the
other i• sp}sii;g. Id- brother. and thema-sof
:• iy
in t.i
op of morbid thinker' and
m i'c! a I ic worker'.
Now, it is oni l>\ labor
that thoughi can be made happy and the probe
f«'-ion should
liberal, and there should lx
‘esv
pride felt in peculiarity of employ m- nt
and mma in e\. lienee f adn Venn nl. rKiis-

-AT-

A

tijY

3

<■

Bangor
Co.

kidneys.

s.

Try

BRIDGEFCBT. CONN.

lyrl»

Friend of Woman.
Tlii> title is often applied to Mrs. I.vdi.i E.
I’in: iiuni. *f Lynn, Mass., l,y
happ> wive- and
•n-'thers who h ive been cured of
di-tressing di•*rd'rs aivl relieved of pain and suffering h\ MrPinkham'- \ 'getalilc Compound. Mr-. L. 11-

s

wln

G

Cures RHEUMATISM.

r
TI1K CIIAKLES

i

A ghost in st. Paul orders beer ami then vanishThe reason they think lie’s a ghost ftMl nf»t ;l
nucv.
i- that lie vani-lie- without drinking the
beer.

How many •'! *ur mo-; cherished beliefs are
iikc those trinking-uMs-i
„f the ancient pattern. that serve ti- w» :. so long as we keep
them in our ban i. but spill all if we atleinpt
to set them d nn n 1
; Holmes.

it-

/s

new

supports.

It

Sidney/

friendship

ruins the wall- i!

ship gives

LOWEST.

I 'I MEN -E 11

ur

j
1

In H••nr. Ac Johnson’s Arnica and < >:1 Liniment is
uni di.e- i the cur.dive
properties of the different
•i
with the lira ling qualities of Arnica. Good
for man and animal. Every bottle guaranteed.

M- 11 ought to l«".v;i'v ih:P tl*c\ use not exercise and a soar** die! lx*?h : i'li" if much ex ends.a
p 1 i: i f i! diet; if sp:1ni;g did !i,: !'• exercise.
L"r l Haeoii.

.-le >to.-k of

:i.-r in

A.

MONUMENTf- L E RCNZE COMPANY,

Siu*3)iii«>.itnii*4'k

stit«'h in lime” often saves
consumption.
Down.-' Elixir used in time saves life.

ut .a lit-.. face lik--the vigil*
Nothing wears
of a i-aial !:.bl. ;.u ! : !;.m- cutting I'I’vmii- which
attend tlic'n.
Addison.

Light Weight Overcoats

STOCKS ff? I DC E

M AKl’}■' *CTl KKf> BY

\

Education begins the gen; ieman. but panting,
g" d eompair. ai d
<'.lection mu-t finish him.
; Locke.
>

Circulars.
c

Font »f

•'•

do a goop deed
F. B. Glllty

t<'

g"

Price List &
,|

U

L.

nsiivencss is [he primary eau-e of much disHr- Henry Baxter's Mandrake Hirers "ill
permanently cure co*Li\enc-s. Kverv l. uih uar
ranted.

'o 1;on.

if.

fin til
1 'ilcl.ee.

\»-.\:

Send for

Maim k Grouufl Plaster,

.*

:•

doubting. p:a.\t

r——

Boston and

the end of tny toes and to my

to

brain!
"W hieh made
“From agony.
"It took three

Fertilizer, which

For sale at the old stand of

GEn

Dsnijerous Case.
ltociIKS'Ti.-:u, .Tune 1, 1882. “Ten

*

‘•Extending

This old and reliable
has
been on the market for
eighteen years, is unsurpassed for list* on
Farm, harden. Lawn,
or Flower lied.
It is a
complete manure, rich
in all the necessary elements.
The Farmer
who plants his cr<»p>.
to
the money
looking
I
h 'hey will return, linds
|'bat every dollar’s
3 worth of

STONE.

ll)pophospiiltea,

with

\tkinson .-ays that silver is not aas
are eggs.
This may he true, but a
not cause as much
P' l'Let lull "t the tormer do
un\i. ty
the ,-ame quantity of the latter.

last.
close.

they
boy

of

f
u

what Samuel G. Miness. Supt. of Pawtucket I
Pawim kct, B. I under date of Dec. 1-,
i' i. say.-"1 have used Dr. Seth Arnold’s
Cough
Kid.
lor several y ears and consider it the br.«t »> a
1" ';,iv e cure l-r a cold, and possessing nil the merit I
d
cl.iinn
for it.”

He that doubt' the existence of mind, by

('■■ i •.
Id
a-v-t--ui 1 roin a

Pan

they

remedy.

at

•■

j.
h
lb. Johnson.

b.

re

dca\or.

h

try thc>c Piastu iu'a. Hie;.- pivLiver
th":;.

1

Designs.

"•••

Gems

ervent

:

gt.f'.

>

me

tore

Mr. F

!

Oil.

blood i- absolutelv necessary in order t<>
rleet health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla purities
strengthens the system.

:--'-

Men
’•

ii.

Wi.

|3 ELECTOR

I’
■

come' :

!" le

Beautiful

:iml

SALES, 50,000

ANNUAL

\.

somnia have

gone

i ii the cat
oil i-ofc 1m

r anils

nllipr Thruul

i'll.! i;»ill,„o,'...'ji„nl»,ul,':t'.s. A.

fold*.

,iU,lK AlfV<‘(ioii!>.

t. mi.I l.l It

*

*

Years ago 1 was aiLarked with the most
Intense ami death v pains iu my hack and

Pacific Guano.

ANY

the d.-o.! and

w

Hound my m
Poor little '.-i ii
( ’ll Jo quartei

CQl-l-lIVy
VOLTAIC

am! white.

...

gan-.”

Potter

ing.

c r\

••.-.*»*S

a-i ami thr- it
ruing <-n
there are
scereti.-U' ai.-!
g
able hawking •mriog th
entire do.-, l*ut an unand i*»■-pir.tte»r> orprecedented ei.-ai i, --o| -.

tnorough.y

to-*. i>

Emulsion

Liver

The hoop -nuke, which takes its tail in its mouth
and so trundles over the ground, is, to sav the
h ast, regardless of dres-and its
appropriateness.
Hi- walking Miit c.uisi«u* of a .-wallow tai

—

p!" “Forward march:"

••mil' k st.

ll
have

w<

v-\\i

_

■

!*'

Over 500

*

—

Poisons

in wni. Ii it i-, Indicated.”

Horsey'' lit ad i' broken oft'.
Horsey's tail is torn.

owe their
Kid' Kai*.

\ .M

> n-

—•

.ber

iMi
!

~s

<

Arms.

!" otV hi- cart:

h*

w

“Left wh*

Vocalists.

x v- w
A-id Public
Ml-! -apresent u-efn.b:
I * A I- C t KI. t"! (VIA il!:li.
lies
Dr. M i_.ii.
edie.s for catarrh
t n:>a.ad in
ib
Kvidi vi. C IK I
ii'
It

II. W.

round ami'!" < Mi t! tloor.
Picking up his toy s.
Breaking all within his reach.
Bii'i. s: „f boys.

“K -hi

IT

SURE

Very Palatable anil Strengthening.
H. Dksam.im s, Oswego, N. V., says: “I
!ia\c pie.-i il-i d >cotPs Emulsion formally year-,!
and have given it a thorough comparative test. I
aim a
-peak in too high term- of p- palatability.
a- well ;ts its
efficacy in all the wasting disorder*
Dr.

*•( J

package.

tv.iy

of

••Present anil'!"
B"t ii s! re Jelled ..lit to III.
"iroiig and ste id
sniootu
Fair :t' anils ean be.

x

i»b.

Scott’s
Cud

Navy J *urnal.j
There they are

ami

PRACTICALLY:

A

Soluble

••

Who 'hall say how he east oil.
If to starboard or larboard?
But of tme thing I'm sure—
The pilot's safe hurhord!
Nantucket Inquirer and Mirror.

1

isstyrasstp

CHEAPER THAN

"N
interrupti-m of business on account of |
weather” is the motto a Kalamazoo hen nailed
1 "’Vc tier nest and when the
mercury was :»-2 de- ;
eaves below zero she came off with a brood ->t
y oung chickens.

nt

»

and

PROMPT,
SAFE,
<oii|riis.

Care for

good pilot as e\ er
Brought ship into bay ?

W

wangf -.t-ii' m

oil

Opiates, Ume'tics

SCIENTISTS AS

InleslrnctililB

DON’T (.FT DISCOlRAhFR !
Be-ause the doctors say you cannot live. 1 was j
troubled with Dropsy, and given up to die. But
at'tor u-ing Milphur Bitters I am well.
It is tin
bc-i medicine for all Kidney diseases 1 ever saw.
—Mrs. ,/. Brown, Bridgeport, Conn.

came

say you. and whither?
;i>k me w hit'll way

'lie.

’I

Diseases."

jt rve from,

Medal.

a

The newest shopping or money bags arc those
lined with silk plush in olive green or cardinal.
Tno "Id-f.tMiione. 1 leather wallet, lined with greenback* of large denominations, however, still holds
its own.

He n a 1\ might free her.
But not from her moorings
Did tin- pilot's hand cast her.
Though a signal lie answered
( Mie set by t he Master.

M

m

1

kept the V«hole House Awake.
Wash I.m; n in, D. r.—Mr. F. <> McClearv, a!
prominent solicitor of patents of this city, was
f.>r several weeks with a severe cough,
"'Ic.. !. not only deprived him <>t sleep but auuoved
'ih. rs. The only thing which did him
any good,
in- -ays, w.is the new preparation Red •'tar Cough
( lire, a purely vegetable compound, tree from
opi- i
aics. narcotics or poisons of any kind.

her.

see

signal

that if

niooreu.

I

BETTER AND

He

For the pilot one night
Left the boat as \oll

*1

I;\, bn

b
i; i:

Hager to test her.
ship on the bar.

barque driving in.
G«*d s< ml that you lee get
Past l'uekerimek Shoals.
The reefs of Mu'keiret,
There go minute gun- :
Still faster and taster.But no more to their aid
Flies the little two-master.

a eon

^oughA^e

1

ENDORSED BY

<

< >b.

mV iii
m,i
ii
K
mu
b-r "w
i-|_:m
at lim-v- s- bad tiiit Ic-md not .attend to
ess to
W*t k- ai at .me.
Till'.xes? ot
n
R \
torn lo.lt le- Kl-.st »i.\ 1
1
iia'e i'lltired me "t mi- Ire a itu. iisi i-e."

av.

It

and

i

MARK.

FERTILIZERS:

CTJftEQSS

on

Just where tile waves east her!
Moored li»-- the pilot boat
\V here i> her master?

tin

Have

to

!

level headed young farmer came into the
Fifty Ct
office the other day and paid in advance !
—Tll> II MM I
for a copy of the Star for one year.
He said that every farmer in his
neighborhood took the paper except himself, and he was
,
bound not to be out-done.
Eight or ten of his neighbors bad offered to j
lend him their Stars after they had read them.
but he concluded that borrowing a paper was !
one way «>t cheating the
printer. [Presque |
Isle North Star.

Strident northeaster
Ami smoky sou'wester
Call for the pilot boat.

appeared on his
lc-iroyed his

near'

g

v
l<>

—

M
wdiien

Ought

Star

ed \^(

__TRADE

i

A
Star

the shore
The crested wave dashes.

A

me

He

Sankoty llashes;

Whilt*

I has. Houghlon, iMj.,
I'.
vu-r, J' x.-in s:
toil, re poll' a C;tsr Ot I-;. -Ilia under his o,i-er\a
tion tor ten y-.ar-. w :de..vcv« 1 tli
pationfbody and lim'--. and to which all known methods
of treatment had been applied without benefit,
which was completely cured ->a-lv by the (iTli I UA Kk.M 1 Ibi s, H aving a
-lean and heailhy
skin.

H. Drake, h>q.. 1

now

Lantern at Great Point,
Brightly it burnetii:
Beacon on Brand Point
The signal retimieth.
Far out to sea

Will McDonald. J -fi Dearborn -d.. Chicago,
K/--cma or Salt
grab ; a. y ackm*w icjgcs a cure
Kheum o:i hen I. m k, ta--c. arm-, and legs for sevw alk
enteen y ears; m>t ai le t
x-a-p: on hands and
knees i.n oi
year; mb able t» help hiui'i’lf for
eulit year.-, tried hundredlann-dies; doctors
ease hopelcs-; permanently cured
pronounced
1“ (f rict Kv K»->"LVi vi
•'•■!
imniier inter
nally, and • Imi t;A a,: Cnt'TlvA > »AP the
great akin cures externa! v.

Up Wonderfully.

Bore

see; you know the captain. Well,
now. wasn’t he a man as could stand up under
trouble **q’al to anybody you ever seed ?”
”1 don't know.
Don't remember that I ever
saw him in any
very trying difficulty, though.’’
XV ell. I have, an’ the howlin’est kind o’ grief
never seemed to even faze him.
Why. when
be come Lome from bis third wife’s funeral, inMead of snortin’ around the house an’ spilin’
his hair an* makin’ his eyes red. as
you or me’d
a done, he
just sot hisself down, an' says he to
the hired gal. says he, ‘Mary Ann, is there
any
cold meat in the house?’
[Chicago Ledger.

Foresail and mainsail
In loose folds are lying:
Naked the mastheads are.
No pennon tly iug,
Seaweed and wreck
Alike may drift past her;
Here lies the pilot boat—
Where is her master?

smvKM, the New Mood Puritier. to ke, p the
blo.>d cool, the perspiration pure and unirritaling,
the bowels open. the liver and ki Inc. active, will
speedily cure Kc/.-ina, Tetter, Kingworm, Psoriasis, Lichen Pruriui'. s-nll Head. PundrufT, and
every species of Itching, > aly. and Pimply Humors of the s>-a!p and Skin, when tiie best phy sicians and all known remedies fail.

1

not

••Loin

The call of disaster.
Loose swings the rudder.
Unshipped the tiller;
Crossing the bar so
One sea would till her!

Kin-mu, with im agonizing itehVj ing„and bur.dag, instantly relicicd by a warm
bath with iTTIiTka So at. and a single application
of
riri ha, the .groat 'kin liiiv.
This repeated
dailv, with two or three do-,-- ofco Till HA KkPi /KM A.

He

There she lies at her moorings.
The little two-master.
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Inllmiinmtion. I aval
liable
Neuralgia *un
Throat. KiieiinuUi-ui, .le.

,h
external and internal use.
have for a long time n
.1 Mill s \
'table
and
found
it
a
sale
and
Remedy,
excellent medicino.”-Kev S. Allen. Atihuru. Me. i'5nnd bunts.
j»er bottle. Wholesale II 11 ll.\Y ,t s< i.N. rort»
■'U

e

_.laud. UKO. 0. iiOOOWIN i l'U.. Huston.
GindO

i<e
eati
unde selling
irood, u»eful,everyday
hooks that
po.’iple
ss am. /
I m pi >
l’l » s*
t
I o I* ||»iv
210,IH Nl
\,,|s.
.sold),
til I 'PA Ill’s t Mill) MAII s IllSimts
(Id, uni) \ o|s.
li S s K I I. I ’s ( ..Mil Miini 1)1 |'i
"'I'P11; vis _»|. *,,.
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I S iual (ahout re niv).
Active Salesmen waul'd.
MAUT1N (.lAUlilSON A ( CP.
Is d
Milk street, opposite the P. O., Hostou.

